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UNIT 1 
ECONOMICS 
Text  What does economics study? 
Grammar Revision: Tenses in Active and Passive Forms. 
                                   Types of questions.      
LEAD-IN 
1. Answer the questions. 
* Why did you decide to become an economist? 
* What do you know about your future profession? 
READING 
2. Before reading the text, remember the following words and word 
combinations.  
birth rate ɭɪɨɜɟɧɶ ɪɨɠɞɚɟɦɨɫɬɢ 
budget ɛɸɞɠɟɬ 
business  ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɹ, ɛɢɡɧɟɫ 
to collect data ɫɨɛɢɪɚɬɶ ɞɚɧɧɵɟ 
convenience ɭɞɨɛɫɬɜɨ 
demand ɫɩɪɨɫ 
government ɩɪɚɜɢɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɨ 
to have an effect on ɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɬɶ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟ ɧɚ, ɜɥɢɹɬɶ ɧɚ 
household budget ɫɟɦɟɣɧɵɣ ɛɸɞɠɟɬ 
inflation ɢɧɮɥɹɰɢɹ 
resources ɪɟɫɭɪɫɵ 
to run business ɪɭɤɨɜɨɞɢɬɶ ɩɪɟɞɩɪɢɹɬɢɟɦ 
trade-off ɤɨɦɩɪɨɦɢɫɫ 
unemployment ɛɟɡɪɚɛɨɬɢɰɚ 
3. You are going to read the text about what economics is like. For ques-
tions 1–10, decide if they are true (T) or false (F).  
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What does economics study? 
What do you think of when you hear the word economics? Money, cer-
tainly, and perhaps more complicated things like business, inflation and un-
employment. The science of economics studies all of these, but many more 
things as well. Perhaps you think that economics is all about the decisions 
that governments and business managers take. In fact, economists study the 
decisions that we all take every day. 
Making deals every day 
Very simply, economics studies the way people deal with a fact of life: 
resources are limited, but our demand for them certainly is not. Resources 
may be material things such as food, housing and heating. There are some re-
sources, though, that we cannot touch. Time, space and convenience, for ex-
ample, are also resources. Think of a day. There are only 24 hours in one, and 
we have to choose the best way to spend them. Our everyday lives are full of 
decisions like these. Every decision we make is a trade-off. If you spend 
more time working, you make more money. However, you will have less 
time to relax. Economists study the trade-offs people make. They study the 
reasons for their decisions. They look at the effects those decisions have on 
our lives and our society. 
Two areas of economics 
Economists talk about microeconomics and macroeconomics. Microe-
conomics deals with people, like you and me, and private businesses. It looks 
at the economic decisions people make every day. It examines how families 
manage their household budgets. Microeconomics also deals with companies 
– small or large – and how they run their business. Macroeconomics, on the 
other hand, looks at the economy of a country – and of the whole world. Any 
economist will tell you, though, that microeconomics and macroeconomics 
are closely related. All of our daily microeconomic decisions have an effect 
on the wider world around us.  
Two types of economist 
Another way to look at the science of economics is to ask, ‘what’s it 
good for?’ Economists don’t all agree on the answer to this question. Some 
practice positive economics. They study economic data and try to explain the 
behaviour of the economy. They also try to guess economic changes before 
they happen. Others practise normative economics. They suggest how to im-
prove the economy. Positive economists say, ‘this is how it is’. Normative 
economists say, ‘we should … ’. 
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How economists work 
So what do economists do? Mainly, they do three things: collect data, 
create economic models and formulate theories. Data collection can include 
facts and figures about almost anything, from birth rates to coffee production. 
Economic models show relationships between these different data. For ex-
ample, the relationship between the money people earn and unemployment. 
From this information, economists try to make theories which explain why 
the economy works the way it does. 
 
STATEMENTS T/F 
1. The science of economics studies business, inflation an, unem-
ployment and money.  
2. Resources are material things only. 
3. Economists study the effects of time and space on our lives and 
our society. 
4. Microeconomics deals with economic decisions people make 
every day and how companies run their business. 
5. Macroeconomics deals with the economy of a country and the 
world. 
6. Microeconomics and macroeconomics are not related. 
7. All people’s daily decisions influence the wider world around 
us.  
8. Positive economics studies economic data, tries to explain the 
behaviour of the economy and makes guesses at economic 
changes before they happen. 
9. Economists should not suggest how to improve the economy. 
10. Economists collect data, create economic models and formu-
late economic theories. 
 
 
4. Find the endings (a–j) to the given beginnings (1–10) on the basis of 
the text. Translate the sentences into Russian.  
Example: 1f    
Economists study the decisions that we all take every day. 
Эɤɨɧɨɦɢɫɬɵ ɢɡɭɱɚɸɬ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɦɵ ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɟɦ ɟɠɟɞɧɟɜɧɨ.   
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1. Economists study the decisions  
2. Resources may be material things  
3. Every decision we make  
4. If you spend more time working,  
5. Economists look at the effects 
our  
6. Microeconomics examines how  
7. Macroeconomics looks at the 
economy of a country   
8. Positive economists say 
9. Data collection can include facts 
and figures  
10. Economic models show  
 
a) is a trade-off. 
b) decisions have on our lives and 
our society. 
c) and of the whole world. 
d) ‘this is how it is’. 
e) relationships between different 
data. 
f) that we all take every day. 
g) you make more money. 
h) such as food, housing  
and heating. 
i) families manage their household 
budgets.  
j) about almost anything, from 
birth rates to coffee production.   
USE OF ENGLISH 
5. Match the words on the left (1–20) to the words on the right (a–p) to 
make the collocations and translate them into Russian.   
Example: 1f    
To play a dominant role – ɢɝɪɚɬɶ ɜɚɠɧɭɸ ɪɨɥɶ 
 
1. to play 
2. income 
3. interest  
4. market 
5. production 
6. stock 
7. unemployment 
8. unit 
9. value 
10. bottom 
11. household  
12. savings 
13. state 
14. to set 
15. life 
16. trade 
a) benefit 
b) economy 
c) costs 
d) tax 
e) market 
f) a dominant role 
g)rate 
h) added tax 
i) prices 
j) of account 
k) account 
l) expectancy 
m) line 
n) budget 
o) monopoly 
p) barrier 
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6. Choose the English equivalent (a, b or c) to the given Russian word.  
1. ɤɚɱɟɫɬɜɨ             a) quantity      b) quality        c) quotation  
2. ɞɨɥɝ a) degree       b) debt c) device 
3.ɫɩɪɨɫ a) demand b) decision c) deposit 
4. ɪɚɫɯɨɞɵ a) expedition b) expenditure c) exhibition 
5. ɛɟɡɪɚɛɨɬɢɰɚ a) underground b) utility c) unemployment 
6. ɢɡɥɢɲɟɤ a) overweight b) scarcity c) surplus 
7. ɜɨɜɥɟɤɚɬɶ a) involve b) evolve c) indicate 
8. ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɰɢɹ a) currency b) completion c) competition 
9. ɧɚɭɤɚ a) science b) since c) source 
10. ɩɪɟɢɦɭɳɟɫɬɜɨ a) bargain b) benefit c) basket 
7. Read the following article about types of companies. Choose the best 
word to fill each gap from A, B, C or D below. 
The Mixed Economy 
Britain is the model of a mixed economy. It is 0) __C__ up of two 
1) _____ of companies: privately-owned organizations and 2) _____ -owned 
enterprises. The objectives of those who 3) ______ business in these two sec-
tors are quite different, as private sector firms are owned by individuals, and 
public sector firms and organizations are owned by central or 4) ______ gov-
ernment. Most businesses in Britain are privately 5)______ and this sector is 
clearly 6)______ as a key area of the economy. The 7)______ objective of 
firms in the private sector is to 8)______ a larger share of the market. This 
can be 9)______ through an 10)_______ in sales. This in 11)_______ will 
enable the business to grow, for example, through buying up another compa-
ny. The 12)_______ company will then have a greater 13)_______of entering 
different markets. The public sector has different 14)_______, the principle 
one being to 15)______essential services, such as health and education. 
  
0 A)  built B)  grown C)  made D)  constructed 
1 A)  styles B)  kinds C)  areas D)  forms 
2 A)  country B)  state C)  nation D)  land 
3 A)  perform B)  make C)  do D)  carry 
4 A)  restricted B)  local C)  narrow D)  limited 
5 A)  made B)  arranged C)  managed D) driven 
6 A)  looked B)  watched C)  noticed D)  seen 
7 A)  main B)  most C)  first D)   top 
8 A)  add B)  gain C)  build D)  expand 
9 A)  achieved B)  completed C)  done D)  finished 
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10 A)  addition B)  enlargement C)  increase D)  expansion 
11 A)  cycle B)  turn C)  circle D)  roll 
12 A)  larger B)  greater C)  fatter D)  heavier 
13 A)  try B)  aim C)  luck D)  chance 
14 A)  matters B) concerns C)  alarms D)  affairs 
15 A)  give B)  provide C)  put D)  find 
8. Match the words from A to the definitions from B. 
A B 
1) budget 
 
2) business    
 
3) convenience  
 
4) data  
 
5) demand 
 
6) government 
 
7) inflation 
 
8) resources 
 
9) trade-off 
 
10) unemployment 
 
A) the people who control a country 
and make laws 
B)  information 
C) company that sells goods  
or services 
D) easiness 
E) the amount of money you have 
for something 
F) how much people want some-
thing 
G) the number of people without 
work 
H) something such as money,  
workers or minerals belonging to 
an organization, country, etc 
which can be used to function 
properly 
I) rising prices 
J) giving away something in  
exchange for something 
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TRANSLATION 
9. Translate the sentences into English or Russian. 
1. Supply and demand have not traditionally affected the price of higher ed-
ucation. That’s because supply largely remained unchanged, while de-
mand was ever-rising. 
2.  Raising income tax would have a negative effect on economic growth. 
3.  Low interest rates and strong consumer demand are boosting domestic 
consumption. 
4.  The combination of stronger demand and limited supply is pushing up 
home prices. 
5. Economic resources include both material things such as raw materials, 
housing and others, as well as non-material things, for example, time. 
6. Ƚɥɚɜɧɚɹ ɢɞɟɹ ɦɟɠɞɭɧɚɪɨɞɧɨɝɨ ɪɵɧɤɚ ɢ ɢɧɜɟɫɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɜ ɬɨɦ, ɱɬɨɛɵ 
ɤɚɠɞɚɹ ɫɬɪɚɧɚ ɦɨɝɥɚ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɢɬɶ ɬɨɜɚɪɵ ɢ ɭɫɥɭɝɢ ɢ ɷɤɫɩɨɪɬɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ 
ɢɯ ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɟ ɫɬɪɚɧɵ. 
7. Ƚɥɚɜɧɚɹ ɪɚɡɧɢɰɚ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɜɧɭɬɪɟɧɧɢɦ ɢ ɜɧɟɲɧɢɦ ɪɵɧɤɨɦ ɫɨɫɬɨɢɬ 
ɜ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢɢ ɢɧɨɫɬɪɚɧɧɨɣ ɜɚɥɸɬɵ ɩɪɢ ɨɩɥɚɬɟ ɬɨɜɚɪɨɜ ɢ ɭɫɥɭɝ. 
8. Ɍɨɪɝɨɜɵɟ ɝɪɚɧɢɰɵ ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɛɭɞɭɬ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɨɜɚɬɶ, ɩɨɤɚ ɜ ɪɚɡɧɵɯ ɫɬɪɚɧɚɯ 
ɛɭɞɭɬ ɪɚɡɧɵɟ ɫɜɨɞɵ ɡɚɤɨɧɨɜ. 
9. ɗɤɨɧɨɦɢɫɬɵ ɫɨɛɢɪɚɸɬ ɞɚɧɧɵɟ ɢ ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɷɬɢɯ ɞɚɧɧɵɯ ɫɨɡɞɚɸɬ ɷɤɨ-
ɧɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ. 
10. ɗɤɨɧɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ ɩɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɦɢ 
ɩɪɨɰɟɫɫɚɦɢ ɜ ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɤɟ. 
GRAMMAR REVISION 
The Active Voice The Passive Voice 
 ɩɨɞɥɟɠɚɳɟɟ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ 
ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟ; 
 ɮɨɪɦɚ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ:    
Vɨ  
develop 
Engineers develop these technol-
ogies. 
Иɧɠɟɧɟɪɵ ɪɚɡɪɚɛɚɬɵɜɚɸɬ 
ɷɬɢ ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ. 
 ɩɨɞɥɟɠɚɳɟɟ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ  
ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɚɟɬɫɹ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɸ; 
 ɮɨɪɦɚ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ:    
be + Ved  
be + developed 
These technologies are developed by 
engineers. 
Эɬɢ ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ ɪɚɡɪɚɛɚɬɵɜɚɸɬɫɹ 
ɢɧɠɟɧɟɪɚɦɢ. 
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10. Search the text for the sentences in the passive voice and translate 
them into Russian. 
11. Change the forms of the verbs in the sentences from the active into 
the passive voice. Translate the sentences into Russian. 
1. China imports most of its soy beans from Brazil. 
2. We are reorganizing our customer service department. 
3. Someone gave me a copy of the report. 
4. People expect that the price of oil will rise over the winter period. 
5. People think that bonds are a safer investment than shares. 
6. Economists expect the inflation to rise next year. 
7. The Chinese invented paper money in the ninth century. 
8. The Accounts Department doesn’t authorize this payment. 
9. They will not finish the project by the end of the month. 
10. We cannot ship your order until we receive the payment. 
 
Types of questions 
1. General: Do you study mechanical engineering at your university? 
2. Special: What do you study at your university? 
3. Alternative: Do you study mechanical engineering or management? 
4. Tag: You study mechanical engineering, don’t you? 
5. A question to the subject: Who showed the new machines? 
Remember the following auxiliary verbs: am, is, are, do, does, did, have, 
has, will, can, must, may, should, would which are used before the sub-
ject in the questions.  
Remember the following interrogative words: who, whose, whom, what, 
which, when, where, why, how, how many, how much, how long which 
start special questions.   
12. Make up different types of questions to the following sentences. 
1. I’ve seen the news today. (general) 
2. We lowered our prices last month. (special) 
3. The standard of living in Europe went up during the 1960s. (alternative) 
4. The government has announced a decrease in corporation tax. (tag) 
5. Economics will never be a precise science. (general) 
6. We have started to explore new ways of keeping down costs. (a question to 
the subject) 
7. We should reduce our spending. (general) 
8. The economy is overheating and needs to slow down. (tag)  
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9. Eurotunnel will hand over 40 % of its after-tax profits to the UK and 
French governments from 2050 onwards. (special) 
10. The value of the yen against the US dollar has fallen to 80 % of its 2016 
value. (alternative) 
SPEAKING 
13. Use the words and phrases below to make sentences. 
to have an effect on, household budget, to run business, trade-off, unem-
ployment, income tax, interest rate, savings account, to play a dominant role, 
monopoly, acquisition, transaction. 
14. Work in pairs. Think of some questions to review the contents of the 
text about what economics studies and ask each other. Use the words 
and the word combinations bellow to mention the main aspects. 
 to deal with  
 plays a dominant role     
 resources  
 trade-off        
 economic decisions 
 economic data 
 economic models 
 unemployment 
15. Say about the profession of the economist. 
WRITING 
16. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words. 
History of economic thought 
Economic thought goes back thousands of years. The ancient Greek, 
Xenophon, used the word oikonomikos. He was talking about skilful or clev-
er ways to manage land and households. We could call many of Aristotle’s 
political writings economics, although he did not use the word. The English 
word economics first appeared in the 19th century.  
Early economic thought was all about the meaning of wealth or being 
rich. A country or nation’s wealth depended on its owning precious metals. 
During medieval times, trading between nations grew, and a new social class 
appeared. These were merchants, people who made their money through the 
buying and selling of goods. They saw the economy as a way to make the 
state strong. For them the nation’s wealth depended on stocks of gold and the 
size of the population. Modern economics was really born in the 19th centu-
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ry. Adam Smith is often called the Father of Modem Economics. Smith real-
ised that a nation’s wealth depended on its ability to produce goods. The val-
ue of these goods depended on the cost of production. The cost of production 
depended on the cost of workers, raw materials and land. This was really the 
first example of macroeconomics. Smith and other classical economists were 
writing at a time of great change. The industrial revolution had begun. Paper 
money began to replace precious metals. The middle classes were growing 
stronger. Economists’ theories echoed these changes. They wrote about the 
division of labour. 
 For classical economists, the value of goods depends on the cost of 
production. However, the price of goods is not always the same as their real 
cost. Later economists developed new theories to explain this weakness in 
classical economics. These are known as the neoclassical economists and 
they were writing at the end of the 19th and early 20th centuries. In neoclas-
sical economics, supply and demand make the economy work. Consumers 
want satisfaction from their resources (time and money). Firms want profit. 
In neoclassical economics, this is the basic relationship in the economy. The-
se ideas are still the basis of economic thinking today. 
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UNIT 2 
COMPANY 
Text  Main company types. 
Grammar Revision: Tenses in Active and Passive Forms. 
                                                                       
LEAD-IN 
1. Answer the questions. 
* What do you know about Phillips Company? 
* What their products do you remember? 
READING 
2. Before reading the text, remember the following words and word 
combinations.  
to establish a company ɨɫɧɨɜɚɬɶ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɸ 
product range  ɥɢɧɢɹ ɩɪɨɞɭɤɰɢɢ 
landmark 
 
1) ɜɟɯɚ, ɩɨɜɨɪɨɬɧɵɣ ɩɭɧɤɬ 
2) ɞɨɫɬɨɩɪɢɦɟɱɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ 
headquarters  ɝɥɚɜɧɵɣ ɨɮɢɫ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɢ 
global network  ɝɥɨɛɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɫɟɬɶ 
long-term strategy  ɞɨɥɝɨɫɪɨɱɧɚɹ ɫɬɪɚɬɟɝɢɹ 
the Board of Management  ɫɨɜɟɬ ɞɢɪɟɤɬɨɪɨɜ 
to implement policies ɨɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɥɹɬɶ ɩɨɥɢɬɢɤɭ 
chairmen  ɩɪɟɞɫɟɞɚɬɟɥɶ 
business issue ɪɚɛɨɱɢɣ ɜɨɩɪɨɫ 
product division  ɬɨɜɚɪɧɨɟ ɩɨɞɪɚɡɞɟɥɟɧɢɟ 
the Supervisory Board  ɤɨɧɬɪɨɥɶɧɵɣ ɫɨɜɟɬ 
key officers  ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɱɥɟɧɵ ɩɪɚɜɥɟɧɢɹ 
creed ɤɪɟɞɨ, ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩ 
3. You are going to read the text about Phillips Company. For questions 
1–10, decide if they are true (T) or false (F).  
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The Phillips Story 
The foundations of the one of the world’s biggest electronics companies 
were laid in 1891 when Gerald Philips established a company in Eindhoven, 
the Neverlands, to manufacture light bulbs and other electrical products. In 
the beginning, it concentrated on making carbon-filament lamps and by the 
turn of the century was one of the largest producers in Europe. Developments 
in new lighting technologies fuelled a steady programme of expansion, and, 
in 1914, it established a research laboratory to stimulate product innovation. 
In 1920s, Philips decided to protect its innovation in X-ray radiation and 
radio reception with patents. This marked the beginning of the diversifica-
tions of its product range. Since then, Philips has continued to develop new 
and exciting product ideas like the compact disc, which it launched in 1983. 
Other interesting landmarks include the production of Philips’ 100-millionth 
TV-set in 1984 and 250-millionth Philishave electric shaver in 1989. 
Philips headquarters are still in Eindhoven. It employs 105,400 people 
all over the world, and has sales and service outlets more than in 60 coun-
tries. Research laboratories are located in 6 countries, staffed by some 3,000 
scientists. It also has an impressive global network of some 400 designers 
spread over twenty-five locations. Its shares are listed on sixteen stock ex-
changes in nine countries and it is active in about 100 businesses, including 
lighting, monitors, shavers and colour picture tubes, each day its factories 
turn out a total of 50 million integrated circuits. 
Royal Philips Electronics is managed by the Board of Management, 
which looks after the general direction and long-term strategy of the Philips 
group as a whole. The Supervisory Board monitors the general course of 
business of the Philips group as well as advising the Board of Management 
and supervising its policies. These policies are implemented by the Group 
Management Committee, which consists of the members of the Board of 
Management, chairmen of most of the product division and some other key 
officers. The Group Management Committee also serves to ensure that busi-
ness issues and practices are shared across the various activities in the group.  
The company creed is ‘Let’s make things better’. It is committed to 
making better products and systems and contributing to improving the quality 
of people’s work and life. Moving into a new century, Philips remained fully 
committed to innovation. Reflecting its focus on health and well-being, the 
company introduced the Ambient Experience in 2002. This innovative solu-
tion improves hospitals’ workflow and patient care by integrating architec-
ture, design, dynamic lighting and sound. Other milestones include, in 2006, 
the first commercial launch of a 3D scanner.  In 2012, Philips introduced the 
AlluraClarity interventional X-ray system, which offers excellent visibility at 
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low X-ray dose levels. Recent innovations include the development of the 
Philips Smart Air Purifier and solutions for minimally-invasive surgery.  
In the field of lighting, landmark achievements include winning the US 
Department of Energy’s ‘L Prize’ for the first 60 W-equivalent LED bulb, the 
development of the CityTouch connected LED lighting management system 
and the Philips hue personal wireless lighting system, and the world’s most 
energy-efficient LED lamp breaking the 200 lumens per watt barrier. And on 
travels around the world, whether passing the Eiffel Tower in Paris, walking 
across London’s Tower Bridge, or witnessing the beauty of the ancient pyra-
mids of Giza, you don’t have to wonder any more who lit these world famous 
landmarks, it was Philips. 
 
STATEMENTS T/F 
1. The Phillips Company was founded in the USA. 
2. At first, the company produced X-ray systems. 
3. Phillips’ headquarters are in Amsterdam. 
4. It employs 160,400 people all over the world, and has sales and 
service outlets more than in 54 countries 
5. It was the first company to produce compact disks. 
6. The Board of Management looks after the general direction and 
long-term strategy of the Philips group. 
7. The general course of business is monitored by the Supervisory 
Board.  
8. The company creed is connected with making better products 
and improving the quality of people’s life. 
9. The Phillips Company is the leader in the field of LED light-
ing. 
10. It provides the lights for famous landmarks such as London’s 
Tower Bridge. 
 
4. Find the endings (a–j) to the given beginnings (1–10) on the basis of 
the text. Translate the sentences into Russian.  
Example: 1f    
In 1920s, Philips decided to protect its innovation in X-ray radiation and 
radio reception with patents. 
В 1920-ɯ ɝɨɞɚɯ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɹ Ɏɢɥɥɢɩɫ ɪɟɲɢɥɚ ɡɚɳɢɬɢɬɶ ɩɚɬɟɧɬɚɦɢ 
ɫɜɨɢ ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɢ ɜ ɨɛɥɚɫɬɢ ɪɟɧɬɝɟɧɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɢɡɥɭɱɟɧɢɹ ɢ ɪɚɞɢɨɩɪɢɟɦɚ.   
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1. In 1920s, Philips decided to  
protect its innovation 
2. Research laboratories are located 
in 
3. Phillips’ shares are listed  
4. Philips is active in about 100 
businesses,  
5. Royal Philips Electronics is 
managed  
6. The Group Management  
Committee also serves to ensure 
7. The company creed is  
8. Recent innovations include the 
development of  
9. In 2006 Philips launched  
10. Phillips won the ‘L Prize’ for  
a) 6 countries, staffed by some 
3,000 scientists. 
b) by the Board of Management. 
c) that business issues and practices 
are shared across the various  
activities in the group. 
d) ‘Let’s make things better’.  
e) the Philips Smart Air Purifier 
and solutions for  
minimally-invasive surgery. 
f) in X-ray radiation and radio  
reception with patents. 
g) on sixteen stock exchanges in 
nine countries. 
h) the first 60 W-equivalent LED 
bulb. 
i) the first commercial 3D scanner.  
j) including lighting, monitors, 
shavers and colour picture tubes. 
USE OF ENGLISH 
5. Match the words on the left (1–16) to the words on the right (a–p) to 
make the collocations and translate them into Russian.   
Example: 1g   
Electrical products – ɷɥɟɤɬɪɨɬɟɯɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɢɡɞɟɥɢɹ 
 
1. electrical  
2. the turn  
3. programme  
4. research  
5. product  
6. stock 
7. general  
8. long-term  
9. business  
10. supervising  
11. to consist  
12. to contribute to  
13. patient  
a) improving the quality  
b) launch  
c) laboratory  
d) product innovation  
e) of the century  
f) direction  
g)products   
h) range  
i) issues  
j) of the members  
k) account 
l) achievements  
m) of expansion  
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14. landmark  
15. commercial  
16. to stimulate  
n) the policies 
o) exchange 
p) care  
6. Match the words from the text to their corresponding definition. 
1. innovation 
2. patent 
3. diversification 
4. range 
5. headquarters 
6. location 
7. strategy 
8.  policy 
9. factory 
10. chairman 
 
a) a planned series of action 
b) main offices 
c) a place or address 
d) a person in charge of a meeting 
or organization 
e) the introduction of a new idea 
f) a selection or series 
g) making different types  
of products 
h) an agreed course of action 
i) a place where products are made 
j) the right to make or sell  
an invention 
7. Replace the words in italics with the words used in the text. 
1. Gerard Phillips set up ___________ a company in Eindhoven. 
2. The company initially specialized in ___________making carbon-
filament lamps.  
3. Developments in new lighting technologies fuelled a steady plan for 
growth _________. 
4. In 1983 it introduced ________ the compact disc onto the market.  
5. Each day its factories produce ________ a total of 50 million integrated 
circuits. 
6. Royal Philips Electronics is run ________ by the Board of Management. 
7. The Supervisory Board carefully watches ________ the general course of 
business. 
8. The policies are put into practice ________by the Group Management 
Committee. 
9. The Group Management Committee consists of the members of the Board 
of Management and chairmen of most of the product sectors ________. 
10. The Group Management Committee also serves to ensure that important 
matters ________ and ways of doing business ________ are shared across 
the various activities in the group.  
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8. Complete the passage using the words from exercises 6 and 7 in the 
correct form. 
The key to Phillips’ success can be described by two words. The first is 
1) _______: the company designers are continually developing and creating 
new products. The second is 2) _______: Phillips is active in about 100 busi-
nesses varying from consumer electronics to domestic appliances and from 
security systems to semiconductors. With such a wide 3) ________ of prod-
ucts the company needs a complex system of management. Each product 
4) _______ has its own 5) ________; most of them are members of the 
Group Management Committee, which 6) _______ all company 7) _______ 
and decisions. The Supervisory Board 8) ________ the general business of 
the group and it also advises and supervises the Board of Management. 
TRANSLATION 
9. Translate the sentences into Russian. 
1. Who is responsible for staff development in this department? 
2. Companies need to be able to adapt to a changing environment. 
3. Many companies used to provide workers with lifelong employment. 
4. The Head of Procurement is in charge of purchasing. 
5. Traditional companies are being replaced by networks of companies 
working together. 
6. Shares in corporations are usually sold on the Stock Exchange. 
7. Most large corporations are public limited or joint-stock companies, 
which means that shareholders who wish to invest in the company can buy 
and sell parts of the company on the stock exchange. 
8. Many companies are multinationals with subsidiaries and assets in various 
different countries.  
9. Companies generally engage in mergers with other companies and acqui-
sitions in order to expand. 
10. Large corporations are increasingly under threat from growing number of 
dotcoms set up by entrepreneurs. 
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GRAMMAR REVISION 
Тɚɛɥɢцɚ ɜɪеɦеɧ ɩɚɫɫɢɜɧɨɝɨ ɡɚɥɨɝɚ 
  Simple Continuous Perfect 
Present space is 
explored 
space is being 
explored 
space has been 
explored 
Past space was 
explored 
space was being 
explored 
space had been 
explored 
Future space will be 
explored – 
space will have 
been explored 
10. Read the newspaper article. Underline the correct form of the verb 
in italics. 
The telecoms regulator Oftel 1) has released/has been released figures 
showing that broadband 2) is taking up/is being taken up rapidly by British 
households and businesses. The statistics, which 3) published/were published 
yesterday, 4) show/are shown that over 30,000 subscribers a week 
5) are turning/are being turned to high-speed Internet services. The main ad-
vantage of broadband is that files 6) can download/can be downloaded by us-
ers up to 40 times faster than with a dial-up modem, and the connection 
7) can leave/can be left open all the time. Broadband services 
8) have reached/have been reached most major towns and cities, but custom-
ers in more remote areas 9) do not know/are not known whether the phone 
lines in their areas 10) will upgrade/will be upgraded. 
11. Rewrite the following sentences so that they have the same meaning. 
1. A local firm is redecorating our offices. 
Our offices ……… … a local firm. 
2. They grow a lot of the world’s tea in India. 
A lot of ………… in India. 
3. I’ll have the interviews conducted by my assistant. 
I’ll get ………… the interviews. 
4. His suits are all made in Savile Row. 
He has ………… in Savile Row. 
5. Two brothers founded the company in 1896. 
The company ………… in 1896. 
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6. Nobody has paid the bill yet. 
The bill still ………… . 
7. They reorganized the department last year. 
The department ………… last year. 
8. An Italian designer updated our winter range. 
We had ………… By an Italian designer. 
9. You will be collected from the airport. 
Someone ………… from the airport. 
10. I’ll ask Accounts to send you another copy of the invoice.  
I’ll have ………… another copy of the invoice. 
SPEAKING 
12. Use the words and phrases below to make sentences. 
to sell on the Stock Exchange, shareholders, to run business, subsidiary, as-
sets of the company, mergers and acquisitions, large corporations, entrepre-
neur, to be responsible for, to adapt to, to invest in, to be under threat. 
13. Work in pairs. Think of some questions to review the contents of the 
text about Phillips and ask each other. Use the words and the word 
combinations bellow to mention the main aspects. 
 landmark achievements 
 headquarters  
 global network  
 long-term strategy  
 diversification 
 innovation 
 electrical products 
 research laboratory 
14. Find the information about an international company and make a 
short report (history, structure, main products). 
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WRITING 
15. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words. 
Hongdou 
Company bɚckground 
Hɨngdou Grɨuɪ is ɚ well-known Chinese manufɚɫturer of clothing, based in Jiang-
su provinɫe. Ɍhe current ɪrɟsident is Mr. Zhou Hɚijiang.  
The Chinɟsɟ ɫharaɫtɟrs which spɟll out the  name Hɨngdou  litɟrɚlly 
mean red bean. Hɨngdou makes most Chinese people think of a popular po-
em by the Tang Dynasty poɟt, Wɚng Wɟi, ɫallɟd Xiang Si or Lovesickness. 
In thɟ poem, Hɨngdou is a symbol of love and affection.  
However for consumɟrs in Chinɚ today, thɟ word Hɨngdou ɚlso hɚs 
other ɚssoɫiɚtions. It’s also thɟ nɚmɟ of onɟ of the most rɟsɪɟɫtɟd ɫlothing 
brands in China. Their mɚin prɨduɫts are suits, shirts, jɚɫkets, underwɟar and 
ɫhildrɟn’s ɫlothɟs. In 1994, the govɟrnmɟnt nɚmɟd Hɨngdou ɚs ɨne of 
Chinɚ’s top tɟn fɚmous brɚnds and in 2004,  thɟ company won ɚ national 
award. 
Thɟ ɫurrɟnt chairman of Hɨngdou group is Mr. Zhou Hɚijiang. Thɟ 
ɫompɚny bɟgɚn in the ɫommunist erɚ whɟn Zhou grandfather sɟt up ɚ ɫotton 
mill in 1957. After ɚ fɟw months, thɟ loɫɚl ɫommunist offiɫiɚls forɫɟd him to 
join a togɟthɟr with two othɟr similɚr opɟrɚtiɨns tɨ ɫreate a statɟ-owned 
ɫɨllɟɫtive. Ɇr Zhɨu diɟd sɟvɟn yɟas later from breɚthing in ɫotton dust, but 
in l983, his son, Zhou Yɚoting, tɨɨk ovɟr thɟ opɟration ɨf the ɫompɚny. This 
was a period ɨf eɫonomiɫ growth ɚnd thɟ ɫompany began to ɟxpɚnd. Ɍhɫe 
ɫurrent ɫhɚirmɚn, Zhou Haijiang, is thɟ third generɚtion son. Hɟ gave up his 
job ɚs a lɟɫturer ɚt Hehɚi Univɟrsity to join thɟ business in 1987. 
Thɟ ɫompany grɚduɚlly bɟɫɚmɟ privatized. In 1992, the Zhou fɚmily 
and othes gɚined morɟ thɚn 50 pɟr ɫɟnt ownɟrship of thɟ ɫompɚny. Zhou 
Yɚoting’s positiɨn ɚs a membɟr of the nɚtional ɫongrɟss hɟlɪɟd him with this 
procɟss bɟɫɚusɟ hɟ ɫould stɚy friendly with loɫɚl govɟrnmɟnt ɚuthoritiɟs. In 
2004 thɟ govɟrnmɟnt sold its lɚst shɚrɟs in Hɨngdou and in thɚt sɚmɟ yɟɚr, 
Zhou Hɚijiang took ovɟr thɟ ɪosition ɨf chairmɚn. 
Hɨngdou ɫlothing usually attrɚɫts thɟ middle-agɟd market but now thɟy 
arɟ trying to ɫrɟɚte ɫlothɟs whiɫh appɟal to thɟ youngɟr ɫonsumɟr.They hɚvɟ 
usɟd thɟ poɪ star Jeff Chang in somɟ of thɟir ɚdvɟrtisɟments to give thɟ 
ɫompany a yɨungɟr imɚge. The ɫomɪɚny hɚs ɚ numbɟr of ɫlothing ɫhɚins 
outsidɟ China ɚs its ɫustomers, ɚnd hopɟs tɨ ɟxɪand its overseɚs mɚrkɟt 
furthɟr. Mr.Zhou’s ɚmbition is to mɚkɟ Hongdou one of thɟ world’s top 
ɫlothing brands. 
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SELF-STUDY 
1. A) Complete the article with the following words. 
  acquisition        model         transaction        buyers       sales        income      
     risks           monopoly          investigation          interest 
Breaking into new markets 
eBay, the world’s largest online auctioneer, has a business 1) model that 
definitely suits the Internet. Thanks to many clever search features, it can 
match up sellers and 2)_______ of even the most unfamiliar items. And be-
cause of its smart cost and revenue structure (it changes a modest commis-
sion on each 3) _______ and does not store goods), eBay has been one of the 
most consistently profitable e-commerce businesses. In the first quarter, its 
net 4) _______ more than doubled, to $104,2 m. on revenues of $476 m. This 
was partly due to eBay’s 5) _______ of PayPal, a payments business, last 
year. 
Taking out the effects of that deal, 6) _____ were up by 56 % over the 
previous year. One of eBay’s greatest strengths, however, is also one of the 
biggest 7) _______ it faces. Its business like any marketplace is a natural 
8) _______, and so once it is established, it is pretty hard for a newcomer to 
challenge it. This has already aroused the 9) _______ of America’s Depart-
ment of justice. It took no action after an 10) _______ a couple of years ago, 
but some think it will be tempted to take another look as eBay expands. 
B)  Define if these statements about eBay are true or false? 
1. eBay is regarded as the  top online auction company. 
2. The company buys goods and holds them before reselling them. 
3. It makes a large profit on every deal. 
4. eBay has only just started to make profit. 
5. eBay has recently bought a payments business. 
6. The US Department of Justice has tried to stop eBay trading. 
2. Read the text. Use the words given in capitals on the right to form a 
word that fits in the gap in the same line. 
A market is an 1) ______ through which buyers 
and 2) _____ meet or communicate for the purpose 
of 3) _______ goods or services. Markets are a 
way in which buyers and sellers can conduct trans-
actions resulting in mutual net gains that otherwise 
1) ARRANGE 
2) SELL 
3) TRADE 
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wouldn’t be 4) _____. Many market transactions 
are conducted without buyers and sellers actually 
meeting at a particular 5) ______. For example, 
you can browse through catalogues or magazine 
6) _______ to see what 7) _______sellers are of-
fering. If you find something you like, you can or-
der it by mail or telephone, without face-to-face 
contact with the seller. You can also hire an inter-
mediary to carry out a transaction for you. 
4) POSSIBILITY 
5) LOCATE 
6) ADVERTISE 
7) VARY 
 
3. Match the departments (1–10) with the quotes (a–j). 
1) Administration   
 
 
 
2) Finance 
 
 
 
3) Human Resources 
 
 
4) Information Technology 
 
 
 
5) Marketing 
 
 
6) Production 
 
 
 
7) Purchasing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A)  We are very dependent on technology;  
my job is to ensure that all hardware and 
software is operational. 
 
B) I am responsible for sourcing all  
materials, equipment and components 
needed by the firm. 
 
C) My team provides detailed figures  
to assess the health of the company. 
 
D) The marketing department identifies gaps 
in our product range. We create the new 
products and then test them. 
 
E) We are concerned with manufacturing in 
our two factories. 
 
F) When a job becomes vacant or a new 
post is created, we take care of recruit-
ment and selection. 
 
G) We work with a large team of national 
representatives whose job is to get orders 
from customers and then ensure that the 
orders are delivered.   
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8) Quality 
 
 
 
9) Research  
and Development 
 
10)  Sales and Distribution 
H) My department has a wide range  
of responsibilities from running the post 
room to organizing office furniture.  
 
I) We find out what customers want, set the 
price and organise promotion campaigns. 
 
J) I ensure that all our products are  
manufactured to the highest possible 
standard.  
4. Read the following article and choose the best word to fill each gap 
from A, B, C or D below. 
Pro-Chic was a 1) _______ company with a customer base of about 250. 
Its founder, Biruta Zilinskiene, was a 2) _______ fashion designer with a lot 
of good ideas. She specialized in smart, practical clothes that could 3) ______ 
to business women. Her customers were too busy to go shopping, so Biruta 
visited them in their office or home. It was a clever plan and Pro-Chic started 
to make a good 4) _______. The company had a brand with a good 
5) _______, but it needed more 6) _______ to reach a wider market. Biruta 
wanted the company to grow, and for that she needed to 7) _______ her 
designes in magazines. To begin with, Beruta used her own money to 
8) _______ the venture. But to run a big advertising 9) _______, she needed 
a lot more 10) _______. So she went to a group of venture 11) _______ to try 
to raise more money. The group liked her ideas and saw that the business had 
a lot of 12) _______. Biruta was able to 13) _______ the money she needed. 
 
1 A)  set-up B)  starting C)  start-up D)  setting 
2 A)  talented B)  targeted C)  weak  D)  aimed 
3 A)  appeal B)  target C)  feature D)  gain 
4 A)  demand B)  competition C)  profit D)  supply 
5 A)  image B)  fame C)  opinion D) view 
6 A)  publication B)  public C)  publicity D)  publish 
7 A)  represent B)  produce C)  promote D)   perform 
8 A)  finance B)  raise C)  rocket D)  increase 
9 A)  commerce  B)  contract  C)  campaign D)  company 
10 A)  findings B)  funding C)  founders D)  foundation 
11 A)  capitalists B) elevators C) enthusiasts D) volunteers 
12 A) future B) prediction C) potential D) foreseeing 
13 A) lend B) borrow C) finance D) loan 
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5. Read the following short description of the marketing department of 
IceBerg. Choose the best word to fill each gap from A, B, C or D be-
low. 
IceBerg makes and sells ice cream both nationally and internationally. 
The marketing department is 1) _____ by the Director, Johannes Fleischer. 
His department 2) _______ detailed market research in order to identify op-
portunities for new product development. Johannes 3) _______ a team of 
market researches, who, in turn, are 4)______ for specific product areas. The 
team 5) _______ with lots of reports from internal and external sources. This 
information is passed to Johannes, who is 6) _______ of collating the infor-
mation so that it can be presented to the Board. Johannes also (7)_____ prob-
lems connected with pricing, and 8)_____ promotional campaigns for new 
(and old) products. In addition to the market research team, Johannes is also 
9) _____ an assistant and a secretary. They 10) _____ his schedule and pre-
pare all his appointments. 
 
1 A)  headed B)  dealt C)  encouraged D)  formed 
2 A)  points out B)  states C)  carries out D)  does 
3 A)  performs B)  makes C)  leads D)  combines 
4 A)  restricted B)  responsible C)  charge D)  limited 
5 A)  deals  B)  arranges C)  completes D)  runs 
6 A)  in head B)  in team C)  in notice D)  in charge 
7 A)  decides B)  solves C)  makes D)  does 
8 A)  spends B)  gains C)  organises D)  expands 
9 A)  supported by  B)  helped by  C)  charged D) supervised by 
10 A)  find B)  provide C)  help D)  manage 
KEYS TO SELF-STUDY 
1) A) 2 buyers, 3 transaction, 4 income, 5 acquisition, 6 sales, 7 risks, 8 mo-
nopoly, 9 interest, 10 investigation. 
B) 1T, 2F, 3F, 4F, 5T, 6F. 
 
2) 1 arrangement, 2 sellers, 3 trading, 4 possible, 5 location, 6 advertise-
ments, 7 various. 
3) 1H, 2C, 3F, 4A, 5I, 6E, 7B, 8J, 9D, 10G. 
4) 1C, 2A, 3A, 4C, 5A, 6C, 7C, 8A, 9C, 10B, 11A, 12C, 13B. 
5) 1A, 2C, 3C, 4B, 5A, 6D, 7B, 8C, 9A, 10D. 
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CONTROL WORK № 1 
 
Variant 1 
READING 
1. Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Market structure describes how competitive a market is. 
2. Perfect competition and pure monopoly are opposites. 
3. Four conditions are necessary for perfect competitions to exist. 
4. In perfect competition, every company makes a slightly different product. 
5. Perfect competition makes it easy for new companies to start trading. 
6. When there is perfect competition, companies are able to set any price 
they want. 
Market structure and competition 
When economists talk about market structure they mean the way com-
panies compete with each other in a particular market. Let’s take the market 
for pizzas, for example. There may be many thousands of small companies 
all trying to win a share of the pizza market, or there may be only one huge 
company that supplies all the pizzas. These are two very different market 
structures, but there are many other possible structures. Market structure is 
important because it affects price. In some market structures, companies have 
more control over price. In other market structures, consumers have more 
control over price. You can think of market structure as a kind of scale. At 
one end of the scale is perfect competition and at the other end is pure mo-
nopoly. In a market with perfect competition, there are many companies sup-
plying the same good or service, but none of them are able to control the 
price. This sounds fine, but in reality it is very difficult for such a market 
structure to exist. What’s needed? 
First of all, there must be many small companies competing. Each com-
pany has its own small share of the market. If one company has a much larger 
share than any other, it can affect price, and perfect competition will no long-
er exist. 
Secondly, products or services from different companies must be the 
same. This doesn’t mean that every thing on the market has to be identical, 
but they have to be perfect substitutes. In other words, one company’s prod-
uct must satisfy the same need as another company’s. Imagine a company 
produces a television that also makes tea. Its product is different from every-
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one else’s. If it chooses to raise the price of its TVs, customers may still want 
to buy them because of this difference. 
Thirdly, customers and companies must have perfect and complete in-
formation. This means that they know everything about the products and 
prices on the market and that this information is correct. 
Fourthly, there mustn’t be any barriers to new companies entering the 
market. In other words there must not be anything that helps one company 
stay in the market and blocks other from trading. 
Finally, every company in the market must have the same access to the 
resources and technology they need.  
If all of these conditions are met, there is perfect competition. In this 
kind of market structure, companies are price takers. This is because the laws 
of supply and demand set the price, not the company. How does this work? 
Very Simply! An increase in demand will make a company increase its price 
in order to cover costs. It might try to push its prices even higher than neces-
sary so that it can make more profit. However, it will not be able to do this 
for very long. The increase in demand and the higher price will make other 
companies want to enter the market, too. This will drive the price back down 
to equilibrium. 
VOCABULARY 
2. Match the words and phrases with the definitions. 
1) scale A to have an influence on someone or something 
2) supply B the possibility of getting the right to use or look at 
something 
3) equal C a state of balance 
4) affect D looking or being almost, but not exactly, the same 
5) substitute E the same in amount, number or size, or the same in 
importance 
6) access F to provide something that is needed 
7) equilibrium G to try to be more successful than someone else 
8) demand H a limit or boundary of any kind 
9) structure I money which is earned in trade or business 
10) barrier J a device for weighing things or people 
11) similar K to call for or require something 
12) market     
      share 
L the way in which the parts of a system are 
arranged or organized 
13) compete M the number of things that a company sells 
compared with the number of things of the same 
type that other companies sell 
14) profit N a thing that is used instead of another thing 
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3. Choose the best answer A, B or C from the list. 
1. Companies usually have a ……… with senior managers at the top and 
employees at the bottom. 
2. McDonald’s has a very big ……… of the fast food market. 
3. Some teachers mark students’ work using a ……. from A to E. 
4. No one’s work is ……… we all make mistakes. 
5. A perfect economic system may never ………. 
6. A ……… monopoly means an absolute or complete monopoly. 
7. Not all twins are ……… Some twins are brother and sister, for example. 
8. Sometimes a person’s color or race can be ……… to getting work. 
9. We use curtains to ……… light. 
10. Countries have been …….. with each other for thousands of years. 
11. The …….. point is where two things are balanced against each other. 
12. Honey is a healthier ……. for sugar to make things sweet. 
13. Everyone should have ……. to education. 
 
1 A) shape B) structure C) building 
2 A) piece B) part C) market share 
3 A) scale B) point C) grade 
4 A) good B) better C) perfect 
5 A) is B) live C) exist 
6 A) pure B) good C) clean 
7 A) similar B) identical C) same 
8 A) gate B) barrier C) block 
9 A) barrier B) close C) block 
10 A) shopping B) trading C) selling 
11 A) equilibrium B) middle C) equal 
12 A) difference B) addition C) substitute 
13 A) access B) openings C) entrance 
TRANSLATION 
4. Translate into Russian. 
1. The science of economics studies business, production, trade, inflation, 
unemployment and the decisions that we, governments and companies 
take every day. 
2. While microeconomics studies how companies and households run their 
business, macroeconomics looks at the economy of a country as a whole. 
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3. Economic resources include both material things such as raw materials, 
housing and others, as well as non-material things, for example, time. 
4. Every day we make many decisions and each is a trade-off between dif-
ferent resources. 
5. Economists collect data and on the basis of this data they create economic 
models. 
6. Economic models show relationships between different processes in the 
economy. 
7. Adam Smith, ‘the father of modern economies’, considered that a nation’s 
wealth depended on its ability to produce goods. 
WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words (see Appendix). 
Women on top in new sales industry survey 
A new survey of over 200 sales professionals has found that two-thirds 
of women and over half of men believe that women make the best salespeo-
ple, underlining the growing reputation of women in the sales industry. The 
survey was carried out for Pareto Law, recruitment and training company. It 
questioned sales professionals on what they considered to be the most im-
portant qualities for a salesperson. It also asked who would be most likely to 
succeed. Both men (53 %) and women (66 %) agreed that women do make 
better salespeople, with Hillary Clinton voted as the top female celebrity 
most likely to succeed in a career in sales.  When asked why women make 
the best salespeople, men believe the main reason is that women are better at 
actually closing a deal, while women stated they are better than men when it 
comes to dealing with people. Other female skills highlighted included being 
more organized and being able to handle more work, while male skills were 
identified as strong personalities and selling skills.  
Jonathan Fitchew, Managing Director of Pareto Law, said: “Television 
programmes have increased people’s interest in the sales industry, but have 
also highlighted the different approaches of men and women to the same 
sales issues.” When it comes to the individual qualities required to become a 
successful salesperson, men ranked honesty as most important (53 %), while 
women placed most value on personality (47 %). Both agreed that integrity 
was also key, coming third overall (41 %). Good looks came at the bottom of 
the list, with only 3 % of sales professionals ranking this as important.  
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 This focus on professionalism, rather than the hard sell, supports the 
fact that over half of the sales professionals questioned believe that the repu-
tation of sales has improved over the last 10 years, with 55 % of men and 
47 % of women considering this to be the case. Both men (87 %) and women 
(86 %) agreed that the top incentive for salespeople was money, with the av-
erage sales executive expecting to earn between £25–35 k, including bonuses 
and commission, in their first year of work. Other incentives included verbal 
praise, overseas holidays and cars. 
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CONTROL WORK № 1 
Variant 2 
READING 
1. Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false. 
1. In a planned economy, the government decides how products are made. 
2. In a planned economy, suppliers can sell anything that is in demand. 
3. In a planned economy, a doctor should get paid more than a footballer. 
4. Planned economies grow more slowly than market economies. 
5. In a market economy, greater demand for something makes it cheaper. 
6. Planned economies are difficult to run in countries with large populations. 
The planned economy 
In many ways, the planned economy is the direct opposite of the market 
economy. In the market economy, the forces of supply and demand decide 
everything: what is produced, how much is produced, the methods of produc-
tion and the price. In the planned economy, all of this is decided by the gov-
ernment. In every way that the market economy is free, the planned economy 
is controlled. Unfortunately, no economic system is perfect. If there was a 
perfect system, economists wouldn’t have anything to argue about! Market 
economies have their strengths, but they have their problems, too. Planned 
economies try to provide solutions to these problems. For example, the free 
market supplies the things that people want. However, what people want and 
what they need are not always the same: Fast food is always in demand, but 
it’s bad for us. In a planned economy, the government could decide to stop 
fast food restaurants operating in the market. 
A second problem with free markets is that producers always want the 
highest price. Often the poor can’t afford things. In a planned economy, the 
government sets prices. They make sure that everyone can afford basic com-
modities. This is one way that planned economies try to share things equally. 
Another is to control how much people get paid. In a planned economy, 
workers’ wages depend on the service they provide to society. If people can 
live without their service, you get paid less. 
This is very different from the free market. In the free market, some-
one’s salary mostly depends on the demand for his or her work. If people like 
what you do, you get paid more. 20th century, however, the planned economy 
became the standard for socialist governments like the USSR and China. 
These countries experienced amazing economic growth in a very short time. 
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In a market economy, it takes a long time for big industries to grow from 
small companies. In a planned economy, however, huge industries can grow 
overnight. The governments imply decides to spend money on factories and 
factories appear. Britain, for example, took centuries to develop her steel in-
dustry in a free market economy. China developed hers in a few decades. 
But, as we said, no economic system is perfect. The planned economy has 
many drawbacks. One of these drawbacks is problems with supply. It is diffi-
cult for governments of planned economies to know exactly how much to 
produce to meet demand. In a market economy, when the price of a commod-
ity rises, this indicates a rise in demand. Companies then supply more to the 
market. This warning system doesn’t work in a planned economy because 
price is controlled by the government. The result is shortages. When shortag-
es happen, governments can do two things: ration goods or raise prices. In 
this situation, people then start to hoard things, and the problem gets even 
worse. As the population gets bigger, shortages like this become more com-
mon. For this reason, China – once the world’s biggest planned economy – is 
rapidly moving towards another system: the mixed economy. 
VOCABULARY 
2. Match the words and phrases with the definitions. 
1) commodity A when the government sets a limit on how much  
people can buy of something 
2) standard B when there is not enough of something 
3) socialist C a strong metal made from iron 
4) industry D something you can buy or sell 
5) steel E what is usual or typical 
6) indicate F all the businesses and companies involved in 
the production of heavy goods, food, 
technology, etc. 
7) warning    
    system 
G describes someone/something aiming to share wealth 
equally 
8) shortage H secretly storing and hiding goods for use later 
9) rapidly I work 
10) ration J show 
11) solution K very quickly 
12) hoard L money paid regularly for work done 
13) operate M answer to a problem 
14) wages N a system which tells us that something bad is going 
to happen 
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3. Choose the best answer A, B or C from the list. 
1. Every Saturday this road becomes the local ……… where people come to 
buy fruit and vegetables. 
2. Businesses ………. their products in the media to attract more customers. 
3. My ……… in the business is to meet customers and find out what they 
want. 
4. Making money is the main ……….. to work. 
5. I bought this old camera for €50 and sold it for €75. That’s €25 ……….. 
6. If there’s only one producer in the market, there’s no …………… . 
7. Production …………. are the amount of money companies spend to make 
a product. 
8. The idea that life exists on other planets is ………. Nobody knows for 
sure. 
9. A ………… economy is one where a government decides what can be 
bought and sold and/or how it is done. 
10. The speed ………… on this road is 90 kilometers per hour. 
11. When there is a demand w e…………. .prices but we ………… them if 
we want to sell something quickly. 
12. I can’t ……….. that car – it’s far too expensive. 
13. People are ……….. to pay a lot for services if they are of a good quality. 
 
1 A) shop B) street market C) hypermarket 
2 A) advertise B) show C) put 
3 A) part B) role C) character 
4 A) incentive B) part C) point 
5 A) difference B) profit C) addition 
6 A) market B) competition C) leadership 
7 A) prices B) spending C) costs 
8 A) theoretical B) mystical C) fantastic 
9 A) mixed B) market C) controlled 
10 A) barrier B) limit C) block 
11 A) raise/reduce B) rise/drop C) put up/fall 
12 A) let B) allow C) afford 
13 A) prepared B) finished C) pointed 
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TRANSLATION 
4. Translate into Russian. 
1. Economists test theories using empirical evidence. It is evidence that can 
be collected and measured. 
2. This theory deals with factors such as inflation, taxes, salaries and unem-
ployment. 
3. Governments, companies and academics use econometrics to make cor-
rect decisions, find out relationships between variables, etc. 
4. Some variables are considered over a period of time. Such analysis is 
called time-series. 
5. According to the law of demand as the price for the good rises, the de-
mand for it falls. 
6. Price elasticity, the price/demand relationship, helps to set prices at the 
correct level in the given market for a particular time. 
7. Some other factors apart from price affect demand, and that causes a shift 
in the demand curve. 
WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words (see Appendix). 
The real value of managing information and people 
By Stefan Stern 
SAS has been a pioneer in the business of “analytics”. This involves not 
just gathering information, but also processing it and getting the value from 
it. Its chief executive, Jim Goodnight, says: “When the economic downturn 
started I told everyone there would be no job losses, that to we might have 
lower profits but that was fine with me,” he says. “I didn’t care because I pre-
fer keeping everybody’s jobs. I think everybody actually worked harder to 
save money, to cut expenses, to try to bring in more revenue, and we actually 
ended up growing last year by 2.2 per cent. I always say if you treat people 
like they make a difference they will make a difference.”  
SAS has just been named by Fortune magazine as the best company to 
work for in the US. The on-site perks and benefits at SAS headquarters are 
remarkable. Medical care, childcare, sports centres, massage, food, hairdress-
ers and a 35-hour week: these all form part of the employee package. There is 
a downside. SAS does not pay the highest wages in its sector. But it is a suc-
cessful  business with low staff turnover. Most employees seem happy with 
the deal, which is designed to make working life easier. It is these software 
programmers who in turn keep SAS’s clients happy. 
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CONTROL WORK № 1 
Variant 3 
READING 
1. Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false. 
1. When we buy things, we swap money for goods. 
2. When people barter goods, they simply exchange one good for another. 
3. When something holds its value, people don’t think it is really precious. 
4. If money can easily be moved around and used we say it has liquidity. 
5. Gold has inherent value because it is widespread and easily available. 
6. Fiat money, like banknotes and coins, has intrinsic value, and they are ra-
re, beautiful and useful. 
Money 
The cash we use every day is something we take for granted, but for 
thousands of years people traded without it. Before money was invented, 
people used a system called bartering. Bartering is simply swapping one good 
for another. Imagine that you have milk, for example, and you want eggs. 
You simply find someone who has eggs and wants milk – and you swap! 
However, you can see that this isn’t a very convenient way to trade. 
First of all, you can’t be sure that anyone will want what you’ve got to 
offer. You have to hope that you’ll be lucky and find someone who has what 
you want and that he or she wants what you’ve got. The second problem with 
bartering is that many goods don’t hold their value. For example, you can’t 
keep your milk for a few months and then barter it. Nobody will want it! Af-
ter some time, people realised that some goods held their value and were easy 
to carry around and to trade with. Examples were metals like copper, bronze 
and gold and other useful goods like salt. These are examples of commodity 
money. With commodity money, the thing used for buying goods has inher-
ent value. For example, gold has inherent value because it is rare, beautiful 
and useful. Salt has inherent value because it makes food tasty. If you could 
buy things with a bag of salt, it meant you could keep a store of salt and buy 
things anytime you needed them. In other words, commodity money can 
store value. Using commodity money was much more convenient than ordi-
nary bartering, but it still had drawbacks. One of these drawbacks is that 
commodity money often lacks liquidity. Liquidity refers to how easily money 
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can circulate. There is obviously a limit to how much salt you can carry 
around! There’s another problem with commodity money: not everyone may 
agree on the value of the commodity which is used as money. If you live by 
the sea, salt may not be so valuable to you. Money needs to be a good unit of 
account. In other words, everyone should know and agree on the value of a 
unit. This way, money can be used to measure the value of other things. The 
solution is to create a kind of money that does not have any real intrinsic val-
ue, but that represents value. This is called fiat money. The coins and notes 
that we use today are an example of fiat money. Notes don’t have any inher-
ent value – they are just paper. However, everyone agrees that they are worth 
something. More importantly, their value is guaranteed by the government. 
This is the reason why pounds and dollars and the world’s other currencies 
have value. 
VOCABULARY 
2. Match the words and phrases with the definitions. 
1) bartering A a disadvantage or negative feature 
2) trade B an absence of something that should be there 
3) drawback C a system under which goods and services are 
exchanged 
4) swap D to estimate the relative amount, value 
5) intrinsic E to express in words, symbolize or stand for 
6) measure F exchange 
7) government G the method of solving a problem or the correct 
answer to a puzzle, problem or difficult situation 
8) value H anything bought and sold; any article of commerce 
9) represent I the money system used in a country 
10) cash J the exercise of control or authority over a group of 
people 
11) commodity K the money a person has on hand 
12 lack L natural or inherent 
13 solution M the process of buying, selling, or exchanging 
commodities 
14 currency N the worth in goods, services or money of an object 
or person 
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3. Choose the best answer A, B or C from the list. 
1. ....................... is when businesses are able to trade without control from 
the government. 
2. ....................... industries belong to and are run by the government. 
3. ........................ industries belong to and are run by independent business-
es. 
4. Buses, trains and planes are examples of …………… . 
5.  ...................... is another word for farming. 
6.  ....................... produce new goods from raw materials. 
7. When a business works ........................ it is managed successfully without 
wasting resources. 
8. Telephone and Internet systems are part of the ....................... industry. 
9. ....................... is what drives businesses in the market economy. 
10. When the government puts a ....................... on a commodity, people are 
not allowed to buy or own it. 
11. If only one company controls part of the economy, they have 
a........................ . 
12. When companies ........................ they do business with each other. 
13. A ………… economy is one where a government decides what can be 
bought and sold and/or how it is done. 
1 A) own sector  B) private sector C) particular sector 
2 A) independent market B) spare market C) free market 
3 A) state sector B) governmental 
      sector 
C) nation sector 
 
4 A) public transport B) city vehicles C) public vehicles 
5 A) countryside B) agriculture C) rural 
6 A) manufacturers B) institutions C) capacities 
7 A) spectacular B) efficiently C) effective 
8 A) cellular B) digital C) telecommunications 
9 A) profit motivation B) advertising C) charity 
10 A) ban B) forbiddance C) embargo 
11 A) oligopoly B) monopoly C) monopsony 
12 A) compete B) trade C) communicate 
13 A) mixed B) market C) controlled 
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TRANSLATION 
4. Translate into Russian. 
1. To make a higher profit the seller has to raise his price and reduce his 
production costs. 
2. In the market economy companies have to compete with each other for a 
share of the market. 
3. Today, in our lives and in the economy, money, coins, banknotes and 
credit cards play a very important role. 
4. In the traditional economy people hunted and gathered and had no proper-
ty. Land was shared by the whole tribe. Division of labour first appeared 
here. 
5. Any economic system has its benefits and drawbacks. The biggest draw-
back of the traditional economy is the fact that people consume almost 
everything they produce. 
6. The market economy is not controlled by a government. Competition, 
which helps to control prices and quality, exists in a free market. 
7. A truly free market economy cannot exist as all governments control the 
economy to some extent by setting limits. 
WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words (see Appendix). 
The Russian empire grew enormously during the 19th century, covering 
land from Poland in the West to the Pacific coast in the East. In economic 
terms, this meant an increase in two of the four factors of production: land 
and labour. But until the 1860s, compared to the important powers like Brit-
ain, France and America, Russia’s economy was hopelessly underdeveloped. 
Why was it so? 
The main problem was Russia’s feudal economic system. Almost 80 per 
cent of the population were peasants. They either worked on land owned by 
the state, or they were serfs. Serfs worked land that belonged to a small num-
ber of wealthy landlords. In return for a small piece of land and a place to 
live, serfs had to work for their landlords. In fact, the serfs didn’t just work 
for their landlords – they belonged to them. 
 This system did not encourage economic growth. Peasants’ labour was 
used in subsistence farming for their families or working to maintain their 
landlord’s estate. Without surplus goods, there were no profits or savings. 
With no savings, domestic investment for growth was not possible. Russian 
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agriculture still used the most basic technology and almost the whole work-
force was unskilled and illiterate. 
 In addition, the empire’s industrial base was poorly developed. Before 
1850, there were relatively few factories, mostly producing textiles. Some 
factories were run by the state, but many were run on the estates of landlords. 
Industrial technology was basic, and engineering education was not encour-
aged by the authorities. 
 To make matters worse, the Crimean War from 1853 to 1856 had 
weakened the Russian economy even more. Eventually, the Russian authori-
ties realized that they had to do something about economy. The empire was 
now surrounded by modern industrial powers. Russia had to make an eco-
nomic leap into a new age. 
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Variant 4 
READING 
1. Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false. 
1) The US government makes full use of economic tools. 
2) The president takes all the necessary initiatives to ensure the growth and 
stability of the United States. 
3) The recession in the USA economy is due to large spending on national 
defense programs. 
4) American consumers are greatly dependent on national debt. 
5) The USA has lost their leading role in the world economy because of the 
rapid growth of the economies of such countries as Brazil, Russia, India 
and China. 
6) The national debt of the USA is as large as the one of Japan. 
The US Economy 
1. The United States of America has the world’s largest economy. 2007 
GDP is believed to be three times the size of the next largest economy, Japan. 
US dominance has been eroded by the creation of the European Union com-
mon market and by the rapid growth of the BRIC economies, in particular 
China. 
2. The recent failure in the US housing and credit markets has resulted 
in a  slowdown in the US economy. The forces of supply and demand direct-
ly drive the price levels of goods and services. What to produce, and how 
much of it is to be produced depends on the price level fixed by the interac-
tion of supply and demand. 
3. The role of government in the US economy is very important when it 
comes to decision-making in monetary and fiscal policies. The federal gov-
ernment takes all the necessary initiatives to ensure the growth and stability 
of the United States. The US government makes full use of economic tools 
such as money supply, tax rates, and credit control to adjust the rate of eco-
nomic growth. The US Federal Government also regulates the operations of 
private business concerns in order to prevent monopolies. The government 
provides support for national defense, monetary aid for research and devel-
opment programs, funds for highway construction and infrastructure in gen-
eral. 
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4. The question of national debt is a controversial one within the US. 
American consumers are also increasingly dependent on debt and have been 
re-mortgaging their houses to higher loan amounts, and using the extra cash 
to fund shopping. This debt figure is the largest in the world in absolute 
terms, but as a percentage of GDP it is less than Japan and similar to several 
European countries. Most of the debt is funded by central banks and sover-
eign wealth funds from Asia, Europe and the Middle East. 
VOCABULARY 
2. Match the words and phrases with the definitions. 
1) debt A being the only one in a given market selling a 
specific product 
2) market B a governing body or organization 
3) goods C articles produced to be sold 
4) government D the amount of money or goods, asked for or 
given in exchange for something else 
5) price E something owed, such as money, goods, or 
services 
6) taxpayer F an amount of cash or credit 
7) money G a person who buys goods or uses services 
8) bank H money in the form of bills or coins; currency 
9) cash I a business establishment in which money is 
kept for saving or commercial purposes or is 
invested 
10) consumer J the fundamental facilities and systems serving a 
country, as transportation and communication  
systems, power plants, schools, ect. 
11) failure K firmness in position 
12) stability L one that pays taxes 
13) monopoly M lack of success 
14) infrastructure N the business of buying and selling a specified 
ɫommodity 
3. Choose the best answer A, B or C from the list. 
1. If you want to borrow money to buy a house, you ask the bank for a ….. . 
2. The bank has raised its interest …… to 6 %. 
3. The general running costs of a company, such as electricity and rent, are 
known as ….. . 
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4. With the Mondex smart card, you can …… funds from one card to another. 
5. Whereas you pay interest on a mortgage, you …… interest on a savings 
account. 
6. The total sale during a trading period is called ……. . 
7. A company which owns one or more subsidiaries is called a …… compa-
ny. 
8. The strategy formulated by a government to central bank maintaining the 
stability of the currency and reducing inflation is called monetary ….…. . 
9. A fall in business activity which affects the national economy is called a 
……. . 
10. …….industries belong to and are run by the government. 
11. If there’s only one producer in the market, there’s no …… . 
12. McDonald’s has a very big …… of the fast food market. 
13. When a business works …….. it runs successfully without wasting re-
sources. 
1 A) mortgage B) loan C) borrow 
2 A) rate B) level C) per cent 
3 A) burden B) overheads C) weight 
4 A) move B) wire C) transfer 
5 A) catch B) earn C) contract 
6 A) rotation B) circulation C) turnover 
7 A) mother B) parent C older 
8 A) policy B) tendency C) politics 
9 A) slump B) recession C) fall 
10 A) state sector B) governmental  
    sector 
C) nation sector 
11 A) market B) competition C) leadership 
12 A) piece B) part C) market share 
13 A) spectacular B) efficiently C) effective 
TRANSLATION 
4. Translate into Russian. 
1. In the market economy supply and demand decide everything; its direct 
opposite is the planned economy. 
2. In a planned economy a government decides what is produced, how much 
is produced and how and at what price it is sold. 
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3. In the world there is no perfect economic system. Market economies have 
their strengths, but they also have drawbacks. In planned economies gov-
ernments can make sure that everyone can afford basic commodities. 
4. Planned economies have problems with supply as it is difficult to calcu-
late how much to produce and how high a demand to expect. People have 
to hoard different goods and shortages of goods become common. 
5. In many countries privately-owned businesses exist alongside state-run 
industries, which need protection from free market competition for their 
development. 
6. Deregulation leads to increased competition and the influence of market 
forces. 
7. Governments may put limits on free enterprise by banning trade in various 
goods, preventing monopolies and protecting consumers and the environ-
ment. 
WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words (see Appendix). 
Economic growth 
Many millions of people enjoy a quality of life today that pervious gen-
erations could not have dreamed of. Home ownership, ɪrivate cars and holi-
days are now standard for most families in industrialized countries. And yet 
at the same time, billions of people in other countries live without even clean 
drinking water. How can this be? The answer is that the fortunate few live in 
countries with sustained economic growth. 
An economy is growing when the gross national product is increasing 
year after year. When economists calculate economic growth, though, they 
must take into account the effects of inflation. For example, imagine that the 
gross national product of a country increased from $500 billon to $ 510 bil-
lion from one year to another. That’s an increase of two per cent in output. 
Very impressive! However, if the rate of inflation was two per cent, then 
there has been no real growth at all. 
The other thing to remember about economic growth is that not all 
growth is good. Governments want steady, sustainable growth. Sudden, sharp 
increases in growth – a boom – can cause the economy to overheat and fall 
into recession. For many economies, the long run growth over many years is 
steady, but the short run is a roller- coaster ride of boom and depression. For 
instance, the long run growth of the UK economy since 1950 has been a 
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steady 2.5 % per year. However, if you look closely at any decade you'll see 
that there is a cycle of growth, recession and recovery. The truth is, steady 
growth in the short term is very hard to achieve. 
Nevertheless, many countries are still struggling to achieve any kind of 
growth at all. Why is this? What is necessary for growth to happen? Many 
economists have tried to find the answer to this question, and there are plenty 
of theories to choose from. However, most economists agree that there things 
are essential for economic growth to occur: capital growth, savings and tech-
nological progress. 
Capital refers to the factories and machinery that the labour force uses to 
turn raw materials into products. More workers and more raw materials will 
only lead to a certain amount of growth. Eventually, the economy needs more 
capital for the labour to use. Capital growth can also include training and ed-
ucation for the labour force. This makes the workforce more efficient, crea-
tive and productive. 
Of course, someone has to pay for the new machines and training. In 
other words, capital growth needs investment. Money for investment needs to 
be borrowed from banks. Banks can only lend if customers make savings. 
This is why savings are so important for growth. However the economy will 
not grow if everyone is saving and no one is spending. Getting the right bal-
ance between consumption and saving is another part of the challenge of 
economic growth. 
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UNIT 3 
RECRUITMENT 
 
Text:  Writing your CV. 
Grammar Revision: Conditionals 1 and 2. 
                                   Degrees of Comparison of Adjectives. 
LEAD-IN 
1. Answer the questions. 
* What are the responsibilities of the Human resources department? 
* What stages of recruitment process should a candidate go through? 
READING 
2. Before reading the text, remember the following words and word 
combinations.  
educational and professional  
history 
ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ  
ɢ ɩɪɨɮɟɫɫɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɢɫɬɨɪɢɹ 
resume/CV ɪɟɡɸɦɟ 
previous job  ɩɪɟɞɵɞɭɳɚɹ ɪɚɛɨɬɚ 
human resources manager  ɦɟɧɟɞɠɟɪ ɩɨ ɩɟɪɫɨɧɚɥɭ 
employer  ɪɚɛɨɬɨɞɚɬɟɥɶ 
qualifications ɤɜɚɥɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɨɧɧɵɣ ɚɬɬɟɫɬɚɬ 
professional training courses  ɤɭɪɫɵ ɩɪɨɮɟɫɫɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɩɨɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɢ 
job title  ɧɚɢɦɟɧɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɞɨɥɠɧɨɫɬɢ 
skills  ɧɚɜɵɤɢ 
good points  ɫɢɥɶɧɵɟ ɫɬɨɪɨɧɵ 
applicant ɤɚɧɞɢɞɚɬ 
references  ɪɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɚɰɢɢ 
jobseeker ɫɨɢɫɤɚɬɟɥɶ 
3. You are going to read the text about writing a CV. For questions  
1–10, decide if they are true (T) or false (F).  
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Writing your CV 
A CV is an outline (description of the main facts) of a person’s educa-
tional and professional history.  In some countries, like the USȺ, it is known 
as a resume. There is nɨ ɨnɟ ɫorrɟɫt way tɨ ɫɨnstruct  ɚ ɋV, but  rɟmember    
the following two prinɫiɪlɟs: 
 Make it clear. Use direɫt, simple languɚge, short headings and high-
light the important things like the titles of previous jobs.  
 Make it short, no more than two sides of paper. A busy human re-
sources manager with 20 CVs to read in half an hour won’t want to read any-
thing longer. 
Standard CVs are usually divided into maximum of seven sections. One 
of the most common ways to order the sections is like this:  
1. Pɟrsonɚl details. Ɍhɟsɟ ɚre facts about you and how to contact you. 
The sɟɫtion should include your name, addrɟss, datɟ ɨf birth (not ɚge, as 
this will hɚve to be ɫhanged every yɟar), and nationality. Sɨme people attaɫh 
ɚ ɪasspɨrt  size ɪhoto, whiɫh ɫɚn help attract ɚn ɟmployer’s interest. 
2. ȿduɫation. This should outline your educational history and your 
qualifications. There’s no need to give details about your primary or elemen-
tary school! If you left school some years ago and have done company or 
professional training courses, it may be more important to highlight these. In 
this case, you can call this section “education and training”. 
3. ȿmɪloyment. This should includɟ the different jobs ɭour have dɨnɟ. 
Start with the most rɟɫɟnt as this is usuɚlly the ɨne where yɨu hɚve the mɨst  
rɟsponsibility.  You should list the main duties of each job as it may not be 
clear from the job title. 
4. Skills. Herɟ you should list ɚny other skills thɚt employers might be 
interested in, like computer skills or speaking another language.  
5. Interɟsts. This includes sporting and leisure interests. Avoid obvious 
ones that most people share like reading and watching TV. 
6. Personal profile. This section describes what kind of person you are 
and is usually written in complete sentences. Try writing down ten words or 
phrases which describe your good points and then putting them into a para-
graph. Don’t be modest and use phrases like ‘fairly good’ or ‘usually hard-
working’. Other applicants will write the best descriptions that they can, so 
you must too! 
7. References. You should include two people who can provide you 
with a reference. One should be your last employer, if possible. Make sure 
you ask their permission first. 
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Another common way of ordering the material is to put the personal 
profile first. This is especially common in the USA and is becoming normal 
practice in many international or sales-oriented businesses. The advantage of 
this is that the jobseeker’s achievements and qualities are presented right at 
the start so that employers can decide straight away if they like the sound of 
the candidate or not. 
 
STATEMENTS T/F 
1. CV is the description of the ideal job you want to get. 
2. Resume is the word they use instead of CV in American Eng-
lish.  
3. There are several ways to write a resume. 
4. The longer you make you CV the better. 
5. Standard CVs usually consist of seven sections. 
6. You should include your age into the first section. 
7. Your educational history should start with elementary school 
you studied in. 
8. It’s a good idea to include reading and watching TV in your 
“Interests” section. 
9. When you describe your personal qualities you should make 
the best description you can. 
10. You could include your friends and relatives as refrees. 
 
4. Find the endings (a–j) to the given beginnings (1–10) on the basis of 
the text. Translate the sentences into Russian.  
Example: 1h   
A CV is an outline of a person’s educational and professional history.   
Ɋɟɡɸɦɟ – ɷɬɨ ɤɪɚɬɤɨɟ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɟ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɢ ɩɪɨɮɟɫɫɢɨ-
ɧɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɢɫɬɨɪɢɢ ɱɟɥɨɜɟɤɚ. 
1. A CV is an outline  
2. In your CV you should use 
direɫt, simple languɚge,  
3. Standard CVs are usually divided  
4. Employment section should 
includɟ  
5. Describing your work experience 
you should start with the most 
rɟɫɟnt  
a) into maximum of seven sections.  
b) and one of them should be your 
last employer.  
c) cmodest and use phrases like 
‘fairly good’ or ‘usually  
hard-working’. 
d) each job as it may not be clear 
from the job title. 
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6. You should list the main duties 
of  
7. Personal profile section describes 
what kind of person you are  
8. When describing your personal 
qualities don’t be  
9. You should include two people 
who can provide you with  
a reference  
10. You could attaɫh ɚ ɪasspɨrt size 
ɪhoto,  
e) short headings and highlight the 
important things. 
f) whiɫh ɫɚn help attract ɚn 
ɟmployer’s interest. 
g) and is usually written in  
complete sentences. 
h) of a person’s educational and 
professional history. 
i) the different jobs ɭour have 
dɨnɟ.  
j) as this is usuɚlly the ɨne where 
yɨu hɚve the mɨst rɟsponsibility.   
USE OF ENGLISH 
5. Match the words on the left (1–20) to the words on the right (a–o) to 
make the collocations and translate them into Russian.   
Example: 1g   
professional history – ɩɪɨɮɟɫɫɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɢɫɬɨɪɢɹ 
 
1. professional  
2. previous  
3. human resources  
4. to order  
5. pɟrsonɚl  
6. datɟ  
7. ɪasspɨrt size  
8. to attract  
9. to give  
10. elementary  
11 professional training  
12. job  
13. computer  
14. leisure  
15. to become  
a) improving the quality  
b) ɨf birth  
c) normal practice  
d) courses  
e) interests  
f) school  
g)history  
h) ɚn ɟmployer’s interest  
i) skills  
j) the sections  
k) ɪhoto  
l) details  
m) manager  
n) title  
o) details  
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6. Read the following text and choose the correct word A, B or C, to fill 
eɚɫh gap (1–8). 
These days many applicants submit their 1 …….. speculatively to com-
panies they would like to work for. In other words, they do not apply for an 
advertised 2…… but hope the employer will be interested enough to keep 
their CV on file and contact them when they have a/an 3…….. When reply-
ing to an advertisement, candidates often fill in a/an 4…… and write a/an 
5….. The employer will then invite the best candidates to attend a/an 6…… 
Sometimes candidates will take a/an 7…… before the interview to assess 
their mental ability and reasoning skills. These days it is normal for success-
ful candidates to have to work a/an 8…… in a company. This is usually three 
or six months; after that they are offered a permanent post.    
1 A)  summary  B)  CV/resume C)  abstract 
2 A)  work B)  operation C)  job 
3 A)  labour B)  vacancy C)  appointment 
4 A) application form B)  questionnaire C)  application letter 
5 A)  covering letter B)  accompanying letter C)  covered page 
6 A)  conversation B)  interlocution C)  interview 
7 A)  psychometric test B)  mind testing C)  psychological   test 
8 A)  trial period B) experimental period C)  probationary  
      period 
7. Match the English words to their Russian equivalents on the basis of 
the text.  
1. title 
2. employment 
3. responsibility 
4. skills 
5. language  
6. leisure 
7. to share 
8. to describe 
9. reference 
10. permission 
a) ɨɩɢɫɵɜɚɬɶ 
b) ɪɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɚɰɢɹ 
c) ɧɚɜɵɤɢ 
d) ɪɚɡɪɟɲɟɧɢɟ 
e) ɞɨɥɠɧɨɫɬɶ 
f) ɫɜɨɛɨɞɧɨɟ ɜɪɟɦɹ  
g) ɪɚɡɞɟɥɹɬɶ 
h) ɩɪɢɟɦ ɧɚ ɪɚɛɨɬɭ 
i) ɨɛɹɡɚɧɧɨɫɬɶ 
j) ɹɡɵɤ 
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8. Match the words from A to the words from B which are similar in 
meaning. 
A B 
1. to highlight  
2. recruitment 
3. candidate 
4. payroll 
5. personnel 
6. to select 
7. interview 
8. to handle 
9. to hire  
10. resume 
a) staff 
b) curriculum vitae 
c) to employ 
d) to focus on 
e) to deal with 
f) wage statement 
h) applicant 
i) to choose 
j) employment 
k) job talk 
TRANSLATION 
9. Translate the sentences into Russian. 
1. Human resources departments are responsible for recruiting new person-
nel. 
2. Candidates are initially asked to provide a curriculum vitae (CV) which 
gives information about their qualifications, experience and skills. 
3. The recruiter screens the applications and selects candidates for interview. 
4. Successful applicants are hired and put on the payroll. 
5. Mɚny ɫomɪɚniɟs and ɨrgɚnisɚtons now reɫruit direɫtly thɝough the Inter-
net. 
6. Applicants were requested to submit their resumes. 
7. He was interviewed for the job, but couldn’t get it. 
8. When you have a problem with another co-worker, you should talk to 
Human Resources so they can file the issue and go through any particular 
process to handle the claim. 
9. My aunt loves working in Human Resources Management because her 
people skills are valuable in hiring and training new employees for the 
company.  
10. The applicants must bring their original certificates at the time of inter-
view. 
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GRAMMAR REVISION 
Conditionals 1 and 2 
1 ɬɢɩ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ 
ɍɫɥɨɜɢɟ 
If + Present Simple  
If you study well,  
Ɋɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ 
Future Simple 
you will find a good job. 
 
2 ɬɢɩ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ 
ɍɫɥɨɜɢɟ 
If + Past Simple 
If I lived in the countryside, 
Ɋɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ 
would + ɝɥɚɝɨɥ ɛɟɡ to 
I would walk in the forest every day. 
10. Fill in the blanks with if or when. 
1. I don’t think you’ll have any problems, but call me …….. you do. 
2. Mrs Barton is coming this afternoon. Could you send her up …….. she 
arrives? 
3. We won’t be able to compete …….. we don’t adopt a better Internet strat-
egy. 
4. Put that on my bill please, and I’ll pay …….. I check out. 
5. I’ll be disappointed …….. I’m not promoted this year. 
6. Sales are low this spring, but they will improve …….. summer starts. 
7. Mr Dubarry is coming in today – please give me a ring …….. he gets 
here. 
8. …….. everything goes according to plan, we will meet our targets easily 
this year. 
9. My flight gets in at 9.30, so I’ll call you …. I get there. 
10. …….. you travel tomorrow, you’ll have problems because of the strike.  
11. Read through the following sentences. Decide whether the events are 
likely or imaginary, and put the verbs in brackets into the right tense. 
1. If everyone …….. (contribute) 20 % of their salaries to charity, there 
…….. (be) no poverty. 
2. I am confident that we …….. (meet) our targets if we …….. (maintain) 
our current level of sales. 
3. If I …….. (be) in your position, I …….. (insist) on having more staff in 
the department. 
4. Pleas have a seat. If you …….. (wait) a couple of minutes, I …….. (give) 
you a lift. 
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5. I’m expecting a call from Grayson’s. If they …….. (ring) today, please 
…….. (let) me know at once. 
6. I …….. (apply) for the job if I …….. (have) an MBA, but unfortunately I 
haven’t. 
7. I ……... (be) back at 8.30 if the traffic …….. (not/be) too bad. 
8. What laws …….. (you/change) if you …….. (be) the Prime Minister? 
9. If I …….. (be) you, I …….. (ring) them and see what’s happened to the 
order. 
10. I’ve had a long career in the law, but if I …….. (have) the chance to start 
all over again, I …….. (study) medicine. 
Degrees of Comparison of Adjectives 
ɉɨɥɨɠɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ  
ɫɬɟɩɟɧɶ 
ɋɪɚɜɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ  
ɫɬɟɩɟɧɶ 
ɉɪɟɜɨɫɯɨɞɧɚɹ  
ɫɬɟɩɟɧɶ 
old 
ɫɬɚɪɵɣ 
older 
ɫɬɚɪɟɟ 
oldest 
ɫɚɦɵɣ ɫɬɚɪɵɣ 
easy 
ɥɟɝɤɢɣ 
easier 
ɥɟɝɱɟe 
easiest 
ɫɚɦɵɣ ɥɟɝɤɢɣ 
active 
ɷɧɟɪɝɢɱɧɵɣ 
more active 
ɛɨɥɟɟ ɷɧɟɪɝɢɱɧɵɣ, 
ɷɧɟɪɝɢɱɧɟɟ 
most active 
ɫɚɦɵɣ ɷɧɟɪɝɢɱɧɵɣ 
interesting 
ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɧɵɣ 
more interesting 
ɛɨɥɟɟ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɧɵɣ, 
ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɧɟɟ 
most interesting 
ɫɚɦɵɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɧɵɣ 
12. Complete these sentences with the adjective in brackets in compara-
tive or superlative degree. 
1. I think Italian clothes are ________________ (beautiful) than French 
clothes. 
2. This has been one of the ________________ (bad) years in the company’s 
history. 
3. This dress is _______________ (cheap) than that one. 
4. Our European market isn’t as _______________ (big) as our Asian mar-
ket. 
5. She’s our most _______________ (talented) designer. 
6. Designer clothes are ______________ (good) made than off-the-peg 
clothes. 
7. I’ll buy it when the price is _____________ (low). 
8. We need systems in the office which are _______________ (reliable). 
9. He’s _____________ (happy) with his job than he was. 
10. The numbers on this watch are the _____________ (easy) to read. 
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13. Complete the text with the comparative or superlative form of the 
adjectives in brackets. 
Giorgio Armani, founder of the Armani Group agrees that the last year 
has been the 1 (bad)_______ for many years for fashion and luxury goods 
companies. When the economy is down, people don’t want to spend money. 
Now, things are slowly getting 2 (good)_______, and customers are 
becoming 3 (optimistic)_______, but they are 4(careful)_______ about what 
they buy than they were before. Quality and value for money are becoming 
5 (important)_______and it is 6 (hard) _______ for companies to sell 
something just because it has a design label. People expect luxury goods to 
last 7 (long)_______ than other goods. Consumers are 8 (interested)_______ 
in fashion and design than ever before, but they expect to be able to buy the 
9 (new)_______ styles for less. 
SPEAKING 
14. Use the words and phrases below to make sentences. 
Candidate, educational and professional history, previous job, professional 
training courses, to select, to hire, job title, interview, good points, jobseeker.  
15. Work in pairs. One student role plays an employer and the other 
plays the job applicant.  
Sales Manager 
Essential skills: 
Must be accurate, communicative, and have BA in Sales.   
A minimum of 6 months experience is essential.   
Contact 0900 235 6984 for more information 
Roleplay cards 
You are the employer. 
Look at the job description and 
write some questions to ask at the 
interview. 
You are looking for a job. 
Look at the job description and pre-
pare yourself for an interview. 
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WRITING (abstract) 
Ten ways to improve your career 
Ajilon Finance, a leading staffing and recruiting services firm, offers the 
following tips for getting ahead in your career. 
1. Make a list of your priorities and outline your tasks for the day. Write 
down your short- and long-term goals, evaluate your progress frequently and 
stay focused. 
2. Are you really present? You may physically be at work, but are you 
there mentally? 
3. Learn how to work through others. Delegating tasks is an important 
skill to master your level. 
4. Always look for opportunities to broaden your skills. For example, 
you can attend professional development seminars. 
5. Socialize with colleagues. This will help you learn about what’s hap-
pening in other departments. 
6. Create your own goals. Determine where you want to be professional-
ly and what skills you need to reach the goal. 
7. Be comfortable with being uncomfortable. Accept challenges that 
force you to try something new. 
8. Be clear about what you want. If you believe you deserve a promo-
tion, ask for one. 
9. Take time off and relax. Attending to your personal life and doing 
things that make you happy will help your performance at work. 
10. Seek satisfaction.  If you’re disappointed by your current career, 
look for ways to transform your job into more of what you want. If this does 
not solve a problem, maybe it’s time to look for a new position. 
 If you follow this advice, you will significantly increase your opportu-
nities to earn more money, get promoted sooner and move ahead faster”, says 
Mr Lebovits, President and Chief Operating Officer of Ajilon Finance. 
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UNIT 4 
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 
Text  First time leader. 
Grammar Revision: Conditionals 2 and 3. 
                                    Prepositions of place.                                                      
LEAD-IN 
1. Answer the questions. 
* What is the difference between a leader and a manager? What do they have 
in common? 
* What qualities should a leader possess? 
READING 
2. Before reading the text, remember the following words and word 
combinations.  
leadership  ɥɢɞɟɪɫɬɜɨ 
pressure  ɞɚɜɥɟɧɢɟ 
to solve problems  ɪɟɲɚɬɶ ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɵ 
natural urge  ɟɫɬɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɟ ɫɬɪɟɦɥɟɧɢɟ 
expertise  ɤɨɦɩɟɬɟɧɬɧɨɫɬɶ 
time-consuming  ɨɬɧɢɦɚɸɳɢɣ ɦɧɨɝɨ ɜɪɟɦɟɧɢ, ɬɪɭɞɨɟɦɤɢɣ 
concerns  ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɵ 
customers  ɤɥɢɟɧɬɵ 
praise ɩɨɯɜɚɥɚ 
external viewpoint  ɬɨɱɤɚ ɡɪɟɧɢɹ ɫɨ ɫɬɨɪɨɧɵ 
data-gathering  ɫɛɨɪ ɞɚɧɧɵɯ 
analysis of profitability  ɚɧɚɥɢɡ ɩɪɢɛɵɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ 
to reveal  ɜɵɹɜɢɬɶ 
to establish priorities  ɭɫɬɚɧɨɜɢɬɶ ɩɪɢɨɪɢɬɟɬɵ 
implementation ɨɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɥɟɧɢɟ 
to prompt useful discussion ɜɵɡɵɜɚɬɶ ɩɨɥɟɡɧɨɟ ɨɛɫɭɠɞɟɧɢɟ 
to tackle ɷɧɟɪɝɢɱɧɨ ɛɪɚɬɶɫɹ ɡɚ 
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3. Read the following text and choose the ɫorreɫt variant A, B, C or D. 
First time leader 
Taking on a leadership role for the first time is  tough. There is always 
pressure on you to do the right things, and to be seen to be doing them. But, 
unless there’s something that needs sorting out urgently, your first few 
months in the role will be will be better spent in understanding the people and 
the situation. One easy mistake to make is to think that you, as a leader, the 
top person with top salary, have the sole responsibility and the know-how to 
solve every single problem yourself. And you can be sure that others will 
encourage you to think that way, since it takes the pressure off them, and it 
satisfies their natural urge to leave the solving problems  to others. Instead try 
using existing resourses to identify the current position and the ways to 
change it for the better. 
Start by consulting widely, beginning with the people who now report to 
you direct, as these are more likely to be the people with the expertise and 
experience to tackle some of the problems that are identified. A series of one-
to-one meetings, though time-consuming, will be worthwihile, especially if 
they are structured to provide you with the information you need to make 
decisions later on. Two useful questions are: ‘What do you see as the biggest 
problem facing the department now?’ and ‘What one change would make the 
most difference to our success?’ From their answers you can build up a 
picture of your people, as well as of the issues. Some will consider the needs 
of the department as a whole, while others may just concentrate on their own 
particular concerns. You will also have had personal contact with each person 
and can judge who you will work well with in the future.  
Overlap in their responses is a useful pointer to the  priorities needing 
your attention. If there is no duplication in problems or solutions, it means 
that you have inherited a disunited group which will need some team-
building and restructuring. If no clear picture emerges, it means that your 
people are the part of the problem: you will need to make them aware of this. 
At the same time, consult with customers. Be open to criticizm and to 
praise. Compare the views of your department with the external viewpoint 
and see where the biggest gaps are. This will help to idetify areas for action. 
While you are data-gathering, have a look at the figures. Apply to 
different measures from standard ones. You probably lack knowledge about 
which company products are profitable, and you recognize that staff costs are 
a key factor. So, ask for analysis of profitability per employee. There will be 
grumbling that the new figures involve extra work, but the analysis will 
reveal how many and what kind of staff your company really needs. 
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Finally  a key issue for you as a new leader is to establish priorities. If 
you have done your research well, you will have identified a number of areas 
for action. Bring your senior team together and tell them about your research 
findings, both the problems and the suggested solutions. Together, plot the 
solutions on a big graph, with one axis relating to the amount of difference 
the action would make; and the other axis to the ease of implementation. This 
will prompt useful discussion on the issues and the means of resolving them. 
In selecting priorities, you might well gain volunteers to tackle some of the 
tasks. Agree actions, assign resposibilities and establish dates for completion 
and progress reviews. 
1. Employees encourage their boss to believe that he or she should solve all 
the problems, because they… 
A) really don’t want to have to solve the problems themselves 
B) believe that the boss is paid to solve problems 
C) know that the boss has a lot more information about the issues than 
they do 
D) feel that they shouldn’t have to solve problems created by other people 
2. How should you structure your first meeting according to the writer? 
A) Explain to each member of staff the problems facing his or her 
department 
B) See people individually and ask each one the same  questions 
C) Ask each member of staff to help in setting priorities for action 
D) Bring everyone into the discussion to get an agreed plan of action 
3. Getting the same answers from different people  during your research tells 
you that … 
A) the people who are under you clearly do not work well together 
B) a lot of your department’s problems are caused by the people 
themselves 
C) you have identified the most urgent issues needing your attention 
D) your department is working well despite a number of problems 
4. It is useful to talk to customers about the performance of your department 
because … 
A) they are likely to be more honest and open than your own staff 
B) it makes your customers feel that their opinions are important to you 
C) it gives you an opportunity to criticize or praise them 
D) you can evaluate what they say against what your own staff told you 
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5. What might you learn from the kind of financial analyses that the writer 
recommends? 
A)  that you need to employ fewer people, or people with different skills 
B) that you can encrease profitability by using different measures  
C) that this kind of finnacial analysis involves a lot of extra work 
D) that financial data must be combined with other information to give a 
full picture 
6. According to the writer, using a graph as a part of the meeting with senior 
staff is a good way to … 
A) set deadlines for completing the work and reporting back 
B) give feedback to your staff on the results of your research 
C) get your staff talking about the issues and what to do about them 
D) show which members of staff should tackle the various problems 
4. Find the endings (a–j) to the given beginnings (1–10) on the basis of 
the text. Translate the sentences into Russian.  
Example: 1h   
Taking on a leadership role for the first time is  tough. 
ɉɪɢɧɹɬɢɟ ɪɨɥɢ ɥɢɞɟɪɚ ɜ ɩɟɪɜɵɣ ɪɚɡ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɬɪɭɞɧɵɦ. 
 
1. Taking on a leadership role  
2. One easy mistake to make is to 
think that you, as a leader, have 
the sole responsibility  
3. Try using existing resourses to 
identify  
4. Some will consider the needs of 
the department as a whole,  
5. If no clear picture emerges, it 
means that your people  
6. Be open to criticizm  
7. Compare the views of your 
department with  
8. While you are data-gathering,  
9. Finally  a key issue for you as a 
new leader  
10. Bring your senior team together 
and tell them about your research 
findings 
a) and the know-how to solve every 
single problem yourself. 
b) while others may just 
concentrate on their own 
particular concerns. 
c) are the part of the problem: you 
will need to make them aware of 
this. 
d) and to praise. 
e) the external viewpoint and see 
where the biggest gaps are.  
f) is to establish priorities. 
g) both the problems and the 
suggested solutions. 
h) for the first time is  tough. 
i) the curent position and the ways 
to change it for the better. 
j) have a look at the figures. 
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USE OF ENGLISH 
5. Match the words on the left (1–15) to the words on the right (a-o) to 
make the collocations and translate them into Russian.   
Example: 1e 
to sort out urgently – ɪɚɡɨɛɪɚɬɶɫɹ ɜ ɫɪɨɱɧɨɦ ɩɨɪɹɞɤɟ 
 
1. to sort  
2. to have the sole  
3. know- 
4. to solve  
5. to take  
6. natural  
7. build up a picture  
8. to concentrate on  
9. to have personal  
10. team-  
11 to be the part  
12. external  
13. analysis  
14. to establish  
15. research  
a) priorities 
b) contact with 
c) the pressure off 
d) of the problem  
e) out urgently  
f) responsibility 
g)how  
h) a picture  
i) building 
j) viewpoint 
k) urge 
l) of profitability 
m) findings  
n) particular concerns 
o) a problem 
6. Find the odd word out in each set. 
1 A)  manager B)  chief  
     executive 
C)  subordinate D)  leader 
2 A)  precedent B)  success C)  limit D)  target 
3 A)  achieve B)  reach C)  meet D)  lose 
4 A)  reduce B)  improve C)  develop D)  increase 
5 A)  deadline  B)  cost C)  expectation D) dismissal 
6 A)  positive B)  trusted C)  poor D)  valued 
7 A)  fire B)  motivate C)  reward D)   inspire 
8 
9 
10 
A)  risk 
A) solve 
A) find 
B) consensus 
B) tackle 
B) establish 
C)  position 
C) give in 
C) set 
D)  chance 
D) handle 
D) found 
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7. Match the English words to their Russian equivalents on the basis of 
the text.  
1. leadership  
2. department 
3. solution 
4. success 
5. response 
6. profitable 
7. key factor 
8. to reveal  
9. research  
10. implementation 
a) ɨɬɤɪɵɜɚɬɶ, ɨɛɧɚɪɭɠɢɜɚɬɶ 
b) ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
c) ɭɫɩɟɯ 
d) ɨɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɥɟɧɢɟ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɟɧɢɟ 
e) ɥɢɞɟɪɫɬɜɨ 
f) ɜɵɝɨɞɧɵɣ, ɩɪɢɛɵɥɶɧɵɣ  
g) ɨɫɧɨɜɧɚɹ ɩɪɢɱɢɧɚ 
h) ɨɬɞɟɥ 
i) ɪɟɲɟɧɢɟ 
j) ɨɬɜɟɬ, ɪɟɚɤɰɢɹ 
8. Match the words from A to the words from B which are similar in 
meaning. 
A B 
1. tough 
2. urgently 
3. to solve 
4. to identify 
5. overlap  
6. response 
7. concerns 
8. key issue 
9. to provide 
10. costs 
a) match  
b) expenses 
c) to give 
d) hard 
e) main priority 
f) to define 
h) to decide 
i) answer 
j) immediately 
k) issues 
TRANSLATION 
9. Translate the sentences into Russian. 
1. Leaders throughout history have often been people who have failed in the 
past, however, they’ve learned from their mistakes and have gone on to 
have great success. 
2. Effective leadership requires specific qualities that anyone can develop. 
3. I’m not authoritarian by nature but I knew there was a desperate need for 
leadership of our group. 
4. He delegated his authority to his competent assistant. 
5. In his sixteenth year he entered the office of his father, who was partner 
and manager of a firm of engineers. 
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6. She couldn’t be late again for her job as an assistant general manager of a 
fast food joint, or she’d be fired. 
7. What this company needs is better management, not a harder working of-
fice staff. 
8. You can make difficult tasks more manageable by breaking them down 
into a number of steps. 
9. A good leader makes a good team the best, as my father says. 
10. As our boss gets closer to retirement, he has been delegating more and 
more responsibilities to his son. 
GRAMMAR REVISION 
Conditionals 2 and 3 
2 ɬɢɩ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ 
ɍɫɥɨɜɢɟ 
If + Past Simple 
If I found her address.  
Ɋɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ 
would + ɝɥɚɝɨɥ ɛɟɡ to 
I would send her an invitation. 
 
3 ɬɢɩ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ 
ɍɫɥɨɜɢɟ 
If + Past perfect,  
If I had found her address. 
Ɋɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ 
would + have + Past Participle 
I would have sent her an invitation. 
 
10. Read through the following sentences. Decide whether the events are 
likely to happen or imaginary, and put the verbs in brackets into the 
right tense. 
1. If everyone …….. (contribute) 20 % of their salaries to charity, there 
…….. (be) no poverty. 
2. I am confident that we …….. (meet) our targets if we …….. (maintain) 
our current level of sales. 
3. If I …….. (be) in your position, I …….. (insist) on having more staff in 
the department. 
4. Pleas have a seat. If you …….. (wait) a couple of minutes, I …….. (give) 
you a lift. 
5. I’m expecting a call from Grayson’s. If they …….. (ring) today, please 
…….. (let) me know at once. 
6. I …….. (apply) for the job if I …….. (have) an MBA, but unfortunately I 
haven’t. 
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7. I ……... (be) back at 8.30 if the traffic …….. (not/be) too bad. 
8. What laws …….. (you/change) if you …….. (be) the Prime Minister? 
9. If I …….. (be) you, I …….. (ring) them and see what’s happened to the 
order. 
10. I’m worried that unless sales …….. (improve), they …….. (close) the 
factory. 
11. I’ve had a long career in the law, but if I …….. (have) the chance to start 
all over again, I …….. (study) medicine. 
12. Take the receipt with you – if you …….. (not/have) one, they …….. 
(not/give) you your money back. 
13. What products …….. (you/develop) if you …….. (be) the head of a com-
pany like Microsoft? 
11. Rewrite the sentences below using a conditional form so that they 
have a similar meaning. See the example. 
e.g. He didn’t do well in the final interview. He didn’t get the job. 
If he had done well in the final interview, he would have got the job. 
1. You checked the invoice. We didn’t make an expensive mistake. 
If you ________________________________________________. 
2. Fiona didn’t come to the meeting because she was in London.  
If Fiona ___________________________________________. 
3. We didn’t realize interest rates were going to rise so quickly. We took out 
a big loan. 
If we ____________________________________________________ . 
4. I didn’t know you were planning to leave. I promoted you. 
If I _____________________________________________. 
5. They didn’t give a good presentation. They didn’t win the contract. 
If they _________________________________________________. 
Prepositions of place 
12. Choose the correct word.  
1. Look at the Appendix at/by the end of the report. 
2. When I got in/on the plane someone was sitting in my seat. 
3. What a fantastic view! The sky above/over and the sea below/under/ 
4. Next week I’ll be at/in Hungary for a few days. 
5. Turn into Western Avenue and you’ll see our offices on/at your left. 
6. You can’t miss it. The restaurant is exactly by/opposite the cinema. 
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7. I often work in/at home in the evening. 
8. I bought this tie in/at Madison Avenue. 
9. She’ll be here in a few minutes – she’s just at/on the phone at the moment. 
10. The power socket is over there, by/at the door. 
11. This graph isn’t labeled properly. Write the units by/next to the X axis. 
12. I went to visit my son in/at hospital yesterday. 
13. Put a sheet above/over the machine to stop it getting dusty. 
14. Siena is quite near/by Florence. 
15. I’ll see you tomorrow at ten thirty, in/by my office. 
16. It’s a large block. Our offices are at/on the fifteenth floor. 
17. I saw Simon at/in the station while I was waiting for a train. 
18. I must have been standing in/at the queue for half an hour. 
19. You’ll see our offices – they’re by/near a furniture store. (the next block) 
20. You’ll see our offices – they’re by/near a furniture store. (the next build-
ing) 
13. Complete the sentences with in, at or on. 
1. I live …….. Manor Road, …….. number 295. 
2. You shouldn’t really park …….. the pavement. 
3. I had a lovely meal …….. the plane. 
4. I’d like to live …….. the country when I retire. 
5. Go to the end of the road, and you’ll see the bank …….. the right. 
6. I’ll be arriving …….. your offices …….. Barcelona at three. 
7. Lisbon is …….. the middle of Portugal, …….. the coast. 
8. I’ll meet you …….. the front of the building in ten minutes. 
9. I wonder what’s …….. television this evening. 
10. The size of the text …….. the screen is very small. 
11. I live …….. a small village …….. the road to Dover. 
12. …….. the beginning of my career I worked in marketing. 
13. It was a very well-run meeting. Erika was …….. the chair.  
14. I wasn’t looking …….. the mirror and I nearly had an accident.  
15. She works …….. Servile, …….. the University. 
16. The sales figures? Yes, I have them right here …….. my hand. 
17. I waited patiently ……... the back of the queue. 
18. I think I left my briefcase …….. the chair …….. the restaurant. 
19. I’m off sick at the moment, but I should be back …….. work next week. 
20. The last Finance Minister is still …….. prison. 
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SPEAKING 
14. Use the words and phrases below to make sentences. 
Leadership, to solve problems, time-consuming, customers, praise, analysis 
of profitability, to reveal, implementation, to tackle, solution, to identify, key 
issue. 
15. Work in pairs. Discuss the qualities a good leader should possess and 
the responsibilities he/she should have. Use the words and phrases 
below. 
To be responsible for a team of people, to have honest and ethical behavior, 
delegating, to identify the strengths, to create a productive work environment,  
 confidence, to keep your team motivated, to communicate. 
WRITING 
16. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
80–100 words. 
Effective Leadership: How To Be More Than Just A Boss 
As an executive coach dedicated to leadership development, Jenny 
Clevidence believes the difference between a boss and a leader ultimately 
comes down to the culture a supervisor promotes. 
“If an individual is truly a leader versus a boss, you will see a culture of 
leadership. This means that everyone in the organization has an opportunity 
to lead in some way. People feel ownership, accountability, meaning, and are 
engaged in their work when a true leader is in role. When you have a boss in 
role, people tend to feel that they are doers, task masters, and are generally 
disengaged or going through the motions.” 
With a leader by their side, employees begin to see tasks as opportuni-
ties to learn and fulfill their company’s mission rather than boxes that need to 
be checked off by the end of the day. Jenny also says teams become more 
productive, resulting in greater trust to carry out the tasks at hand. 
“The team isn’t waiting on one person to tell them what and how to do 
the work, but rather they have a leader guiding them when needed. A boss 
often wants the team to do the work a specific way, which can leave a team 
waiting in the wings until they are told how.” 
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To successfully transition into a leader, Jenny says awareness is the first 
step. Executives should start by understanding what it means to lead and 
evaluate how they may or may not demonstrate leadership qualities. 
“I gave a former client Primal Leadership by Daniel Goleman at the 
start of our engagement, and a few sessions in, he admitted that he was self-
conscious about the fact that he could see himself in the examples of negative 
leadership qualities and not so much in the good leadership examples. It was 
his spark to change, but it required understanding what it means to lead and 
looking honestly at himself.” 
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SELF-STUDY 
1. Read the text. Use the words given in capitals on the right to form a 
word that fits in the gap in the same line. 
 
Many managers believe that getting work done 
through others requires a free flow of 1) ______ 
and open, 2) _____ relationships with workers. Ra-
ther than creating a climate of fear, they give clear 
3) _______ and realistic deadlines and take care to 
give only constructive criticism and not upset em-
ployees. They work towards creating a positive 
working environment where staff feel valued and   
4) _____. Some specialists say that it is 5) ______ 
not to criticize, as this rarely motivates and often 
causes stress and loss of confidence among the em-
ployees. Managers who 6) _______ maintain the 
balance of power will not lose their authority even 
when certain subordinate members take control of 
projects. This style of 7) _______ is particularly 
important during an economic upswing when em-
ployees can easily find work with another compa-
ny. 
 
1) INFORM 
2) PRODUCT 
 
3) INSTRUCT 
 
 
 
4) TRUST 
5) ESSENCE 
 
6) SUCCESS 
 
 
7) MANAGE 
 
 
2. Match the adjectives in the box to make pairs of contrasting ideas. 
Example: assertive/diffident 
cautious   casual    diffident     formal    idealistic    critical     decisive    
encouraging    realistic    assertive    dynamic    radical   ruthless   distant 
conservative    approachable    principled     laid-back 
 
3. Complete the sentences with suitable adjectives from Exercise 2.  
 
1. She doesn’t like to rush into things. She’s careful and  .......... .  
2. He’s very good at pointing out problems with people and systems in the 
company. He’s often ............, but this helps make improvements.  
3. He’s a serious, ............ person, both in the way he dresses and in his deal-
ings with people. Everyone knows he’s the boss.  
4. She has a very clear vision for the long·term future of the company, but 
many people think she is too ............ .  
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5. He is a very ............ man. He sacked anyone who got in his way.  
6. Our boss is friendly and ............ She’s very easy to talk to.  
7. He’s very ............. He doesn’t like to try anything new now he’s running 
the company.  
8. She’s very ............. She would never approve any policies that were re-
motely unethical. 
4. Read the article quickly and write down four things that you’ve 
learned about L’Oreal.  
Father of the feel-good factory 
by Jenny Wiggins 
Sir Lindsay Owell-Jones does not like being photographed. ‘Do I have 
to smile?’ he says gruffly. He exudes the air of a man who has done this 
many, many times before. Such expertise derives from the fact that Sir Lind-
say is frequently photographed with models, girls far taller than he is, who 
wear lipstick, eyeshadow and nail polish made by L’Oreal, the company he 
has worked for since 1969. For nearly 20 years, he was Chief Executive of 
L’Oreal, the world’s biggest beauty company  and owner of brands such as 
Maybelline, Redken, Lancome and Vichy. Although he stepped back from 
the day-to-day running of the company  two years ago, handing over the job 
to Jean-Paul Agon, he remains Chairman. Sir Lindsay, who turns 62 this 
month, has spent the better part of his life trying to convince women and  
men that buying L’Oreal’s lotions and shampoos will make them feel good. 
L’Oreal is a curious destination for a man who had ‘no intention’ of taking a 
job in the consumer goods industry. Yet he was drawn to the beauty compa-
ny. “It was still quite a small company, but was thought to be going places 
and was considered a great example of creative marketing  and original ad-
vertising campaigns. Cosmetics is a business of intuition. Consumers don’t 
tell you what they need; you’ve got to guess.’ He credits his predecessor, 
Francois Dalle, with teaching him basic business sense while he was working 
his way up the ranks of L’Oreal. 
‘He single-handedly ran this  company and did every marketing job for 
every brand, all at the same time. But he was a genius. I think one of the rea-
sons I got responsibility so young was that I could interpret the things he  
said, which often were the opposite of what he actually said literally. So 
when I got the job as Chief Executive, it came totally naturally to me that my 
priority was going to be to write  L’Oreal in the sky of every country in the 
world.’ Under Sir Lindsay’s leadership, L’Oreal did just that. Annual sales 
rose from a few million euros to more than €l7 bn as the company acquired 
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foreign cosmetic groups such as Shu Uemura in Japan, Kiehl’s in the US and 
the Body Shop in Britain. Sir Lindsay harboured international ambitions even 
as a child. ‘My mother dreamed of parties at Monte Carlo and the bright 
lights. She transmitted to me the idea that excitement and fun was being in-
ternational and  travelling and speaking languages. It was easy as a teenager 
in a slightly grim 1950s Britain to see the cars going into Monte Carlo and to 
say, “Wow, one day I’m going to be there.” 
 
5. Read the article again and match the descriptions below (1–10) to these 
four people. Two of the descriptions are not mentioned in the article. 
 
a) Lindsay Owen-Jones    c) Francois Dalle    
b) Jean-Paul Agon           d) Lindsay’s mother 
 
1) had international ambitions from a very young age. 
2) runs L’Oreal. 
3) is Chairman of L’Oreal. 
4) was attracted to L’Oreal before it became very successful. 
5)relaxes by sailing and skiing 
6) was attracted by the lifestyle of the rich and famous.  
7) ran the company on his own.  
8) likes going to concerts and reading.  
9) climbed the career ladder at L’Oreal.  
10) dreamed of parties at Monte Carlo.  
6. Without looking back at the article, complete the gaps with preposi-
tions.  
1. Such expertise derives ............. the fact that Sir Lindsay is frequently pho-
tographed.  
2. Although he stepped ............. the day-to-day running of the company two 
years ago, handing ............ the job ............ Jean-Paul Agon, he remains 
Chairman.  
3. He credits his predecessor, Francois Dalle, ............ teaching him basic 
business sense.  
4.  ............. while he was working his way ............ the ranks of L’Oreal.  
5. My mother dreamed ........... parties at Monte Carlo. 
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SELF-STUDY/KEYS 
Ex. 1 
Keys: 1) information, 2) productive,  3) instructions, 4) trusted, 5) essential, 
6) successfully, 7) management. 
Ex. 2 
Keys: cautious/decisive; casual/formal; idealistic/realistic; assertive/diffident; 
encouraging/critical; dynamic/laid-back; radical/conservative; ruth-
less/principled; distant/approachable. 
Ex. 3  
Keys: 1) cautious; 2) critical; 3) formal; 4) idealistic; 5) ruthless; 6) ap-
proachable; 7) conservative; 8) principled. 
Ex. 5 
Keys: 1a, 2b, 3a, 4a, 6a, 7c, 9a, 10d, 5 and 8 are not mentioned. 
Ex. 6 
Keys: 1) from; 2) down from; over; to; 3) with; 4) up; 5) of. 
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CONTROL WORK № 2 
Variant 1 
READING 
TEXT 1  
1. Read the text, and then decide if sentences 1–5 are “True” (T) or 
“False” (F). 
1. Your Facebook profile doesn’t matter when you are looking for a job. 
2. More than a half of employers research candidates online. 
3. CV and interview are far more important than your profile in social net-
works. 
4. HR managers don’t take into consideration your online behaviour. 
5. Improving your online reputation could help you in your career.  
6. It’s indelicate to upload improper photos and write unpleasant comments 
about your job in your Facebook profile.  
7. It’s impossible to create a good professional image online. 
8. A good professional image online could help you to get more job oppor-
tunities. 
9. If you find a good job there’s no need to care about your online reputation 
anymore. 
10. Negative comments about the company on your social-networking page 
could cause your dismissal. 
Be aware of your online image 
Jobseekers have been warned that their Facebook profile could damage 
their employment prospects, after a study found that seven in 10 employers 
now research candidates online. 
According to new figures released by Microsoft checks on Facebook 
and Twitter are now as important in the job-selection process as a CV or in-
terview. The survey, which questioned human-resource managers at the top 
100 companies in the UK, the US, Germany and France found that 70 per 
cent admitted to rejecting a candidate because of their online behaviour.  
 But HR bosses also said that a strong image online could actually help 
job hunters to land their dream job. Peter Cullen, of Microsoft, said: ‘Your 
online reputation is not something to be scared of; it’s something to be proac-
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tively managed. These days, it’s essential that web users cultivate the kind of 
online reputation that they would want an employer to see.” 
 Facebook faux pas include drunken photographs, bad language and 
messages complaining about work.  
Farhan Yasin, of online recruitment network Careerbuilder.co.uk. said: 
“Social networking is a great way to make connections with  job opportuni-
ties and promote your personal brand across the Internet.  People really need 
to make sure they are using this resource to their advantage by conveying a 
professional image.”  
But Mr Yasin cautioned job seekers to be aware of their online image 
even after landing the perfect job, after their own research found that 28 per 
cent of employers had fired staff for content found on their social-networking 
profile. He added, “A huge number of employers have taken action against 
staff for writing negative comments about the company or another employee 
on their social-networking page.” 
TEXT 2 
2. Read the text below. Decide whether the statements are True (T) or 
False (F). 
1) If you hide something, you do not discuss it.  
2) If something is out in the open, it is not discussed.  
3) If there is a lack of something, there is lots of it.  
4) If you keep your head down, you do not comment on things, make trou-
ble, etc.  
5) If you offer feedback on something, you give your opinion about it. 
6) If x damages y, it is good for y. 
The challenge of conflict 
By Stefan Stern 
Robert McHenry, chief executive of OPP, the Oxford-based business 
psychology consultancy, says that some organisations may be  hiding con-
flicts that should be out in the open. “Clients sometimes tell us that their big-
gest problem is the lack of conflict in their organisations,” he says. “They say 
that senior leaders create a culture where people prefer to ‘keep their head 
down’ and not offer feedback or ideas: conflict damages performance.” OPP 
recently surveyed 5,000 employees in Europe and America to find out about 
their experience of conflict at work. They found that, on average each em-
ployee spends 2.1 hours a week-roughly one day a month dealing with con-
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flict in some way. Most managers find this difficult to manage. Some, but not 
enough, receive training in the kind of communication skills that can help to 
resolve conflict. It’s not all bad news. According to another piece of new re-
search, conflict might offer the chance to improve your company’s perfor-
mance. Early results from the research point to the role of successfully man-
aged conflict in the development of effective corporate strategy. In their work 
with international businesses, the London-based consultancy Cognosis has 
found that managers who deal with conflict successfully will get better per-
formance from their staff. How can you benefit from disagreement? Conflict 
should be managed, Cognosis has found. In open corporate cultures, employ-
ees feel able to challenge senior managers. Indeed, so managers will actively 
ask them for their views. “One of the characteristics of effective leaders is 
their ability to both challenge others and be challenged themselves in a posi-
tive way,” says Richard Brown, managing partner at Cognosis. 
VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR  
3. Choose the best word to complete each sentence.  
1. Zoltan decided on his ………… when he was in his first year of universi-
ty, and amazingly, he followed it until he retired.  
     ɚ) career move       b) plan              c) design 
2. Rupert hopes to make a ………… doing freelance consulting.  
     ɚ) living                b) course           c) money 
3. My company has a training programme that offers career ……….. to 
students who have just graduated from university.  
     ɚ) opportunities            b) breaks            c) gaps 
4. Helena was very happy with the ………... she got last month. 
     ɚ) bonus          b) progress           c) improvement 
5. If you want to climb the career ………., you have to be prepared to work 
very hard.  
     ɚ) plan             b) ladder           c) staircase 
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6. Dominic was very pleased when he earned his first………. .  
     ɚ) job               b) commission          c) work 
7. If we ………poor quality, we the leading company in our business. 
     ɚ) delivered/  
         would not be 
b) will deliver/not be c) delivered/  
    would not have been 
8. If you ……… the paper, you ……… the advertisement. 
     ɚ) read/  
        would have seen 
b) have read/will see c) had read/  
    would have seen 
9. When I retire I’d like to live ……… the country. 
      ɚ)  at b) in c)  on 
10. It’s a large office block, and our offices are ………. the seventh floor.  
      ɚ)  on b) in c)  at 
TRANSLATION 
4. Translate the sentences from English into Russian. 
1. To succeed as an advertising executive, Joanna has to be a workaholic. 
She works 12-hour days, six days a week. 
2. He used to work on the factory floor. Yes, he really started out as a blue 
collar worker.  
3. At the start of the meeting everybody was very quiet and reserved but he 
told a few jokes to break the ice. 
4. When you work flexitime, you can arrange your own schedule, so this is 
very convenient when you have children. 
5. Luke is ambitious and does not want to be a sales assistant all his life. In 
fact, he hopes to get a promotion and become Assistant Manager very 
soon.  
6. I imagine their company jet was very expensive indeed. It probably cost 
the earth. 
7. Our Silicone Valley site is right at the cutting edge of the new technology. 
8. I’m sure a lot of our future income is going to come from the Internet and 
other cyberspace activities. 
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9. He isn’t a very good salesman. He has a lot of problem when it comes to 
closing a deal. 
10. Many people argue that technology has greatly improved our quality of 
life and the way we feel about work.  
WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
70–100 words. 
Share the power 
What does employee engagement look like in practice? John Smythe, 
from the Engage for Change Consultancy, offers two situations to illustrate it.  
Imagine two different employees, called Ruby and Gera dine, who work 
for different businesses. I n the first situation, Ruby is invited to attend a 
morning meeting titled “Help our recovery”.  
“The invitation states that all parts of the company have performed bad-
ly, and that its parent company is unable to provide more cash for investment. 
It says that fast action must be taken to stabilise the situation,” Mr Smythe 
explain, “But it also says there are no secret plans for extreme action. It says: 
‘We want to communicate openly. We also want you and your colleagues to 
take ownership with management to solve the crisis, recognising that un-
pleasant options will have to be on the table.”  
Ruby is both concerned and flattered. She arrives at the meeting feeling 
like a player rather than a spectator.  
A two-month timetable is laid out in which she and her colleagues are 
invited to use their knowledge to find achievable cost savings without dam-
aging key business areas.  
In this process, Mr Smythe says there are three good question s employ-
ees can be asked. What would they do if they: 
 had a free hand in their day job?   
 were a director of the company?  
 had to propose important changes? 
 In this way, employees can feel part of the decisions that are necessary. 
They don’t become demotivated.   
The alternative scenario, which concerns Geraldine, is less appealing. 
She is also invited to a meeting described as a “cascade briefing”. Rumours 
have been spread, directors arc hard to find, and there has been hardly any 
communication from the company. 
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“At the ‘cascade’, her fears are confirmed when, in a PowerPoint presen-
tation, the full extent of the terrible state of the business is revealed for the first 
time”, Mr. Smythe says. “Detailed management plans for restructuring and ef-
ficiencies are revealed. The focus is all on reduction, with no hint of new busi-
ness opportunities. Geraldine feels less like a spectator and more like a victim. 
To varying degrees, her colleagues leave the meeting in shock. ”  
“When have you felt most engaged and most valued and in a successful 
project or period at work? ” he asks.” Absolutely none of us is going to report 
that it was more like Geraldine’s experience.” 
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CONTROL WORK № 2 
Variant 2 
READING  
TEXT 1  
1. Read the text, and match each person A–C with their opinions/advice 
1–8. (Each person has more than one opinion/piece of advice.) 
1. Don’t stay abroad too long. 
 
2. Make sure the overseas job suits your career 
goals. 
 
3. Think about your partner’s career. A) Nicola Bunting 
4. Don’t underestimate the culture shock. B) Kevan Hall 
5. You may have no choice about going abroad or 
not. 
C) Nigel Parslow 
6. Think about what you will do when you get 
back. 
 
7. Go to work in Asia. 
 
8. Go to the place beforehand to check it out. 
 
Working abroad 
By Rhymer Rigby 
A period overseas is seen by many as an important addition to your CV. 
But how do you make sure that it really works to your advantage?  
“Think carefully about the job,” says executive coach, Nicola Bunting. 
“Does it fit in with your career goals or are you being attracted by the life-
style? Also before you go, you need to have a re-entry plan.” Kevan Hall, 
chief executive of the international people management  group, Global Inte-
gration, says you shouldn’t underestimate the culture shock. “Go out there 
beforehand. See what you’re getting into.” 
Nigel Parslow, UK managing director of Harvey Nash executive search, 
says staying where you are may not be possible if you work for an organisa-
tion that has  overseas operations. He adds that the experience you gain is al-
so very attractive.  
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The biggest is family. This can be particularly hard for people in the 
middle of their careers who may have children at school. Ms Bunting says: 
“There’s your partner’s career too. Some people’s spouses try and commute 
back and I’d really advise against this as it makes an already stressful situa-
tion even more difficult.” 
Mr Hall says: “There’s been a power shift to Asia, and that, coupled 
with low growth in America and Europe, means that particularly if you’re 
ambitious you might want to spend some  time there.” Many people say two 
to three years. But this will vary according to the country and organisation. 
Mr Parslow thinks so that if you spend too long abroad, you can end up with 
a not entirely positive expat label attached to you. 
TEXT 2 
2. Read the text below. Decide whether the statements are True (T) or 
False (F). 
After 9/11/2001, Victorinox ...  
1) asked some of its employees to leave the company.  
2) took no action at all. 
3) stopped recruiting. 
4) stopped asking employees to work more than the normal number of hours. 
5) asked employees to work the normal number of hours. 
6) told employees to go on holiday. 
Victorinox 
By Yih-teen Lee and Pablo Cardona 
Victorinox is famous for its core product – the Swiss army knife. The 
company was founded in 1884 in Ibach, a small town in the German-
speaking part of Switzerland, by Karl Elsener. He wanted to create jobs that 
would be long term. This has remained a cornerstone of the company culture. 
 After the terrorist attacks on the US in September 2001, new airline 
safety regulations around the world stopped passengers from taking knives on 
board. The rules had a serious effect on Victorinox, because sales of pocket 
tools at airports were important sales channels. Victorinox needed to find a 
way to survive and to deal with the fact that there were too many employees.  
Victorinox decided not to get rid of workers. However, it stopped hiring 
new workers, cancelled overtime and reduced the workday by 15 minutes. 
Employees were encouraged to take vacation, sometimes in advance of when 
it was due. Victorinox kept all the employees on its own payroll, while lend-
ing 80 or so to other companies for up to six months. 
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Having committed workers who understand and share the company mis-
sion is the goal of many businesses. But few achieve this. The secret lies in 
the way that Victorinox has always treated its employees. It created some 
employee-oriented management systems, such as long-term employment, 
training and development opportunities, and a policy which aims to better in-
tegrate young and older workers, immigrants, and people with disabilities in-
to its workforce. It also maintains a 5: I salary ratio between the highest paid 
and average-paid workers. 
VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR  
3. Choose the best word to complete each sentence.  
1. Employees in large multinationals ……… excellent career opportuni-
ties if they are willing to travel.  
     ɚ) have         b) lose                    c) give 
2. Some people ............ a career break to do something adventurous like 
sailing round the world or going trekking in India.  
     ɚ)  offer            b)  take             c)  decline 
3. One way to ............ a career move is to join a small but rapidly growing 
company. 
     ɚ)  grow    b)  decide c)  make 
4. Certain companies ............ career opportunities to the long-term unem-
ployed or to people without formal qualifications.  
     ɚ)  offer       b)  climb         c)  have 
5. Ambitious people often ............ on a career plan while they are still at 
university. 
    ɚ)  solve             b)  decide               c)  take 
6. In some industries, it can take a long time to ............ the career ladder. 
     ɚ)  climb        b)  give        c)  go 
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7. If you ………….your order by fax, we …………. the goods immedi-
ately. 
     ɚ)  will send/will  
         deliver       
b)  send/will deliver c)  send/would deliver 
8. If we ………. more employees, we ……….. more efficiently. 
     ɚ)  will have/will    
         work      
b)  had/would have 
    worked 
c)  had/would work 
9. Networking is ……….. way to find a job. 
     ɚ)  more effective      b)   effectivest c)  the most effective  
10. Go to Church Street and you’ll see our offices ……….. right. 
     ɚ)  at b)  in c)   on 
TRANSLATION  
4. Translate the sentences from English into Russian. 
1. I’m sure he’ll find a new job soon if he keeps looking. 
2.  If only I’d invested in that company, I’d have been a millionaire by now. 
3. Because of good business decisions, our company is growing faster than 
expected. 
4. The CEO announced that the company was taking a new direction. 
5.  It’s pretty hard to compete against big, established companies.  
6. Ambitious people often decide on a career plan while they are still at uni-
versity. 
7. Many of our employees take their breaks in the lunchroom.  
8. In some industries, it can take a long time to climb the career ladder. 
9. In banking, you can make a fortune with the big bonuses and retire at 35. 
10. There are lots of people who want this job but people with all the neces-
sary qualifications and experience are rare. 
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WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
70–100 words. 
Do you like the way you are managed? 
By Brian Groom 
Research among 3,000 employees by the Chartered Institute of Person-
nel and Development (ClPD) found the proportion of people happy with their 
job had increased to +46 per cent (percentage satisfied minus percentage dis-
satisfied), compared with +26 per cent in a similar survey last year.  
However, the ClPD’s new quarterly Employee Outlook survey suggest-
ed problems were developing that would damage employee well-being, mo-
rale and commitment if not dealt with. Three-quarters of employees said their 
organisation had been affected by the recession, with 52 per cent saying that 
there had been increases in work-related stress as a consequence, and 38 per 
cent saying there had been an upsurge in office politics. The proportion of 
people who said their jobs made them worried or tense had also increased 
and nearly six in ten said they were worried by the future.   
The survey also highlighted problems with how people are managed. 
Although most felt treated fairly by their line manager, they were less happy 
with how far their manager discussed their training and development, gave 
feedback or coached them. Employees were particularly critical of senior 
managers, with less than a fifth agreeing that they trusted them and only a 
quarter agreeing that they consulted employees about important decisions. 
Ben Willmott, senior public policy adviser at the CIPD, said: ‘Employ-
ers must ensure arrangements for informing and consulting employees over 
major changes, such as redundancy, are effective, if they want to improve 
trust in senior management. They also need to invest in developing line man-
agers’ people management skills, particularly in coaching and performance 
management, if they want to boost employee commitment and productivity. 
They must ensure managers can spot the early warning signs of stress and 
provide support to help people struggling to cope.” 
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CONTROL WORK № 2 
Variant 3 
READING  
TEXT 1  
1. Read the text and complete these statements with words from para-
graph 1, as they are used in the article. 
1) A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is a person or organization that does some-
thing that has not been done before. (7 letters) 
2) If you collect information, you . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . it. (6 letters) 
3) If you . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . information, you try to make it easier 
to use, understand, etc. (7 letters) 
4) An economic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is a time when business activity 
goes down. (8 letters) 
5) You say that something . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . happened when you 
want to talk about what really happened, not what might have happened. 
(8 letters) 
6)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is another word for ‘costs’. (8 letters) 
7)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is money from sales. (7 letters) 
8) If you . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . people in a particular way, you manage 
them in that way. (5 letters) 
The real value of managing information and people 
By Stefan Stern 
SAS has been a pioneer in the business of “analytics”. This involves not 
just gathering information, but also processing it and getting the value from 
it. Its chief executive, Jim Goodnight, says: “When the economic downturn 
started I told everyone there would be no job losses, that to we might have 
lower profits but that was fine with me,” he says. “I didn’t care because I pre-
fer keeping everybody’s jobs. I think everybody actually worked harder to 
save money, to cut expenses, to try to bring in more revenue, and we actually 
ended up growing last year by 2.2 per cent. I always say if you treat people 
like they make a difference they will make a difference.”  
SAS has just been named by Fortune magazine as the best company to 
work for in the US. The on-site perks and benefits at SAS headquarters are 
remarkable. Medical care, childcare, sports centres, massage, food, hairdress-
ers and a 35-hour week: these all form part of the employee package. There is 
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a downside. SAS does not pay the highest wages in its sector. But it is a suc-
cessful  business with low staff turnover. Most employees seem happy with 
the deal, which is designed to make working life easier. It is these software 
programmers who in turn keep SAS’s clients happy. 
TEXT 2  
2. Read the text, and then decide if sentences 1–7 are “True” (T) or 
“False” (F). 
1) Tpresso machines will be assembled in France. 
2) The parts will be made in China. 
3) Special T is designed to be a success for tea in the same way that 
Nespresso has been a success for coffee. 
4) Special T was launched all over Europe at the same time. 
5) Special T costs less than €130 and the capsules cost €0.35 each. 
6) Denner has also launched a tea-making machine. 
7) Other companies are free to copy the technology used in Nespresso. 
Stirring up the tea market 
  Haig Simonian 
Competition in the hot drinks market reached boiling point on Wednes-
day, as a former Nestle executive launched a new teamaking system to com-
pete with the Swiss food group’s own recently launched product. The move 
followed legal action, as Nestle this week won a court battle to ban a rival 
product in its highly profitable Nespresso business.  
Eric Favre, previously Nespresso’s chief executive, and who is now an 
independent binessman, launched Tpresso, a new tea-making system which 
he said he wanted to make “the Nespresso of tea”. The first machines to be 
assembled in China from European components will go on sale in China in 
April with other Asian markets next year, and Europe possibly following.  
The new system to be sold in China for Rmb5.000 ($756), followed 
Nestle’s launch last year of Special T, a tea-making system designed to do for 
tea what Nespresso has done for coffee. Machines for Nestle’s Special T sys-
tem, launched initially in France, cost € 129 ($ 168), with a capsule pack 
costing €3.50. Over on the coffee front, a commercial court in the Swiss city 
of St Gallen gave Nestle an important legal victory on Monday when it won 
its case against discount retailer Denner. Denner had been selling Nespresso-
compatible coffee capsules for about half the Nestle price. Last June Nestle 
showed its willingness to defend Nespresso, which, it says, is protected by 1, 
700 patents. It took legal action against the US company Sara Lee, when it 
launched its L’Or Espresso machine. 
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VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR  
3. Choose the best word to complete each sentence.  
1. I worked until 11 o’clock at night to meet the ............ for presenting the 
report. 
     ɚ) deadline         b) death line     c) deaf line 
2. I work six days a week and never have a holiday. My girlfriend says I’m 
a ............ . 
     ɚ)   alcoholic           b)  workaholic        c)  melancholic 
3. Karl has a heavy ............ at the moment because several colleagues are 
off sick. 
     ɚ)  workload      b)  download        c)  overload 
4. She gave up a highly paid job to join a meditation group in India. She’s 
completely changed her ........... . 
     ɚ)  life way       b)  lifestyle      c)  life track 
5. A ............ system can help to reduce stress levels of employees by giving 
them more control over their working hours. 
     ɚ)  shifts      b)  flexitime     c)  overtime 
6. If you have children, working from home may help improve your ............ 
     ɚ)  lifestyle      b)  working environment  c)  work-life balance 
7. I ……… a lot of money if I ………. that job. 
     ɚ)   will earn/get b)   earn/will get c)   will earn/ 
      would have got 
8. If he ……….  harder, he ……….. his goals. 
     ɚ)  will try/would     
         have reached 
b)  tried/would reached c)  tried/would have    
    reached 
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9. Checkout has ………… prices and ………. profits. 
     ɚ)  the most  
         expensive/  
         the most high 
b)  the expensivest/  
    the highest 
c)  the most expensive/  
    the highest  
10. I’ll see you tomorrow at ten thirty ……….. my office. 
      ɚ)  at b)  in c)   on 
TRANSLATION  
4. Translate the sentences from English into Russian. 
1. You don’t need your car if you get the job – the salary package includes a 
car. 
2. In many offices, employees work in little areas called cubicles. 
3. I’m going on a business trip next month. I’m meeting with one of our cli-
ents in Singapore. 
4. A “micromanager” wants to have total control over everything. 
5. You should always wear your name tag when you’re at work. 
6. The USA is one of the easiest places in the world to start a business. 
7. I have a terrible boss! He never gives me any positive feedback on the 
work I do. 
8. A business’s “core competency” is something that it can do well, some-
thing that sets it apart from its competitors, and is difficult for these com-
petitors to imitate. 
9. One way to make a career move is to join a small but rapidly growing 
company.  
10. Certain companies offer career opportunities to the long-term unem-
ployed or to people without formal qualifications.  
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WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
70–100 words. 
When friendship and fashion equal success 
By Alina Dizik 
When launching Gilt Groupe, an online shopping site that currently has 
3m members, the co-founders did not write a traditional s business plan.  In-
stead, Alexis Maybank, 35, and Alexandra Wilkis Wilson, 33, took what they 
had learnt from Harvard Business School. “You could have taken a good 
month to write a beautiful 40-page business plan, but you could have lost a 
critical month in getting your product to market,” says Ms Maybank, who 
adds that competition was coming quickly. “You don’t really know if an idea 
is going to take off before putting it in front of customers.”  
And they did just that. The two founders used a short presentation to 
convey their idea to the venture capitalists they had found through the busi-
ness school network. They also talked about what it was like to be two fe-
male entrepreneurs, pitching an idea to male dominated venture capital firms. 
“Talking about women's fashion to a bunch of guys in Boston was difficult 
and something that hadn’t been pitched to them very many times,” says Ms 
Maybank.  
However, after initial investment, it took only two months to build a site 
that was ready to test. Three years later, in spite of intense competition from 
newer sale sites such as HauteLook or Rue La La in the US, Gilt is still ex-
panding quickly. Launched just before the US recession in November 2007, 
the Gilt site offers limited-time fashion bargains to a restricted list of custom-
er members, and the site's members can invite new members to use the site. 
Gilt's business, dominated by its fashion sales, draws “hundreds of thousands 
of people” checking its site each day, the group says mostly at or soon after it 
opens its selected daily sales at noon New York time. 
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CONTROL WORK № 2 
Variant 4 
READING 
TEXT 1  
1. Read the text, and then decide if sentences 1–7 are “True” (T) or 
“False” (F). 
1) A surge is an increase. 
2) If something has an attraction, people like it. 
3) Emerging markets have existed as markets for a long time. 
4) Entrepreneurs are people who start new businesses and have new ideas for 
existing businesses. 
5) Demand for something is the amount of it that is available to buy. 
6) Luxury shoe brand Salvatore Ferragamo has made shoes for many celebri-
ties. 
7) China’s luxury market shows no threat for Italian market. 
Value of being ‘Made in Italy‘ 
By Rachel Sanderson 
In Palazzo Strozzi, a Renaissance palace overlooking Florence’s Arno 
River, Ferruccio Ferragamo, owner of luxury shoe brand Salvatore 
Ferragamo, is explaining why his shoes are “Made in Italy”. Mr. Ferragamo’s 
father, Salvatore, put handmade shoes on the feet of Marilyn Monroe and So-
phia Loren, Lauren Bacall and Judy Garland. But many people might think 
that his son is living in different times, with rising Chinese and Indian manu-
facturing companies putting Italian companies out of business. A decade ago, 
many economists, in Italy and outside, were convinced that the small and 
medium-sized businesses that make up a large part of the country’s economy 
were in decline. The Italians could not compete with rival manufacturing 
countries in Asia. Their productivity was too low and too costly. But the 
country's exports are estimated to have grown 12.5 per cent this year, with 
forecasts of 8 per cent for next year's growth. 
The surge has been caused by the attraction of “Made in Italy” goods to 
the middle classes of rapidly growing economies, including Brazil and China. 
And whether it is sending furniture to Russia, textiles to Egypt, rubber and 
plastic products to Turkey or winemaking equipment to Chile, emerging 
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markets are proving increasingly important for Italy’s entrepreneurs. The 
place where a product is made is very important for Chinese consumers. By 
some estimates, China is now the world’s biggest luxury market. This has al-
lowed the industry to so raise prices by 10 per cent in the past 12 months. As 
Mr Ferragamo says, “We cannot make enough to keep up with the demand 
from the Chinese. They want their shoes not just made in Italy, but often 
made in Florence.” 
READING 
TEXT 2 
2. Complete these statements with appropriate forms of words from 
paragraphs 3 and 4. 
1) A way of doing something is a …………… (9 letters) 
2) A short speech, description, etc. giving the key points of something is a 
……………….. (7 letters) 
3) The advantages of a product or service for the customer are its 
……………….. (8 letters) 
4) Something that is suggested is …………….(8 letters) 
5) A …………… is an agreement to buy something. (4 letters) 
6) If something no longer exists, it has ……………. (11 letters) 
7) The result of a process is its ………………. (7 letters) 
8) If something is acceptable, it is  …………….. (10 letters) 
What to do at closing time 
By Mike Southon 
The most difficult sales task is asking for money, or, to use the technical 
term, “closing”. Even experienced sales people will do anything to avoid this 
unpleasant part of the job. So, for a business owner, an important part of sales 
management is to encourage, or even threaten, sales people to get them to ask 
for orders.  
Part one of the sales cycle is the qualification process: the sales person 
should listen carefully to the customer's needs and find a solution that can be 
delivered quickly. The larger the order, the more likely it is that the buyer 
may have to get authorization from someone higher in the organisation, per-
haps even the purchasing director. This is probably someone who is only in-
terested in big discounts. It is a good idea to ask a possible buyer how much 
they are allowed to spend. Then you can offer them products or services that 
they can afford. 
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It’s useful to practise a good closing technique in advance of the key 
moment. This will include a positive summary of the sales process, explain-
ing the benefits for the customer that the proposed solutions will bring. 
Then there is the most difficult part of the script, a final question in the 
style of, “So, do we have a deal?” This should be followed by silence, which 
may feel uncomfortable, but if the sales person breaks that silence, the deal 
could easily disappear. Ideally, the customer will break the silence and say 
yes, a positive outcome for all concerned. But even if the customer says no, it 
is reasonable to ask why and perhaps work out how to change their mind. 
VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR  
3. Choose the best word to complete each sentence.  
1. In banking, you can make ............ with the big bonuses and retire at 35. 
     a) a fortune          b) a life               c) a plan 
2. When you work ............ , you can arrange your own schedule, so this is 
very convenient when you have children.  
      a)  long hours       b) flexitime           c) from 9 to 6 
3. People who work in sales often have the opportunity to earn…....... on 
top of a basic salary.  
     a)  commission        b) wages       c) a pension 
4. Luke is ambitious and does not want to be a sales assistant all his life. 
In fact, he hopes to get ............ and become Assistant Manager very 
soon.  
     a)  a retirement            b) a career           c) a promotion 
5. Many students do ............ when they are at university because it fits in 
with their studies.  
     a)  a career           b) part-time work        c) a pension 
6. Goran is 59, but he does not want to take ............ In fact, he is taking on 
more work! 
    a) a vacation                b) part-time work        c) early retirement 
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7. If your conditions ……….. competitive, we ………. an order. 
     a) will be/  
          will place 
b) are/will place c) have been/will place  
8. If I ….…. more time, I ……… a course in business English. 
     a) had/will do b) have/  
     would have done 
c) had/would  do 
9. Burton’s products are ……… than Manson’s, but their profits are 
……... . 
    a)  more expensive/   
         more higher 
b)   expensive/higher c)  more expensive/    
     higher  
10. I’m off sick at the moment, but I should be back ……….. next week. 
     a)  at b)  in c)   on 
TRANSLATION  
4. Translate the sentences from English into Russian. 
1. If you customize your CV, your chances of getting a job will be better. 
2. The manager didn’t see any tangible benefits to his approach. 
3. Our organization is one of the main stakeholders in the water initiative 
program.  
4. Janine has contributed a lot to the development of this company. 
5. Bill told me that my issue was outside the scope of the meeting. 
6. It’s critical not to lose sight of the main point. 
7. The company is being criticized heavily for some of their policies. 
8. Investors got very upset about the news. 
9. Some people take a career break to do something adventurous like sailing 
round the world or going trekking in India.  
10. Employees in large multinationals have excellent career opportunities if 
they are willing to travel. 
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WRITING 
5. Write an abstract to the following text. The length of the abstract is 
70–100 words. 
Rules of the game have been rewritten 
By Luke Johnson 
Entrepreneurs of the 21st century are different. The world of business 
has changed a lot since I entered it in the 1980s, and the rules of the game 
have been totally rewritten. An important factor has been the influence of the 
Internet. Many start-ups are now online companies or use the Internet in 
some way. A 26-yearold such as Mark Zuckerberg can create a community of 
500 million users with Facebook – employing just 1, 000 staff. Facebook is 
also an example of how investors are willing – sometimes – to back projects 
that have almost no sales revenues, believing that a profitable business model 
will come later, as it did with Google. 
Every young company now uses social networking as one of its market-
ing tools. An understanding of how to use Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare and 
the rest is important for the success of almost any brand targeted at the 
young. Each new wave of technology is accepted very quickly. Things used 
to evolve much more gradually in the past. 
Start-ups are far more likely to be founded by graduates than they used 
to be. In the past six years in the UK, there has been a 46 per cent jump in the 
number of graduates describing themselves as self-employed. I am sure that 
will continue, partly because comfortable jobs are much harder to get. Of 
course, many more people attend university now; yet when I left Oxford; it 
was seen by many as “wasting” a degree to want to create a business. 
Women entrepreneurs are much more common than in the past, with 
almost one in three UK start-ups in 2009 founded by a woman. Now women 
are much more confident and ambitious in their careers, and there are plenty 
of role models of successful women in the workplace. 
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GRAMMAR REFFERENCE 
THE PASSIVE VOICE 
1.1 The Formation of the Passive Voice 
to be + V3 
Tense/Verb Form Active 
 
Passive 
Present Simple They develop films here. Films are developed here. 
Present Continuous They are developing a film 
now. 
A film is being developed 
now. 
Past Simple 
 
They developed this film 
yesterday. 
This film was developed  
yesterday. 
Past Continuous They were developing a 
film when I arrived. 
A film was being developed 
when arrived. 
Present Perfect 
 
They have already  
developed ten films. 
Ten films have already been 
developed. 
Past Perfect 
 
They had developed fifty 
films by that year. 
Fifty films had been  
developed by that year. 
Future Simple 
 
They will develop the film 
tomorrow. 
The film will be developed 
tomorrow. 
Conditionals 
 
They would develop the 
film if they had time. 
The film would be  
developed if they had time. 
Modals 
 
They must develop the film 
by noon. 
The film must be developed 
by noon. 
 
1.2. The Use of the Passive Voice 
 
* when the person who carries out the action (the agent) is unknown, unim-
portant or obvious from the context. 
My car was stolen last night, (unknown agent) 
The plants are watered every evening, (unimportant agent) 
The house was burgled, (by a burglar-obvious agent) 
*  when the action itself is more important than the agent, especially in news 
headlines, newspaper articles, formal notices, instructions, advertisements, etc. 
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The new wing of the hospital was opened by the President yesterday 
morning. 
*  when we want to emphasize the agent. 
The town library was built by my great-great-grandfather in 1874. 
*  when we want to make statements more polite or formal. 
My new CD player is broken, (more polite than You’ve broken my new 
CD player). 
EXERCISES 
1. Form the Passive from the verbs. 
Example: to take – to be taken  
to ask, to read, to write, to invite, to drink, to eat, to smoke, to drive, to see, to 
send, to inform, to build, to publish, to help, to advise, to give, to bring, to 
speak. 
2. Translate the sentences paying attention to the Present Simple Passive. 
1. Many books are published in Russia. 2. The machines are tested by the po-
lice. 3. I am always driven to work by my neighbor. 4. The machines are test-
ed before use. 5. The car is polished once every three months. 6. Concrete is 
made of cement, sand and gravel. 7. A picnic is arranged once a month by 
our club. 8. These gates aren’t painted every year. 9. I’m not invited to my 
uncle’s every weekend. 10. He isn’t asked at every lesson. 
3. Translate into English using the Present Simple Active or Passive.  
1. ə ɩɪɢɝɥɚɲɚɸ – Ɇɟɧɹ ɩɪɢɝɥɚɲɚɸɬ. 
2. Ɉɧ ɩɪɢɫɵɥɚɟɬ – ȿɦɭ ɩɪɢɫɵɥɚɸɬ. 
3. Ɉɧɚ ɪɚɫɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬ – ȿɣ ɪɚɫɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ. 
4. Ɉɧɢ ɫɨɨɛɳɚɸɬ – ɂɦ ɫɨɨɛɳɚɸɬ. 
5. Ɋɚɛɨɱɢɣ ɫɬɪɨɢɬ – Ⱦɨɦ ɫɬɪɨɢɬɫɹ. 
6. ɉɢɫɚɬɟɥɶ ɩɢɲɟɬ ɤɧɢɝɭ – Кɧɢɝɚ ɩɭɛɥɢɤɭɟɬɫɹ. 
7. ɋɬɭɞɟɧɬ ɩɢɲɟɬ ɭɩɪɚɠɧɟɧɢɟ – ɍɩɪɚɠɧɟɧɢɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬɫɹ. 
8. ɋɬɭɞɟɧɬɵ ɩɨɦɨɝɚɸɬ – ɋɬɭɞɟɧɬɚɦ ɩɨɦɨɝɚɸɬ. 
9. Ɇɵ ɡɚɞɚɟɦ ɜɨɩɪɨɫɵ – ɇɚɦ ɡɚɞɚɸɬ ɜɨɩɪɨɫɵ. 
10. ə ɫɨɜɟɬɭɸ – Ɇɧɟ ɫɨɜɟɬɭɸɬ. 
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4. Translate the sentences paying attention to the Past Simple Passive. 
1. The best machine was chosen. 2. My bike was stolen last week. 3. The po-
lice were called. 4. The book was finished yesterday. 5. The meeting was 
held on Monday. 6. He was not invited to the party. 7. They were introduced 
to my friend. 8. I was visited by the teacher last week. 9. Many questions 
were given to us at the lesson. 10. The letters were brought by the postman.  
5. Put the verbs in brackets into the Future Simple Passive. 
Example: The delegation … will be met… (meet) tomorrow. 
1. This program … (show) again tomorrow. 2. Your room … (clean) in a 
week. 3. I … (introduce) to the director soon. 4. The gates … (paint) again 
next year. 5. My pets … (not feed) until six o’clock. 6. You … (not bother) 
by that man again. 7. You … (invite) to Betty’s party? 8. I … (allow) to go to 
Europe. 9. Many questions … (ask) to the lecturer. 10. The letter … (write) 
next week. 
6. Put the verbs in brackets into the Present, Past or Future Simple Passive. 
1. Moscow … (found) in 1147. 2. Football … (play) in summer. 3. Her new 
article … (finish) next year. 4. The letter … (receive) tomorrow. 5. That bone  
… (give) to the dog today. 6. The chair … (break) two days ago. 7. An inter-
esting fairy-tale … (tell) tonight. 8. The boy … (take) to the zoo last month. 
9. The book … (publish) in three months. 10. Many letters and telegrams … 
(send) every day. 
7. Put the verbs in brackets into the Continuous Passive. 
1. This question still … (discuss). 2. The theatre … (build) when we came to 
this town. 3. My friend … (ask) when the dean entered the classroom. 
4. A new grammar rule … (explain) by the teacher now. 5. While the exper-
iment … (make) we were not allowed to enter. 6. Who … (examine) now? 
7. Don’t switch off the TV-set. An interesting quiz program … (broadcast) 
now. 8. The lecture … (listen) to attentively. 9. The flowers … (water) from 
2 till 3. tomorrow. 10. The glasses … (look) for everywhere now. 
8. Translate the sentences paying attention to the passive forms. Identify 
the tense. 
1. A new underground station is being constructed in our street. 2. The device 
was being tested when you entered the laboratory. 3. This question is not con-
nected with the problem which is being discussed now. 4. Many various ma-
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chines are being produced for our industry by this plant. 5. The art exhibition 
of young artists is being widely commented by the press. 6. The machines pro-
duced by this plant are being used in agriculture. 7. Masterpieces from our mu-
seum were being exhibited in different cities in June last year. 8. He is being 
waited for. 9. While the experiment was being carried out, nobody left the la-
boratory. 10. The speaker was being listened to with great interest. 
9. Put the verbs in brackets into the Simple or Continuous Passive. 
1. He … (ask) now. 2. We received the telegram when the letter … (type). 
3. The article … (translate) into Russian in a few days. 4. A new grammar 
rule … usually … (illustrate) by some examples. 5. She … (laugh) at if she 
says it. 6. The new project … still … (work) at. 7. The document … still … 
(look) for. 8. Books by this writer … always much … (speak) about. 9. The 
meeting won’t be over soon as the report … (follow) by a discussion. 10. The 
doctor … (send) for a minute ago. 
10. Translate the sentences paying attention to the Perfect Passive forms. 
1. An opening speech has been made by Mr. Brown. 2. Tom said that the 
conditions of work had been greatly improved. 3. The project has already 
been submitted to the commission. 4. He asked me if I had been invited to the 
party. 5. The project will have been finished by Tuesday. 6. Much attention 
has been paid to the further improvement of the living conditions of the peo-
ple. 7. She said that her poems had been devoted to the youth. 8. Good art 
training has been received by these young artists. 9. She has been listened to 
with great attention. 10. The house will have been built by the end of the 
year. 
11. Change from active into passive.  
1. I took him for a walk. 2. She won’t forget your telephone number. 3. We’ll   
book tickets tomorrow. 4. We met her at the corner of the street. 5. We dis-
cussed such problems at our meetings. 6. They are building a new cinema in 
his street. 7. A young architect designed that beautiful building. 8. I rang my 
friend up. 9. I have just done the translation. 10. They will have passed the 
examinations by February. 
12. Write sentences in the passive. Mind the tense form. 
Example: (The floor/not clean/yet) The floor hasn’t been cleaned yet. 
1. (The politician/interview/now). ……………………………………. 
2. (The Mona Lisa/paint/Leonardo da Vinci)………………………… 
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3. (My flat/burgle/last night)…………………………………………. 
4. (All tickets/sell/before we got there)………………………………. 
5. (The dog/not feed/yet)……………………………………………... 
6. (The presents/wrap/now) ………………………………………….. 
7. (The prizes/award/President/tomorrow)…………………………… 
8. (Tea/grow/India)…………………………………………………… 
9. (The prisoners/take/to prison/now)…………………………………. 
10. (The book/read/by next week) …………………………………… 
13. Fill in by or with. 
1. Most children are strongly influenced …by …they parents. 
2. The jam sandwiches were made …with …white bread. 
3. Jake was dismissed … his boss. 
4. The meal was eaten … chopsticks. 
5. The lock was broken … a hammer. 
6. The football fans were observed … the police. 
7. My hair was cut … a top stylist. 
8. My camera was loaded … a black and white film. 
9. The beds were made up … clean sheets. 
10. This awful mess was made … Carol’s dog. 
14. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct passive form. 
Last week a new leisure centre 1) …was opened… (open) in the town of 
Halden. The centre 2) … (believe) to be the largest in Europe and it 3) … 
(hope) that it 4) … (visit) by over 40,000 people a month. The centre 5) … 
(plan) for over ten years, but it 6) … (only/make) possible by a large gov-
ernment grant. Unfortunately, it 7) … (not/finish) yet, but it 8) … (think) that 
it 9) … (complete) by next month. The centre includes an Olympic-size 
swimming pool and fifty tennis courts which 10) … (can/book) by phone. 
The gym 11) … (claim) to be the most modern in the country. The equipment 
12) … (buy) in Germany and training 13) … (provide) by five top instructors. 
Entrance fees are cheap because half the cost 14) … (pay) by the local coun-
cil, so many local people will be able to afford them. 
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PROGRESS CHECK TEST 1 (The Passive forms) 
15. Choose the correct item. 
1. Chocolate can .... or ... . 
a) eat, drink  b) be eating, drinking c) be eaten, drunk 
2. The cocoa plant .... by the Mayas, Toltecs and Aztecs more than 3,000 
years ago. 
a) was first growing b) was first grown  c) was first being grown 
3. A suspicious-looking man … running away from the scene of the crime. 
a) was seen  b) is seeing   c) saw 
4. The salad was made … lettuce, onions and cucumber. 
a) of   b) by    c) with 
5. The curtains … by Marie. 
a) are making  b) are being made  c) made 
6. The pool must be … on Sunday. 
a) cleans   b) cleaning   c) cleaned  
7. These cakes are made … cherries. 
a) by   b) of    c) with 
 8. The goods … recently. 
a) has been delivered b) have been delivered c) delivered 
9. The picture … to me for my birthday. 
a) was given  b) gave   c) is given 
10. My dress … by my mother now. 
a) is being made b) is made   c) made 
11. The book … in a month. 
a) is publishing b) was published  c) will be published 
12. The cats …once a day. 
a) are being fed b) are feeding  c) are  fed 
13. I … how to swim when I was five. 
a) will be taught b) was taught  c) have been taught 
14. The jewellery … in the safe. 
a) is kept  b) are kept   c) is keeping 
15. “What is happening over there?” – “Oh, a new cinema … .” 
a) is built  b) is being built  c) was is built 
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16. Paul’s car … last night. 
a) is stolen  b) has been stolen  c) was stolen 
17. Claire’s phone number … on this piece of paper. 
a) written  b) be written  c) is written 
18. This tree … in the 19th century. 
a) plant   b) was planted  c) is planting 
19. This piece of music … yet. 
a) has not recorded b) have not recorded c) has not been recorded 
20. Not much … about this complicated subject. 
a) is known  b) known   c) knows 
21. The new night club … by the council last week. 
a) closed  b) was closed  c) is closed 
 
22. I have a beautiful jumper which … by my grandmother. 
a) knitted  b) had been knitted c) was knitted 
23. The instructions must … very carefully. 
a) was followed b) be followed  c) is followed 
24. Tickets … before we arrived. 
a) had been sold b) have been sold  c) will be sold 
25. The new bridge … already. 
a) is being built b) has been built  c) had been built 
26. Breakfast … at eight in the morning. 
a) was served  b) had been served c) has been served 
27. Designer clothes … in this shop. 
a) is sold  b) was sold   c) are sold  
28. The exam … by all the children by three o’clock. 
a) was taking  b) was being taken c) had been taken 
29. Chinese … by more than one billion people. 
a) has spoken  b) is spoken   c) speak 
30. The house … by the time we arrived. 
a) wasn’t cleaned b) isn’t cleaned  c) hadn’t been cleaned 
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TYPES OF QUESTIONS 
There are five types of questions in the English language: 
1. General questions. 
2. Special questions. 
3. Questions to the subject. 
4. Tag questions. 
5. Alternative questions. 
1. GENERAL QUESTIONS (or YES/NO QUESTIONS)  
A General question is one of the main questions in the English language. 
It is made up to the whole sentence and requires only “yes” or “no” answers. 
The word order in a general question is indirect, i.e.  
An auxiliary verb or a modal verb → subject → verb…? 
There are some auxiliary verbs the choice of which depends on the tense 
of the verb. These are: 
am/is/are/was/were/do/does/did/have/has/had/shall/will. 
There are some modal verbs. These are: 
an/could/may/might/must/should/ought. 
Examples of general questions: 
1. Is he a student? – Yes, he is / No, he isn’t. 
2. Are they pilots? – Yes, they are / No, they aren’t. 
3. Was your brother in the cinema yesterday? – Yes, he was / No, he 
wasn’t.  
4. Does she know English well? – Yes, she does / No, she doesn’t.  
5. Do your cats eat a lot? – Yes, they do / No, they don’t.  
6. Did you buy that picture? – Yes, I did / No, I didn’t. 
7. Has he arranged the party yet? – Yes, he has / No, he hasn’t. 
8. Have you got Claire’s phone number? – Yes, I have / No, I haven’t. 
9. Had they travelled a lot before they visited London? – Yes, they had / 
No, they hadn’t. 
10. Will you show me the way to the underground? – Yes, I will / No, I 
won’t. 
11. Can you swim? – Yes, I can / No, I can’t. 
12. Could you see that ship? – Yes, I could / No, I couldn’t. 
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2. SPECIAL QUESTIONS (or WH – QUESTIONS) 
A special question is made up to any part of the sentence to find out par-
ticular  detailed information and requires a full answer. 
The word order in a special question is: 
Wh → an auxiliary verb or a modal verb → subject → verb…? 
Remember the following interrogative words (Wh – ɜɨɩɪɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ 
ɫɥɨɜɚ): 
 
Interrogative words Translation 
What…?  
Where…? 
When…? 
Why…? 
Who…? 
Which…?  
Whose…? 
Whom…? 
How…? 
ɑɬɨ, ɤɚɤɨɣ…? 
Ƚɞɟ, ɤɭɞɚ…? 
Кɨɝɞɚ…? 
ɉɨɱɟɦɭ, ɡɚɱɟɦ…? 
Кɬɨ…? 
Кɨɬɨɪɵɣ…? 
ɑɟɣ…? 
Кɨɝɨ, ɤɨɦɭ…? 
Кɚɤ…? 
The most widespread interrogative words are what, where, when. 
Besides, there are some interrogative combinations made up of two 
words. These are: 
Interrogative  
combinations 
Translation 
What kind…?  
What time…? 
How many…? 
How much…? 
How long…? 
How often…? 
How far…? 
How old…? 
Кɚɤɨɣ…? 
ȼɨ ɫɤɨɥɶɤɨ…? 
ɋɤɨɥɶɤɨ…? (ɫ ɢɫɱɢɫɥɹɟɦɵɦɢ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɦɢ) 
ɋɤɨɥɶɤɨ…? (ɫ ɧɟɢɫɱɢɫɥɹɟɦɵɦɢ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɦɢ) 
Кɚɤ ɞɨɥɝɨ…? 
Кɚɤ ɱɚɫɬɨ…? 
Кɚɤ ɞɚɥɟɤɨ…? 
ɋɤɨɥɶɤɨ ɥɟɬ…? 
 
While asking a special question, it is a general question which is taken 
into account. For example, a general question to the sentence “She passed her 
exams successfully” is “Did she pass her exams successfully?” In order to 
turn this general question into a special question, just add any interrogative 
word to the beginning of the sentence:  “How did she pass her exams?” or 
“What did she pass successfully?” 
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Examples of special questions: 
1. Where does that lady keep her jewellery? 
2. What should you do if you are lost? 
3. How is Kevin? 
4. When were you born? 
5. Whose book is this? 
6. What subject do you like?  
7. How far from the university do you live? 
8. How long have you been studying English? 
9. How old is your little sister? 
10. How often can you visit your grandparents? 
3. QUESTIONS TO THE SUBJECT 
A question to the subject deserves a special attention. It is different from 
special questions because no auxiliary verb is used in this type of questions. 
You should just change the subject of the sentence into what or who.   
So, the word order in a question to the subject is: 
Wh → verb → other parts of the sentence? 
It is important here not to confuse a question to the subject with a spe-
cial question beginning with what or who.   
Examples of questions to the subject: 
1. What happened to you?  
2. Who went to the zoo? 
Compare with those of special questions: 
1. Who are you seeing now? 
2. What are you doing? 
Check yourself  
Put the words in the correct order. 
1. Who  /  about  /  you  /  it  /  ?  /  told  / 
2.  ?  /  called  /   Who  / yesterday  /  her   / 
3. tell  /  about  /  Who  /  ?  him /  can  / her  / 
4. yet  /  hasn’t  /  book  /  read  /  this  /  Who  /  ?  / 
5.  ?  /  has  /  to  /  What  /  happened  /  you  / 
Keys:  
1. Who told you about it? 
2. Who called her yesterday?   
3. Who can tell him about her? Who can tell her about him? 
4. Who hasn’t read this book yet? 
5. What has happened to you? 
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4. TAG QUESTIONS (or DISJUNCTIVE QUESTIONS or TAIL 
QUESTIONS)  
A tag question is made up of two parts: the first part is an affirmative or 
a negative sentence, the second part is a short question (tag) either positive or 
negative. The second part is separated from the first part with a comma (ɡɚ-
ɩɹɬɚɹ). These types of questions are very popular in everyday English. They 
are not asked directly still they encourage an interlocutor (ɫɨɛɟɫɟɞɧɢɤ) to an 
answer. The “tags” are usually translated into Russian as “ɧɟ ɬɚɤ ɥɢ”, 
“ɧɟ ɩɪɚɜɞɚ ɥɢ”, “ɞɚ”, “ɩɪɚɜɢɥɶɧɨ”. 
Examples of tag questions: 
1. He looks after his sister, doesn’t he? 
2. A girl fell into the river, didn’t she? 
3. The guests will come tomorrow, won’t they? 
4. An army officer must wear a uniform, mustn’t he? 
5. The secretary has been typing the letters for two hours, hasn’t she?  
6. Paul doesn’t like his new job, does he? 
7. John isn’t paying for his lessons, is he? 
8. These girls cannot speak French, can they? 
As we can see from the examples that in the “tag” there is an auxiliary 
or a modal verb which we use in the first part and a pronoun which is the 
subject of the first part. It is also important to know that if the first part is 
positive, then the second part is negative and vice versa (ɧɚɨɛɨɪɨɬ).  
The tag questions of some verbs/expressions are formed differently. 
Study the following examples: 
I am →aren’t I? 
Open the windows, will/won’t you? 
Let me say, will/won’t you? 
Check yourself  
Choose the correct letter. 
1. The children are happy, …? 
a) aren’t they  b) don’t they  c) are they 
2. She is your best friend, ... ? 
a) isn’t she  b) won’t she  c) doesn’t she 
3. There are many plates in the cupboard, …? 
a) isn’t it   b) aren’t there  c) are there 
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4. They could read the notice, …? 
a) could they  b) couldn’t they  c) can’t they 
5. Open the book at page 20, ….? 
a) will you  b) wasn’t he   c) didn’t you 
6. Each parent worries about their children, …? 
a) don’t they  b) doesn’t he  c) isn’t he 
7. She hasn’t put an advertisement in a paper, …? 
a) hasn’t she  b) does she   c) has she 
8. Many people don’t know about this new shop, …? 
a) don’t they  b) do they   c) are they 
9. Nobody will come to the beach tomorrow, …? 
a) won’t they  b) will they   ɫ) will he 
10. He never wakes up before 10 0’clock, …? 
a) does he  b) doesn’t   c) isn’t he 
Keys: 1a,  2a,  3b,  4b,  5a,  6b,  7c,  8b,  9b,   10a. 
5. ALTERNATIVE QUESTIONS 
An alternative question implies a choice between two people, things, ac-
tions, etc. This question can be asked to any part of the sentence. It is made 
up of two parts: the first part is a general question, the second part contains 
“or” and the word of choice.  
Examples of alternative questions: 
1. Do you live in Tomsk or Moscow? 
2. Is she a student or a school girl? 
3. Did you wake up at 6 or at 7 o’clock? 
Check yourself  
Identify the type of questions. Choose the correct letter (A-E). 
1. Does she like to ride a bicycle in the evening? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
2. Who can help us to wash the car? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
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C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
3. This sportsman is very fast, isn’t he? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
4. Do they speak English or German? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
5. Who are we waiting for? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
6. Why are you late? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
7. That house is under construction, isn’t it? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
8. What was the weather like all the time? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
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9. Who doesn’t understand the rule? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
10. Who will meet the foreign delegation? 
A) a general question 
B) a special question 
C) a question to the subject  
D) a tag question 
E) an alternative question 
Keys: 1a,  2c,  3d,  4e,  5b,  6b,  7d,  8b,  9c,  10c. 
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CONDITIONALS 
* Conditionals are clauses introduced with if.  
* The main types of conditionals are: Type 0, Type 1, Type 2 and 
Type 3. 
* Type 0 Conditionals are used to express a general truth or scientific 
fact.      We can use when instead of if in this case. 
* Type 1 Conditionals (real present) are used to express real or very 
probable situations in the present or future. We can use when instead of if. If 
means that something may happen. When means that something will defi-
nitely happen. 
If he calls, I’ll tell him the news. (but he might not call) 
When he calls, I’ll tell him the news. (he will definitely call)    
* Type 2 Conditionals (unreal present) are used to express imaginary 
situations which are contrary to facts in the present and, therefore, are unlike-
ly to happen in the present or future. We can use were instead of was for all 
persons in the if-clauses.   
* Type 3 Conditionals (unreal present) are used to express imaginary 
situations which are contrary to facts in the past. They are also used to ex-
press regrets or criticism. 
* We can form conditionals by using words or expressions such as un-
less (=if not) (Type 1 conditionals), providing/provided that, so/as long as, 
suppose/supposing, on condition that, etc. 
TYPES OF CONDITIONALS 
Type If-clause Main clause 
0 If + present simple present simple 
If/When the sun shines, snow melts. 
1 If + present simple/present 
cont./present perfect/ 
present perfect cont. 
future/imperative/can/may/might/ 
must/should/could present bare infini-
tive 
If he doesn’t pay the fine, he will go to prison. 
If you need help, come and see me. 
If you have finished your work, we can have a break. 
2 If + past simple or past  
Continuous 
would/could/might + bare 
infinitive 
If I had time, I would take up a sport. (but I don’t have time-untrue in the present) 
If I were you, I would talk to your parents about it. (giving advice) 
3 If + past perfect or past  
perfect continuous 
would/could/might + have + past 
participle 
If she had studied harder, she would have passed the test. 
If he hadn’t been acting so foolishly, he wouldn’t have been punished. 
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EXERCISES 
1. Make sentences with if (Type 1 conditional). 
Example: I’m afraid the bus will be late. 
→ get to work late again   If the bus is late, I’ll get to work late again. 
→ lose my job  If I get to work late again, I’ll lose my job. 
1. → not find another job …………………………………………………… 
2. → lose my flat ……………………………………………………………. 
3. → move back to my parents’ house  ……………………………………… 
4. → get very bored  …………………………………………………………. 
5. → go swimming every day ……………………………………………….. 
6. → look very good …………………………………………………………. 
7. → meet interesting people …………………………………………………. 
8. → go to lots of parties ……………………………………………………... 
9. → have a wonderful time ………………………………………………….. 
10. → be happy ………………………………………………………………. 
2. Fill in the gaps with if or unless. 
1. … the weather is bad, we’ll be late for the meeting. 
2. … you hurry up, you will miss the train. 
3. … you go there by plane, you won’t reach the destination in time. 
4. Your holiday on board the ship will be truly adventurous and enjoyable … 
you have any sailing skills. 
5. … you phone me on the arrival day, I’ll get upset. 
6. It will take you less time … you sail from Hong Kong to England via Sin-
gapore. 
7. … you look at their company’s website, you won’t get relevant infor-
mation. 
8. You’ll have to pay a fine … you’re caught without a ticket. 
9. Children can’t go in … they are with an adult. 
10. You can’t park here … you don’t live in this street. 
3. Put the verbs in brackets into the proper tense. (Type 1 Conditional)  
1. You will get the feel of Sydney if you … (go) about on foot. 
2. If you go abroad, you … (need) to change your money into local currency. 
3. Unless the accommodation … (be) reasonably-priced, we won’t afford it. 
4. The town will accommodate more holiday makers if they … (construct) a 
new hotel.   
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5. If you … (not/wear) a dress or skirt, you won’t be let into the temple. 
6. If you come to New York, you … (experience) the excitement of one of 
the busiest cities in the world. 
7. Unless cars … (be allowed) in the city centre, I’ll have to look for a car 
park in the suburbs. 
8. If there … (not be) any seats available, we’ll stay here.  
9. If it rains, we … (have) the party inside. 
10. If I … (not be) free tomorrow evening, I’ll see you on Friday.   
4. Put the verbs in brackets into the proper tense. (Type 2 Conditional)  
1. We … (need) a car if we lived in the country. 
2. If we had a choice, we … (go) on a sailing tour. 
3. I wouldn’t mind going abroad if I … (have) enough money. 
4. I think there are too many cars. If there … (not/be) so many cars, there … 
(not/be) traffic congestions.  
5. If you … (live) nearer, we would visit you more often. 
6. We … (go) on a tour by plane, if we could afford it. 
7. If I were you, I … (not/buy) that car.     
8. We wouldn’t reach this area, if we … (not/go) by boat. 
9. If dogs … (can talk), they would tell some interesting stories. 
10. If he … (not travel) so much, he’d have more money. 
5. Choose the correct form of the verbs. 
1. If I visited Brazil, I definitely will see/would see the Carnival show. 
2. We will go/would go to a campsite if the weather is/will be nice.   
3. Unless there were/is a large hole in the tent, we won’t feel/will feel 
comfortable. 
4. If she didn’t take/doesn’t take any food along, she is/will be very hungry. 
5. The trip will be/would be far more enjoyable for everyone unless the 
weather is/weren’t disgusting. 
6. If they will go/go on the “all-in” package tour, it includes/will include eve-
rything from food and drinks to entertainment and excursions.   
7. If they take traveller’s cheques/will take traveller’s cheques, they will be 
able to exchange/will can exchange them for local money when they ar-
rive/will arrive in the foreign country. 
8. Unless you exceed the maximum luggage allowance, you will pay/won’t 
pay an extra charge. 
9. If I could find my camera, I will take/would take your photo. 
10. Unless Pete comes/will come, we won’t play/wouldn’t play this game. 
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6. Write these sentences, putting the verbs in brackets into the correct 
form and adding will or would. 
Example: If you give me your phone number, I …will call… (call) you. 
                        I …would drive… (drive) to work if I had a car. 
1. If I … (lose) my job, I’d go back to university. 
2. If it … (rain) tomorrow, we’ll cancel the barbecue. 
3. Where would you live if you … (can) choose? 
4. If the weather … (be) good, we often have lunch outside. 
5. My mother … (worry) about me if I didn’t phone her every week. 
6. If you finish before 5 o’clock, I … (come) and pick you up. 
7. If we … (hurry), we’ll get to the shops before they close. 
8. I don’t know what she … (do) if she couldn’t go on working. 
9. What would you do if he … (ask) you to marry him? 
10. He always … (complain) if I’m late. 
7. Match the two halves of these sentences. 
1. If the car broke down in  
the mountains, ...g … 
2. If we forgot our passports, … 
3. If we set off at dawn, …   
4. If you rode the bike faster, … 
5. If you could put up with the  
insects, 
6. If we run out of money after a 
week, … 
7. If I checked in my luggage quickly,  
8. If you go on a safari tour, … 
a) we would turn back.   
b) you would catch up with me.     
c) we will catch the early train. 
d) you would enjoy camping. 
e) we’ll have to go home soon. 
f) there’ll be plenty of opportunities 
to take photos of wild animals. 
g) I wouldn’t be able to repair it. 
h) I would have some coffee then.   
 8. Fill the gaps in the sentences, using the words given. 
1. If I had more money, … (I/stay) at a luxurious hotel. 
2. If you wanted to buy someone a really good present, what sort of things … 
(you/look for)? 
3. How … (you/feel) if you were in my position? 
4. If I were you, … (I/spend) the holiday in the countryside. 
5. If you stay at one of these suites, … (it/cost) you thousands of pounds per a 
single night.    
6. If … (you/go) on a seaside holiday, it would value for money. 
7.  If we went by air-conditioned coach, … (we/feel) much more relaxed. 
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8.  If … (hitchhiking/not/be) so dangerous, it would be widely spread among 
young people. 
9. Alex will finish his work on time if … (he/not talk) so much. 
10. If the programs … (be) better, I’d watch more TV. 
9. Complete the following sentences with your own ideas. 
1. What will you do if you miss your plane?  
2. If I didn’t arrive in time, they …………………………………………….. 
3. What would happen if I ……………………………. ……………………. 
4. If he listened to my advice, he ……………………………………………. 
5. Would you sell your car if ………………………………………………… 
6. If I knew where to go, I …………………………………………………… 
7. They wouldn’t mind if we ………………………………………………… 
8. If I were late for the appointment, I ………………………………………. 
9. If Alice were here, we …………………………………………………….. 
10. If we had bikes, …………………………………………………………. 
10. Put the correct verb form (Type 3 Conditional). 
Example:  
If I … (be) here yesterday, I would have come to see you. 
If I had been here yesterday, I would have come to see you. 
1. If Joe … (work) harder, he would have passed the exams. 
2. If you … (take) a map with you, you wouldn’t have got lost. 
3. We would have won the game if we … (not play) so badly. 
4. … you … (crash) if you had driven more slowly? 
5. You … (not sleep) badly if you hadn’t drunk all that coffee. 
6. If you … (come) on holiday with us, you … (have) a wonderful time. 
7. If my car … (not break down), I … (be) here at 8 o’clock. 
8. … you … (study) harder at school last year if you … (like) the teachers? 
9. She … (not get) married if she … (not want) to leave home. 
10. … you … (help) me if I … (ask) you? 
11. Put the correct verb form (Type 1, 2, 3 Conditionals). 
1. What would you do if you … (see) a vandal destroying a painting? 
2. I … (go) out if unless I’m so tired. 
3. You’ll miss the train if you … (wake up) late.  
4. If I were you, I … (change) the route of travelling. 
5. If I had been more careful, you … (visit) your old granny then. 
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6. You won’t find the accommodation if you … (not/reserve) it in advance. 
7. Unless you take an umbrella, you …  (get) wet. 
8. If … you, I would call the receptionist. 
9. If you … (not/ fly) via Novosibirsk, it would have taken you more time. 
10. If he … (not/leave) immediately, he’ll miss his flight. 
 WISHES 
 Form Use 
I wish (If only) 
(wish/regret about the 
present) 
+ Past tense Wish/regret about a present 
situation we want to be dif-
ferent  
I wish you worked harder this term. (It’s a pity you don’t work hard). 
I wish (If only) 
(wish/regret about the 
present) 
+ could + bare 
Infinitive 
Wish/regret in the present 
concerning lack of ability  
I wish I could speak English fluently. (But I can’t) 
I wish (If only) 
(wish/regret about the 
past) 
+ Past Perfect regret that something  
happened or didn’t  
I wish I had visited my parents last holidays. (But I didn’t. It’s a pity I 
didn’t visit them) 
I wish (If only) 
(impossible wish for a 
future change) 
+subject+would+
bare Inf. (‘wish’ 
and ‘would’ 
should have dif-
ferent subjects) 
wish for a future change un-
likely to happen or wish to 
express dissatisfaction; polite 
request implying lack of hope  
I wish he would drive more carefully. (But I don’t think he will). 
I wish the children would be more co-operative. (The children have re-
fused to co-operate. – dissatisfaction) 
I wish you would be more patient with Jim. (Please be more patient with 
him! – request implying lack of hope)  
* In wishes, we go one tense back. This means that we use the Past 
Simple in the present or the Past Perfect in the past.  
He’s ill. He wishes he weren’t ill. (present)  
I overslept yesterday. I wish I hadn’t overslept yesterday. (past) 
* After I wish we can use were instead of was in all persons.  
I wish I was/were richer. 
* If only means the same as I wish but it is more dramatic. 
If only I was/were richer. 
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12. Fill in the gaps with an appropriate auxiliary verb. 
Example: She can’t type but she wishes she … could … . 
1. They didn’t buy the antique vase but they wish they … . 
2. I’m not going to the concert but I wish I … . 
3. I’m not very tall but I wish I … . 
4. I didn’t go to the meeting but I wish I … . 
5. I can’t tell him the truth but I wish I … . 
6. I don’t earn much money but I wish I … . 
7. She won’t accept help but I wish she … . 
8. They haven’t got any children but they wish they … . 
9. I didn’t see the program but I wish I … . 
10. I don’t live close to the University but I wish I … .   
13. Complete these sentences with the correct form of the verb in brack-
ets. Some sentences require a negative. 
1. Bruce wishes he … (have) more money so he could buy a new sweater.  
2. I wish it … (snow) now that it’s Christmas.  
3. I wish I … (be) taller so that I could be in the basketball team. 
4. I wish you … (stop) watching television while I am talking to you. 
5. I wish you … (do) that. It annoys me. 
6. I wish the holidays … (come) so we could go off to the seaside. 
7. I wish they … (build) that block of flats right in front of our window. 
8. Of course Tom wishes he … (come) with us to Paris, but he has to stay 
here and work. 
9. I wish we … (go) to the match on Saturday but we are visiting my uncle 
instead. 
10. If only I … (lose) all my money. Now I’m broke. 
14. Here are some problems in the brackets. How could they have been 
avoided? Use the words and phrases to help you write two sentences 
about each problem using I wish and If only. 
a) keep mouth shut, b) eat less, c) tell the news, d) waste water, e) drive care-
fully, f) keep calm, g) lose temper, h) use bins, i) take more exercise, j) take 
rubbish, k) recycle more paper, l) come earlier, m) save water, n) protect the 
forests, o) let someone else drive, p) use cars less often, q) be more disci-
plined for a change, r) walked more, v) play fewer computer games, w) watch 
less TV.      
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1. (I’ve gained a lot of weight). 
I wish ……………………………….  
If only ………………………………. 
2. (The rivers and reservoirs have 
dried up). 
I wish ……………………………….  
If only ………………………………. 
3. (He crashed his car). 
I wish ……………………………….  
If only ………………………………. 
4. (He had a row with his best friend). 
I wish ……………………………….  
If only ………………………………. 
5. (People drop litter in the street). 
I wish ……………………………….  
If only ………………………………. 
6. (We are cutting down too many 
trees). 
I wish ……………………………  
If only …………………………… 
7. (People use their cars when they 
don’t need to). 
I wish …………………………… 
If only …………………………… 
8. (Children don’t read enough 
nowadays). 
I wish …………………………… 
If only …………………………… 
9. (Now Mary knows everything).  
I wish …………………………… 
If only …………………………… 
10. (Peter is always late). 
I wish …………………………… 
If only …………………………… 
PROGRESS CHECK TEST 2 (Conditionals) 
15. Choose the correct item.  
1. The children always … frightened if they watch horror films. 
a) would get  b) will get   c) get 
2. I don’t know what I’d do if John … in an accident. 
a) were   b) is    c) will be 
3. There … trouble if they try to stop him leaving. 
a) would be  b) is    c) will be  
4. Can I take the typewriter if you … with it? 
a) will finish  b) would finish  c) finish   
5. Shout if you … anything unusual.  
a) see   b) would see  c) will see 
6. If you … the car, it will never break down. 
a) will look after b) look after   c) would look after  
7. If you … that program, you would have enjoyed it. 
a) watched  b) had watched  c) would watch 
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8. If he weren’t so bad-tempered, his wife … him so soon after the marriage. 
a) won’t leave  b) didn’t leave  c) wouldn’t leave   
9. I … if I’d known he was so ill. 
a) won’t go out  b) wouldn’t have gone out  c) wouldn’t go out 
10. What … you … if I offered you a job? 
a) will …say  b) would … say  c) would have said 
11. Tell me if there … anything wrong. 
a) is   b) will be   c) would be 
12. The engine will start if you … this key. 
a) will turn  b) turn   c) would turn 
13. If John had come to the football match, he … it. 
a) would have liked b) will like   c) would like 
14. I’ll go home as soon as I  … my work. 
a) carry out  b) will carry out  c) would carry out  
15. We won’t have the meeting tomorrow unless everybody … . 
a) will agree  b) agree   c) agrees 
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Keys to grammar exercises 
THE PASSIVE VOICE 
1 Keys: to be asked, to be read, to be written, to be invited, to be drunk, to be 
eaten, to be smoked, to be driven, to be seen, to be sent, to be informed, to be 
built, to be published, to be helped, to be advised, to be given, to be brought, 
to be spoken. 
2 Keys: 1. Ɇɧɨɝɨ ɤɧɢɝ ɩɭɛɥɢɤɭɸɬɫɹ ɜ Ɋɨɫɫɢɢ. 2. Ɇɚɲɢɧɵ ɩɪɨɜɟɪɹɸɬɫɹ 
ɩɨɥɢɰɢɟɣ. 3. Ɇɟɧɹ ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɩɨɞɜɨɡɢɬ ɧɚ ɪɚɛɨɬɭ ɦɨɣ ɫɨɫɟɞ. 4. Ɇɚɲɢɧɵ 
ɩɪɨɜɟɪɹɸɬ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɢɯ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɧɢɟɦ. 5. Ɇɚɲɢɧɭ ɩɨɥɢɪɭɸɬ ɪɚɡ ɜ ɬɪɢ 
ɦɟɫɹɰɚ. 6. Ȼɟɬɨɧ ɝɨɬɨɜɹɬ ɢɡ ɰɟɦɟɧɬɚ, ɩɟɫɤɚ ɢ ɝɪɚɜɢɹ. 7. ɉɢɤɧɢɤ ɩɪɨɜɨ-
ɞɢɬɫɹ ɨɞɢɧ ɪɚɡ ɜ ɦɟɫɹɰ ɧɚɲɢɦ ɤɥɭɛɨɦ. 8. ɗɬɢ ɜɨɪɨɬɚ ɧɟ ɤɪɚɫɹɬ ɤɚɠɞɵɣ 
ɝɨɞ. 9. Ɇɟɧɹ ɧɟ ɩɪɢɝɥɚɲɚɸɬ ɤ ɞɹɞɟ ɤɚɠɞɵɟ ɜɵɯɨɞɧɵɟ. 10. ȿɝɨ ɧɟ ɫɩɪɚ-
ɲɢɜɚɸɬ ɧɚ ɤɚɠɞɨɦ ɭɪɨɤɟ.     
3 Keys: 1. I invite – I am invited. 2. He sends – He is sent. 3. She tells – She 
is told. 4. They inform – They are informed. 5. A worker builds – The house 
is built. 6. The writer writes a book – The book is published. 7. The student 
writes an exercise – The exercise is written. 8. The students help – The stu-
dents are helped. 9. We ask questions – We are asked the questions.  
10. I give some advice – I am given some advice.  
4 Keys: 1. ȼɵɛɪɚɥɢ ɥɭɱɲɭɸ ɦɚɲɢɧɭ. 2. ɇɚ ɩɪɨɲɥɨɣ ɧɟɞɟɥɟ ɭɤɪɚɥɢ ɦɨɣ 
ɜɟɥɨɫɢɩɟɞ. 3. ȼɵɡɜɚɥɢ ɩɨɥɢɰɢɸ. 4. Кɧɢɝɭ ɡɚɤɨɧɱɢɥɢ ɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɜɱɟɪɚ. 
5. Ɇɢɬɢɧɝ ɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɥɫɹ ɜ ɩɨɧɟɞɟɥɶɧɢɤ. 6. ȿɝɨ ɧɟ ɩɪɢɝɥɚɫɢɥɢ ɧɚ ɜɟɱɟɪɢɧ-
ɤɭ. 7. ɂɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɥɢ ɦɨɟɦɭ ɞɪɭɝɭ. 8. Ɇɟɧɹ ɩɨɫɟɬɢɥ ɭɱɢɬɟɥɶ ɧɚ ɩɪɨ-
ɲɥɨɣ ɧɟɞɟɥɟ. 9. Ɇɧɨɝɨ ɜɨɩɪɨɫɨɜ ɛɵɥɨ ɡɚɞɚɧɨ ɧɚɦ ɧɚ ɭɪɨɤɟ. 10. ɉɢɫɶɦɚ 
ɛɵɥɢ ɩɪɢɧɟɫɟɧɵ ɩɨɱɬɚɥɶɨɧɨɦ. 
5 Keys: 1) will be shown; 2) will be cleaned; 3) will be introduced; 4) will be 
painted; 5) won’t be fed; 6) won’t be bothered; 7) will be invited; 8) will be 
allowed; 9) will be asked; 10) will be written. 
6 Keys: 1) was founded; 2) is played; 3) will be finished; 4) will be received; 
5) was given; 6) was broken; 7) will be told; 8) was taken; 9) will be pub-
lished; 10) are sent. 
7 Keys: 1) is still being discussed; 2) was being built; 3) was being asked; 
4) is being explained; 5) was being made; 6) is being examined; 7) is being 
broadcast; 8) is/was being listened; 9) will be watered; 10) are being looked. 
8 Keys:1. ɇɨɜɚɹ ɫɬɚɧɰɢɹ ɦɟɬɪɨ ɫɬɪɨɢɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɧɚɲɟɣ ɭɥɢɰɟ. 2. Кɨɝɞɚ ɜɵ 
ɜɨɲɥɢ ɜ ɥɚɛɨɪɚɬɨɪɢɸ, ɢɫɩɵɬɵɜɚɥɢ ɩɪɢɛɨɪ. 3. ɗɬɨɬ ɜɨɩɪɨɫ ɧɟ ɫɜɹɡɚɧ 
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ɫ ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɨɣ, ɤɨɬɨɪɚɹ ɨɛɫɭɠɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɫɟɣɱɚɫ. 4. Ɇɧɨɝɨ ɪɚɡɧɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɵɯ ɦɚ-
ɲɢɧ ɞɥɹ ɩɪɨɦɵɲɥɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɢɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɧɚɲɟɦ ɡɚɜɨɞɟ. 5. ɏɭɞɨɠɟɫɬ-
ɜɟɧɧɚɹ ɜɵɫɬɚɜɤɚ ɦɨɥɨɞɵɯ ɯɭɞɨɠɧɢɤɨɜ ɲɢɪɨɤɨ ɤɨɦɦɟɧɬɢɪɭɟɬɫɹ ɩɪɟɫ-
ɫɨɣ. 6. Ɇɚɲɢɧɵ, ɜɵɩɭɫɤɚɟɦɵɟ ɧɚ ɷɬɨɦ ɡɚɜɨɞɟ, ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɫɟɥɶɫɤɨɦ 
ɯɨɡɹɣɫɬɜɟ. 7. ɒɟɞɟɜɪɵ ɢɡ ɧɚɲɟɝɨ ɦɭɡɟɹ ɷɤɫɩɨɧɢɪɨɜɚɥɢɫɶ ɜ ɪɚɡɧɵɯ ɝɨ-
ɪɨɞɚɯ ɜ ɢɸɥɟ ɩɪɨɲɥɨɝɨ ɝɨɞɚ. 8. ȿɝɨ ɠɞɭɬ. 9. ɉɨɤɚ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɥɫɹ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢ-
ɦɟɧɬ, ɧɢɤɬɨ ɧɟ ɩɨɤɢɞɚɥ ɥɚɛɨɪɚɬɨɪɢɸ. 10. Ɉɪɚɬɨɪɚ ɫɥɭɲɚɥɢ ɫ ɨɝɪɨɦɧɵɦ 
ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟɦ. 
9 Keys: 1) is being asked; 2) was being typed; 3) will be translated; 4) is … 
illustrated; 5) will be laughed; 6) is … being worked; 7) is … being looked; 
8) are spoken; 9) will be followed; 10) was sent. 
10 Keys: 1. ȼɫɬɭɩɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ ɪɟɱɶ ɛɵɥɚ ɩɪɨɢɡɧɟɫɟɧɚ ɦɢɫɬɟɪɨɦ Ȼɪɚɭɧɨɦ. 
2. Ɍɨɦ ɫɤɚɡɚɥ, ɱɬɨ ɭɫɥɨɜɢɹ ɪɚɛɨɬɵ ɧɚɦɧɨɝɨ ɭɥɭɱɲɢɥɢɫɶ. 3. ɉɪɨɟɤɬ ɛɵɥ 
ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧ ɧɚ ɤɨɦɢɫɫɢɸ. 4. Ɉɧ ɫɩɪɨɫɢɥ ɦɟɧɹ, ɛɵɥ ɥɢ ɹ ɩɪɢɝɥɚɲɟɧ ɧɚ 
ɜɟɱɟɪɢɧɤɭ. 5. ɉɪɨɟɤɬ ɩɨɞɝɨɬɨɜɹɬ ɤɨ ɜɬɨɪɧɢɤɭ. 6. Ɉɝɪɨɦɧɨɟ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟ 
ɛɵɥɨ ɭɞɟɥɟɧɨ ɞɚɥɶɧɟɣɲɟɦɭ ɭɥɭɱɲɟɧɢɸ ɠɢɡɧɟɧɧɵɯ ɭɫɥɨɜɢɣ ɥɸɞɟɣ. 
7. Ɉɧɚ ɫɤɚɡɚɥɚ, ɱɬɨ ɟɟ ɩɨɷɦɵ ɩɨɫɜɹɳɟɧɵ ɦɨɥɨɞɟɠɢ. 8. ɗɬɢɦɢ ɦɨɥɨɞɵɦɢ 
ɯɭɞɨɠɧɢɤɚɦɢ ɛɵɥɚ ɩɨɥɭɱɟɧɚ ɯɨɪɨɲɚɹ ɯɭɞɨɠɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɚɹ ɩɨɞɝɨɬɨɜɤɚ. 9. ȿɟ 
ɩɪɨɫɥɭɲɚɥɢ ɫ ɨɝɪɨɦɧɵɦ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟɦ.  
11 Keys: 1. I was taken by him for a walk. 2. Your telephone number won’t 
be forgotten by her. 3. Tickets will be booked by us tomorrow. 4. She was 
met by us at the corner of the street. 5. Such problems were discussed at our 
meetings. 6. A new cinema is being built in his street. 7. That beautiful build-
ing was designed by a young architect. 8. My friend was rung up by me. 
9. The translation has just been done by me. 10. The examinations will have 
been passed by February. 
12 Keys: 1. The politician is being interviewed now. 2. The Mona Lisa was 
painted by Leonardo da Vinci. 3. My flat was burgled last night. 4. All tickets 
had been sold before we got there. 5. The dog hasn’t been fed yet. 6. The pre-
sents are being wrapped now. 7. The prizes will be awarded by President to-
morrow. 8. Tea is grown in India. 9. The prisoners are being taken to prison 
now. 10. The book will have been read by next week.  
13 Keys: 2) with; 3) by; 4) with; 5) with; 6) by; 7) by; 8) with; 9) with; 10) by. 
14 Keys: 2) is believed; 3) is hoped; 4) will be visited; 5) has been planned; 
6) has only been made; 7) hasn’t been finished; 8) is thought; 9) will have 
been completed; 10) can be booked; 11) is claimed; 12) was bought;  
13) is provided; 14) is paid. 
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PROGRESS CHECK TEST 1  (The Passive forms) 
15 Keys: 1) c; 2) b; 3) a; 4) c; 5) b; 6) c; 7) c; 8) b; 9) a; 10) a; 11) c ;12) c; 
13) b; 14) a; 15) b; 16) c; 17) c; 18) b; 19) c; 20) a; 21) b; 22) c; 23) b; 24) a; 
25) b; 26) a; 27) c; 28) c; 29) b; 30) c. 
CONDITIONALS 
1 Keys: 1. If I lose my job, I won’t find another job. 2. If I don’t find another 
job, I’ll lose my flat. 3. If I lose my flat, I’ll move back to my parents’ house. 
4. If I move back to my parents’ house, I’ll get bored. 5. If I get bored, I’ll go 
swimming every day. 6. If I go swimming every day, I’ll look very good. 
7. If I look very good, I’ll meet interesting people. 8. If I meet interesting 
people, I’ll go to lots of parties. 9. If I go to lots of parties, I’ll have a won-
derful time. 10. If I have a wonderful time, I’ll be happy. 
2 Keys: 1) If;  2) Unless;  3) Unless;  4) if;  5) Unless;  6) if ; 7) Unless;  8) if;  
9) unless; 10) if. 
3 Keys: 1) go; 2) will need; 3) is; 4) construct; 5) don’t wear; 6) will experi-
ence; 7) are allowed; 8) aren’t; 9) will have; 10) am not.  
4 Keys: 1) would need;  2) would go;  3) had;  4) weren’t, wouldn’t be;   
5) lived; 6) would go;  7) wouldn’t buy;  8) didn’t go;  9) could talk;  
10) didn’t travel.    
5 Keys: 1) would see;  2) will go, is; 3) are, will feel;  4) doesn’t take, will 
be; 5) will be, is;  6) go, will include;  7) take traveller’s cheques, will be able 
to exchange;  8)  won’t pay;  9) would take;  10) comes, won’t play  
6 Keys: 1) lost;  2) rains;  3) could;  4) is;  5) would worry;  6) will come;   
7) hurry; 8) would do;  9) asked;  10) complains;  11) would tell; 12) will 
meet;  13) have; 14) am/’m ;  15) spoke;  16) won;  17) closed;  18) comes;  
19) is;  20) was/were 
7 Keys: 2) a;  3) c;  4) b;  5) d;  6) e;  7) h;  8) f. 
8 Keys: 1) I would stay;  2) would you look for;  3) would you feel; 
4) I would spend;  5) it will cost;  6) you went;  7) we would feel;  8) hitch-
hiking weren’t;  9) doesn’t talk;  10) were. 
9 Student’s individual answer 
10 Keys: 1) had worked;  2) had taken;  3) hadn’t played;  4) would you have 
crashed;  5) wouldn’t have slept;  6) had come, would have had;  7) hadn’t 
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broken down, would have been; 8) Would you have studied, had liked;  
9) wouldn’t have got, hadn’t wanted;  10) Would you have helped, had asked.   
11 Keys:  
1. I would go out unless I were so tired. 2. Why don’t change the route of trav-
elling? 3. You’ll miss the train  if you wake up late. 4. If I were you I would 
visit your old granny. 5. You won’t find the accommodation unless you re-
serve it in advance. 6. If you don’t take an umbrella, you will get wet. 
7. If I were you, I would call the receptionist. 8. Unless you fly via Novosi-
birsk, it will take you more time. 9. It’s the last time I’ve used that travel agent. 
10. You’ll miss your flight unless you leave right away. 11. I’ll have a hot 
shower as soon as I get to the hotel. 12. Children can visit the gallery as long 
as they are accompanied by an adult. 13. The museum will only be able to buy 
that sculpture provided that the government makes a contribution. 14. I’m sure 
I’ll never understand this painting, however much you keep explaining it to 
me. 15. Whatever exhibition is on in that gallery, she always goes. 
WISHES 
12 Keys: 1) had;  2) were/was;  3) was/were;  4) had;  5) could;  6) did;  
7) would;  8) had;  9) had;  10) did. 
13 Keys: 1) had;  2) would snow;  3) was/were;  4) would stop; 5) wouldn’t 
do;  6) would come;  7) wouldn’t build; weren’t building;  8) could come;  
9) could go;  10) hadn’t lost.     
14 Keys: 1. I wish I ate less. If only I had taken more exercise. 
2. I wish people wouldn’t waste water. If only people would save water. 
3. I wish he would drive carefully. If only he had let someone else drive. 
4. I wish he would keep calm. If only he hadn’t lost his temper. 5. I wish 
people would use bins. If only they would take rubbish home. 6. I wish he 
would recycle more paper. If only we protected (would protect) the forests. 
7. I wish people would use their cars less often. If only people would walked 
more. 8. I wish children would play fewer computer games. If only children 
would watch less TV. 9. I wish you would keep your mouth shut. If only I 
hadn’t told her the news. 
PROGRESS CHECK TEST 2 (Conditionals) 
15 Keys: 1) c; 2) a; 3) c; 4) c; 5) a; 6) b; 7) b; 8) c; 9) b; 10) b; 11) b; 12) b; 
13) a; 14) c; 15) c. 
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APPENDIX  
Ɋɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɚɰɢɢ ɩɨ ɧɚɩɢɫɚɧɢɸ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ ɚɧɝɥɢɣɫɤɨɝɨ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ  
(Abstract) 
Ɋɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɭɟɦɵɣ ɨɛɴɟɦ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ – 150–200 ɫɥɨɜ. 
Ⱥɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɹ ɤ ɬɟɤɫɬɭ ɜɤɥɸɱɚɟɬ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɫɚɦɵɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ 
ɢ ɜɵɜɨɞɵ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɞɚɸɬɫɹ  ɜ ɫɠɚɬɨɣ ɮɨɪɦɟ. 
Ⱥɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɹ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɟ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɢ:  
  ɩɨɡɜɨɥɹɟɬ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɢɬɶ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɨɟ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɟ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ (ɢɥɢ ɫɬɚɬɶɢ), 
ɟɝɨ ɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɧɨɫɬɶ ɢ ɪɟɲɢɬɶ, ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɥɢ ɨɛɪɚɳɚɬɶɫɹ ɤ ɩɨɥɧɨɦɭ ɬɟɤɫɬɭ; 
  ɩɪɟɞɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɸ ɨ ɬɟɤɫɬɟ (ɫɬɚɬɶɟ) ɢ ɭɫɬɪɚɧɹɟɬ ɧɟɨɛ-
ɯɨɞɢɦɨɫɬɶ ɱɬɟɧɢɹ ɟɝɨ ɩɨɥɧɨɝɨ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ ɜ ɫɥɭɱɚɟ, ɟɫɥɢ ɨɧ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɞɥɹ 
ɱɢɬɚɬɟɥɹ ɜɬɨɪɨɫɬɟɩɟɧɧɵɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫ; 
ȼ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ ɧɟ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɩɨɜɬɨɪɹɬɶɫɹ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ ɢɡ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ (ɧɟɥɶɡɹ 
ɛɪɚɬɶ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ ɢɡ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ ɢ ɩɟɪɟɧɨɫɢɬɶ ɢɯ ɜ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɸ), ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɟɟ 
ɧɚɡɜɚɧɢɟ.  
ȼ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɢɡɥɚɝɚɬɶɫɹ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɟ ɮɚɤɬɵ, ɩɪɢɜɟɞɟɧ-
ɧɵɟ ɜ ɬɟɤɫɬɟ, ɢ ɧɟ ɞɨɥɠɟɧ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɬɶɫɹ ɦɚɬɟɪɢɚɥ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɣ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɭɟɬ 
ɜ ɫɚɦɨɦ ɬɟɤɫɬɟ. 
ȼ ɬɟɤɫɬɟ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɢɡɛɟɝɚɬɶ ɫɥɢɲɤɨɦ ɞɥɢɧɧɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟ-
ɧɢɣ, ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɯ ɝɪɚɦɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɤɨɧɫɬɪɭɤɰɢɣ. Ɉɧ ɞɨɥɠɟɧ ɛɵɬɶ 
ɥɚɤɨɧɢɱɟɧ ɢ ɱɟɬɨɤ. 
Ⱥɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɹ (abstract) ɫɨɫɬɨɢɬ ɢɡ: 
1. ȼɜɨɞɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ – ɝɥɚɜɧɚɹ ɢɞɟɹ ɬɟɤɫɬɚ ɢ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɚɹ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɰɢɹ 
(Кɬɨ? ɑɬɨ? Ƚɞɟ? Кɨɝɞɚ?).  
2. Ɉɫɧɨɜɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ – ɩɟɪɟɱɟɧɶ ɡɚɬɪɨɧɭɬɵɯ ɜ ɬɟɤɫɬɟ ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦ. 
3. Ɂɚɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ, ɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɨɣ ɩɢɲɭɳɢɣ ɜɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬ ɫɜɨɟ 
ɦɧɟɧɢɟ.  
ɉɪɢ ɧɚɩɢɫɚɧɢɢ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɨɜɚɬɶ ɤɥɢɲɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ 
ɜɜɨɞɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɜɚ:  
ȼɜɨɞɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ:  
The text deals with … 
As the title implies the text describes … 
The text is concerned with… 
Ɉɫɧɨɜɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ 
It is known that … 
It should be noted about/that … 
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It is spoken in detail about… 
It is reported that … 
The text gives valuable information on/about… 
Much attention is given to… 
It is shown that… 
The main idea of the text is… 
It gives a detailed analysis of… 
It draws our attention to… 
It is stressed that… 
Зɚɤɥɸɱɟɧɢɟ: ɨɰɟɧɤɚ: 
The following conclusions are drawn… 
The text gives valuable information about… 
ɪɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɚɰɢɹ: 
The main idea of the text is … 
The text is of great help to … 
The text is of interest to … 
ɉɪɢɦɟɪ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɚɧɧɨɬɚɰɢɢ: 
Subwavelength Plasmonic Waveguides and Plasmonic Materials 
This text is concerned with surface plasmon based photonics materials 
to show possibility of creation such plasmonic device as plasmonic wave-
guide with new properties. 
It should be noted that such process is still kind of obscure and re-
quires precise investigation and research. It is spoken in detail about for-
mation of plasmon-polariton metal surface as a result of extreme light irradia-
tion and transmission through these layers. It is shown that free-electron 
model could be used for describing plasmon system inside the glass and light 
distribution through the plasmonic waveguide made of metal nanolayers. 
The main idea of the text is to study surface plasmons and show oppor-
tunity to fabricate standalone devices to plasmonics, assisted by advanced 
simulation and fabrication tools, emphasizes the integration of plasmonic fea-
tures into subsystems for all sorts of optical communications and information 
exchange. 
This text is of great help to researchers involved into waveguide tech-
nologies and plasmonic waveguides devices formation. 
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GLOSSARY 
ɍɫɥɨɜɧɵɟ ɨɛɨɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ: 
(v) – verb – ɝɥɚɝɨɥ         (adj.) – adjective – ɩɪɢɥɚɝɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɟ 
(n) – noun – ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɟ        (adv.) – adverb – ɧɚɪɟɱɢɟ 
 
A 
abundance (n) – ɢɡɨɛɢɥɢɟ, ɢɡɛɵɬɨɤ 
acquisition (n) – ɫɥɢɹɧɢɟ (ɞɜɭɯ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɣ) 
adapt to (v) – ɚɞɚɩɬɢɪɨɜɚɬɶɫɹ ɤ 
applicant (n) – ɫɨɢɫɤɚɬɟɥɶ 
application form  (n) – ɚɧɤɟɬɚ 
assets (n) – ɚɤɬɢɜɵ (ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɢ) 
availability (n) – ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ, ɞɨɫɬɭɩɧɨɫɬɶ 
avoid (v) – ɢɡɛɟɝɚɬɶ 
B 
bankruptcy (n) – ɛɚɧɤɪɨɬɫɬɜɨ 
birth rate (n) – ɭɪɨɜɟɧɶ ɪɨɠɞɚɟɦɨɫɬɢ 
bonus (n) – ɩɪɟɦɢɹ, ɛɨɧɭɫ 
branch (n) – ɮɢɥɢɚɥ 
budget (n) – ɛɸɞɠɟɬ 
business (n) – ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɹ, ɛɢɡɧɟɫ 
C 
candidate (n) – ɫɨɢɫɤɚɬɟɥɶ, ɤɚɧɞɢɞɚɬ 
cash (n) – ɧɚɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɞɟɧɶɝɢ 
chairmen (n) – ɩɪɟɞɫɟɞɚɬɟɥɶ 
challenge (n) – ɜɵɡɨɜ, ɫɥɨɠɧɚɹ ɡɚɞɚɱɚ 
characteristics (n) – ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ 
CV (curriculum vitae) (n) – ɪɟɡɸɦɟ 
chairperson (n) – ɩɪɟɞɫɟɞɚɬɟɥɶ 
competition (n) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɰɢɹ 
compete with (v) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɫ 
concerns (n) – ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɵ, ɜɨɩɪɨɫɵ, ɬɪɟɛɭɸɳɢɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹ 
consumable (adj.) – ɩɨɬɪɟɛɢɬɟɥɶɫɤɢɣ 
convenience (v) – ɭɞɨɛɫɬɜɨ 
cope with (v) – ɫɩɪɚɜɥɹɬɶɫɹ ɫ 
commodity (n) – ɩɪɨɞɭɤɬ, ɬɨɜɚɪ 
competitor (n) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɬ 
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competitiveness (n) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɬɨɫɩɨɫɨɛɧɨɫɬɶ 
consumer (n) – ɩɨɬɪɟɛɢɬɟɥɶ 
consumption (n) – ɩɨɬɪɟɛɥɟɧɢɟ 
commute  (v) – ɟɡɞɢɬɶ ɟɠɟɞɧɟɜɧɨ ɧɚ ɪɚɛɨɬɭ ɢɡ ɩɪɢɝɨɪɨɞɚ ɜ ɝɨɪɨɞ ɢ ɨɛ-
ɪɚɬɧɨ 
covering letter (n) – ɫɨɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɟ ɩɢɫɶɦɨ (ɤ ɪɟɡɸɦɟ) 
currency (n) – ɜɚɥɸɬɚ 
customer (n) – ɩɨɤɭɩɚɬɟɥɶ 
D 
data (n) –ɞɚɧɧɵɟ 
deadline (n) – ɫɪɨɤ ɫɞɚɱɢ, ɤɪɚɣɧɢɣ ɫɪɨɤ 
deal with– ɢɦɟɬɶ ɞɟɥɨ ɫ 
debt (n) – ɞɨɥɝ 
delivery (n) – ɞɨɫɬɚɜɤɚ 
demand (n) – cɩɪɨɫ 
department (n) – ɨɬɞɟɥ 
dismiss(v) – ɭɜɨɥɶɧɹɬɶ 
division (n) – ɩɨɞɪɚɡɞɟɥɟɧɢɟ 
distributors (n) – ɪɚɫɩɪɨɫɬɪɚɧɢɬɟɥɢ 
durability (n) – ɞɨɥɝɨɜɟɱɧɨɫɬɶ 
E 
economy (n) –ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɤɚ (ɫɬɪɚɧɵ) 
economics (n) – ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɤɚ (ɧɚɭɤɚ) 
economist (n) – ɷɤɨɧɨɦɢɫɬ 
education (n) – ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
employee (n) – ɪɚɛɨɬɧɢɤ 
employer (n) – ɪɚɛɨɬɨɞɚɬɟɥɶ 
employment (n) – ɡɚɧɹɬɨɫɬɶ 
empowerment (n) – ɩɟɪɟɞɚɱɚ ɩɨɥɧɨɦɨɱɢɣ 
external (adj.) – ɜɧɟɲɧɢɣ 
F 
face up to (v) – ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɬɶ ɥɢɰɨɦ ɤ ɥɢɰɭ 
features (n) – ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɧɵ ɱɟɪɬɵ 
flexitime (n) – ɫɤɨɥɶɡɹɳɢɣ ɝɪɚɮɢɤ 
freelance (n) – ɮɪɢɥɚɧɫ 
G 
goods (n) – ɬɨɜɚɪɵ 
government (n) – ɩɪɚɜɢɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɨ 
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H 
headquarters (n) – ɝɥɚɜɧɵɣ ɨɮɢɫ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɢ 
hierarchy (n) – ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɹ 
hire (v) – ɧɚɧɢɦɚɬɶ 
household budget (n) – ɫɟɦɟɣɧɵɣ ɛɸɞɠɟɬ 
I 
ignore (v) –ɢɝɧɨɪɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ 
implementation  (n) – ɨɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɥɟɧɢɟ, ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ 
income  (n) – ɞɨɯɨɞ 
inflation (n) – ɢɧɮɥɹɰɢɹ 
industry (n) – ɨɬɪɚɫɥɶ 
innovation (n) – ɢɧɧɨɜɚɰɢɹ 
interest (n) – ɩɪɨɰɟɧɬ 
interview (n) – ɫɨɛɟɫɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
interviewer (n) – ɛɟɪɭɳɢɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɜɶɸ 
interviewee (n) – ɥɢɰɨ, ɩɪɨɯɨɞɹɳɟɟ ɫɨɛɟɫɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
investigation (n) – ɪɚɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
involve (v) – ɜɤɥɸɱɚɬɶ ɜ ɫɟɛɹ 
J 
jobseeker (n) – ɫɨɢɫɤɚɬɟɥɶ 
joint venture (n) – ɫɨɜɦɟɫɬɧɨɟ ɩɪɟɞɩɪɢɹɬɢɟ 
L 
labour (n) – ɬɪɭɞ 
landmark (n) – ɜɟɯɚ; ɩɨɜɨɪɨɬɧɵɣ ɩɭɧɤɬ 
liaise with smb. (v) – ɩɨɞɞɟɪɠɢɜɚɬɶ ɫɜɹɡɶ ɫ 
lifestyle (n) – ɫɬɢɥɶ ɠɢɡɧɢ 
long-term (adj.) – ɞɨɥɝɨɫɪɨɱɧɵɣ 
M 
maintain (v) – ɫɨɯɪɚɧɹɬɶ, ɩɨɞɞɟɪɠɢɜɚɬɶ 
maintenance (n) – ɪɟɦɨɧɬ ɢ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɟ 
manufacturing (n) – ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɫɬɜɨ 
merger (n) – ɫɥɢɹɧɢɟ 
monopoly (n) – ɦɨɧɨɩɨɥɢɹ 
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O 
obsolescence (n) – ɭɫɬɚɪɟɜɚɧɢɟ 
obsolete (adj.) – ɭɫɬɚɪɟɜɲɢɣ 
opportunity (n) – ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ 
operate in  (v) – ɨɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɥɹɬɶ ɫɜɨɸ ɞɟɹɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ 
overlap (v) – ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɬɶ 
P 
parent company (n) – ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɹ-ɭɱɪɟɞɢɬɟɥɶ 
payroll (n) – ɩɥɚɬɟɠɧɚɹ ɜɟɞɨɦɨɫɬɶ 
personnel (n) – ɩɟɪɫɨɧɚɥ 
president (n) – ɩɪɟɡɢɞɟɧɬ 
post (n) – ɩɨɫɬ 
position (n) – ɞɨɥɠɧɨɫɬɶ 
profit (n) – ɩɪɢɛɵɥɶ 
profitable (adj.) – ɩɪɢɛɵɥɶɧɵɣ, ɞɨɯɨɞɧɵɣ 
production (n) – ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɫɬɜɨ 
promotion (n) – ɩɪɨɞɜɢɠɟɧɢɟ 
provide (v) – ɨɛɟɫɩɟɱɢɜɚɬɶ 
Q 
qualities (n) – ɤɚɱɟɫɬɜɚ 
qualifications (n) – ɤɜɚɥɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ 
R 
references (n) – ɪɟɤɨɦɟɧɞɚɰɢɢ 
resource (n) – ɪɟɫɭɪɫ, ɢɫɬɨɱɧɢɤ 
report to (v) – ɨɬɱɢɬɵɜɚɬɶɫɹ ɩɟɪɟɞ 
research (n) – ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ 
respond to (v) – ɨɬɜɟɱɚɬɶ, ɪɟɚɝɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɧɚ 
responsibility (n) – ɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɶ 
resume (n) – ɪɟɡɸɦɟ 
retirement (n) – ɨɬɫɬɚɜɤɚ, ɭɯɨɞ ɧɚ ɩɟɧɫɢɸ 
revenue (n) – ɞɨɯɨɞ 
rival (n) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɬ 
rivalry (n) – ɤɨɧɤɭɪɟɧɰɢɹ 
S  
salary (n) – ɡɚɪɚɛɨɬɧɚɹ ɩɥɚɬɚ 
savings (n) – ɫɛɟɪɟɠɟɧɢɹ 
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scarcity (n) – ɧɟɞɨɫɬɚɬɨɤ, ɧɟɯɜɚɬɤɚ 
select (v) – ɜɵɛɢɪɚɬɶ 
shares (n) – ɚɤɰɢɢ 
shareholders (n) – ɚɤɰɢɨɧɟɪɵ 
skills (n) – ɧɚɜɵɤɢ 
staff (n) – ɪɚɛɨɬɧɢɤɢ (ɫɨɛɢɪ.) 
stock exchange(n) – ɮɨɧɞɨɜɚɹ ɛɢɪɠɚ 
subsidiary (n) – ɞɨɱɟɪɧɹɹ ɤɨɦɩɚɧɢɹ 
subordinates (n) – ɩɨɞɱɢɧɟɧɧɵɟ 
supervisor (n) – ɧɚɞɡɢɪɚɬɟɥɶ 
T 
takeover (n) – ɩɨɝɥɨɳɟɧɢɟ 
tailor smth. to (v) – ɩɨɞɫɬɪɚɢɜɚɬɶ ɱɬɨ-ɥ. ɩɨɞ ɤɨɝɨ-ɥ. 
tax (n) – ɧɚɥɨɝ 
trade-off (n) – ɫɞɟɥɤɚ, ɤɨɦɩɪɨɦɢɫɫ 
trait (n) – ɱɟɪɬɚ 
turnover (n) – ɨɛɨɪɨɬ (ɬɨɜɚɪɚ, ɞɟɧɟɝ) 
U 
unemployment (n) – ɛɟɡɪɚɛɨɬɢɰɚ 
unique (adj.) – ɭɧɢɤɚɥɶɧɵɣ 
uniqueness (n) – ɭɧɢɤɚɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ 
W 
wages (n) – ɡɚɪɚɛɨɬɧɚɹ ɩɥɚɬɚ (ɫɞɟɥɶɧɚɹ) 
warehouse (n) – ɫɤɥɚɞ 
welcome (v) – ɩɪɢɜɟɬɫɬɜɨɜɚɬɶ 
wholesaler (n) – ɨɩɬɨɜɵɣ ɬɨɪɝɨɜɟɰ 
work under smb. (v) – ɪɚɛɨɬɚɬɶ ɩɨɞ ɱɶɢɦ-ɥɢɛɨ ɧɚɱɚɥɨɦ 
workload (n) – ɡɚɝɪɭɠɟɧɧɨɫɬɶ ɪɚɛɨɬɨɣ 
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